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SUMMARY REPORT

1. Introduction

The Specialists' Meeting on Bellows for Sodium Systems was

held at the Headquarters of the Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel

Development Corporation on November 5-9, 1979. The meeting,

sponsored by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) on

the recommendation of the International Working Group on Fast

Reactors (IWGFR) was presided over by General Chairman, Mr.

Yamamoto of Japan, and was attended by 20 participants and

observers from France, the Federal Republic of Germany, Italy,

Japan, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom and the IAEA. The

purpose of the meeting was to provide forum for exchanging

views on application of bellows for FBR use, problems found in

service in sodium systems, design and fabrication of bellows

for sodium systems and studies necessary for estimation and

improvement of reliability of bellows in long term use under

the condition of high temperature sodium.

The technical parts of the meeting were divided into five

major sessions, as follows:

I. Experience of Bellows Applications for Sodium Systems.

II. Design and Analysis.

III. Fabrication.

IV. In-Service Inspection and Repair.

V. Research Work.

Statements by the participants, normally supported by the

papers presented were followed by an open discussion. On

November 8, 1979 a final meeting was held to discuss the

resulting summaries, conclusions and recommendations which were

agreed upon by the delegates. On November 9, 1979 a tour of

0-arai Engineering Center was organized for the participants of

the meeting.

The meeting agenda, technical programme, list of

participants and technical papers are reproduced elsewhere in

this document.

2. Summary and Conclusions

2.1 Session I Experience of Bellows Applications for Sodium

Systems (Chairman: B. Vrillon)

There is now some operating experience with bellows in

sodium systems on reactors in operation.

French experience with the CRDM bellows used in RAPSODIE

and PHENIX indicated that these bellows are not completely

reliable.

The IHX in UK's PFR incorporates bellows at two positions

to take up differential expansion and they are found to be

satisfactory during the six years of reactor operation.

Japanese experience with bellows for CRDM and IHX in JOYO

has been good in the last two and a half years of reactor

operation.

Bellows for sodium valves are reported to be generally good

in all of the reactors. Few failures have been reported in

bellows used to seal the valve stem.

Besides the experience gained from these bellows already in

use for fast reactors, there is another source of experience

obtained on test facilities and R & D works. It ranges from



small bellows such as for valves and CRDM to large bellows such

as for IHX, SG and piping.

The general tendency is that experiences are quite good

with regard to large bellows. The control of manufacturing

variables seems to be one of the key for the high reliability

of all bellows.

For valves, U-shaped bellows are preferred in France,

Germany, UK, Italy and the Netherlands, whereas in Japan both

welded disc and U-shaped bellows are used.

Welded disc bellows are chosen for CRDM mainly for the

reasons of better flexibility behavior.

In view of future development on fast reactor, there is a

need to improve the methods for reducing the volume of the

system. The employment of bellows is desirable to achieve this

purpose. In particular this is true for loop type reactors.

Although there is no experience with piping bellows in

reactors in operation in the represented countries, such

experience as gained with gas-type power reactors in France and

UK could probably be useful in focusing the direction of the R

4 D efforts in case of applying it to sodium systems.

2.2 Session II Design and Analysis (Chairman: D. Hodgson)

Expa-nsion joints have been used in some positions (eg. IHX)

and several years of operating experience gained. However, the

use of large expansion joints have not yet been installed in

piping systems in the represented countries where their use

could reduce the size and cost of the system and buildings.

Several countries have addressed the problems of bellows

design and have identified problems in respect of design

validation, fabrication, in-service inspection and replacement

or repair.

A recent study in several countries indicates that it

should be feasible to design a satisfactory expansion joint but

validation of design by analysis for bellows that operate in

the high temperature creep range is difficult due to lack of

knowledge that is provided by long term operational experience

and extensive development, lack of well developed nuclear

design codes for expansion joints and difficulty in applying

analysis as recommended in ASME III, particularly code case

N-47. The alternative of validating each design of bellows by

testing is generally considered too costly to be practical.

A probabilistic system assessment presented by Japan

demonstrates that two or more concentric bellows with

interspace leak detection greatly improves the reliability of

the expansion joint provided that high reliability can be

placed on both piping and the I.S.I, technique.

Expansion joints may be installed in the piping system

where replacement is possible within reasonalbe time (i.e.,

within a few months).

2.3 Session III Fabrication (Chairman: A. Gai)

Regarding manufacture it is considered necessary to

guarantee high quality of fabrication and inspection throughout

all the process, followed by sufficient ambient testing of

bellows units to ensure manufacturing variables have been

contained within specified limits.

Common practice to manufacture large bellows is described

as follows:

Identification and cutting of a plate, cleaning the edges

to be welded and formed.



longitudinal welding - the procedure depends on the type

and thickness of materials (sometimes welds must be ground

in order to have flush welds).

X-ray and liquid penetrant examination

Hydraulic forming - the use of de-mineralized water is

recommended, also it is a good practice to maintain clean

forming matrix, in order to prevent contamination by

extraneous materials.

heat treatment, if requested

liquid penetrant examination after forming

cleaning and dimensional control

assembly of bellows

final inspection - X-ray, liquid penetrant examination, etc.

For multi-ply bellows, the connection of tangents to a pipe

requires particular care and control.

As for the quality control of bellows, the procedure of

ASME III code is generally followed.

Parameters to be checked before manufacturing are:

materials: tensile strength, chemical analysis, ductlity

test, hardness test, etc.

X-ray as well as liquid penetrant examination on welds is

conducted by qualified personnels.

After forming, if requested, such tests as tensile

strength, metallographic examination on material data are

required to check design specifications; hydraulic or

pneumatic pressure test, vacuum test and dimensional

control are to be performed.

2.4 Session IV In-Service Inspection and Repair

(Chairman: M. Dzenus)

ISI

From the experiments in high temperature gas loop in

Japan, radiographic records of bellows profile during fatigue

tests have shown a change in profile when a crack initiates.

The bellows profile continues to change as the crack develops

through to component failure.

It is considered that with further development this

technique could become a satisfactory form of in-service

inspection. A further possibility of recording bellows profile

would be by a photo conductive technique. Both techniques

would require periodic access to the bellows convolutions.

ISI presents problems due to lack of access for periodic

inspection of critical parts (eg., weld seams) and continuous

monitoring for sodium leakage is recommended to supplement

periodic ISI. At present two methods for leak detection are

considered effective and both should be used together a)

Electrical contact type sensor and b) Pressure differential

measurement in the space between bellows and secondary

containment. Continuous monitoring of the displacements of

expansion joints is recommended to ensure the component works

within its specification limits.

Repair

In principle, the repair on bellows convolutions should not

be made; only the replacement of it is acceptable.

Replacement of the failed components should be possible

within acceptable time scale provided that spare units are

readily available and easy access as well as sufficient working

space is secured.



2.5 Session V Research Work (Chairman: C. P. Warmerdam)

R & D status on the bellows for sodium systems in the

countries participated in this meeting can be summarized as

follows:

France

There is no definite R & D program on bellows as such at

present. In the past the bellows used in the reactor roof

penetrations was tested. The functional test on the IHX

bellows for SUPER PHENIX is currently under consideration.

in air by manufacturers. Fatigue tests in sodium have also

been conducted on IHX bellows for MONJU. The design validation

by testing has been chosen for MONJU CRDM bellows and extensive

tests have been carried out including the dynamic behavior test

on bellows. The in-sodium test on piping bellows is currently

progressing at OEC.

Italy

At present the construction of two prototypes bellows for

SUPER PHENIX IHX is in progress. A small development program

is proposed for small bellows.

UK

Presently no active R & D work is going on for bellows.

However, the bellows for CDFR IHX will probably be tested in

sodium for its final confirmation. Prior to the in-sodium

test, it is intended that the bellows manufacturer will conduct

tests in either argon or air.

Germany

R & D on bellows forms a part of the study on fracture

mechanics. Small bellows (DN 100 mm) are under sodium test.

For large expansion joints (DN 600 mm), sodium tests are

prepared for one unit for the secondary piping system, starting

1980 and a second unit is planned for 1981.

The Netherlands

The validation of design by calculation has been proposed.

The calculation method based on the overlay model will be used

in the analysis of creep and plasticity for cyclic loading with

hold time. Bench-mark tests are needed for the evaluation of

the calculation model.

Japan

Bellows for sodium valves are extensively being tested by

fatigue loading in sodium to check the failure curve obtained

Besides the various R & D activities as reported above,

continuing operating experience in LMFBR's will provide

additional confidence for the use of bellows in sodium systems.

3. General Recommendations

It was a unanimous view that the exchanged information was

very useful. There is varying scale of activity being

conducted on bellows for sodium systems in the IWGFR member

countries presented at the meeting. Most of the participants

were of the opinion that the use of expansion joints in

pipework systems might offer technical and/or cost advantage

for large commercial fast reactors. They considered that a

very important decision should be taken by most countries

regarding the conceptual designs of commercial demonstration

fast breeder reactors within 2 or 3 years time period. It was

agreed that better techniques for validation of bellows

integrity by analysis were required in order to ensure all

aspects of safe operation throughout component life. Therefore

a specialists' meeting on bellows for sodium systems is

justified in 2 or 3 years and participants of the meeting

recommend its organization.
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TECHNICAL PROGRAM E

(1) Opening Session

Welcome Address

Opening remarks

Introduction of participants

Adoption of Agenda

(2) Session I

Outline of typical applications, problems,

experiences, plan of research and development

work, etc. in each country/organization.

(General remarks covering session II - V)

(3) Session II

Design criteria and specifications of bellows

for use in sodium systems and components.

Stress analysis

Protective means against possible failure

(4) Session III

Material used for bellows and hardwares such

as hinge, bearing, lubricant, support etc.

Manufacturing process, including edge-welding

of welded bellows.

Quality assurance

Examination and testing in factory and site.

(5) Session IV

Inspection techniques for convolutions (welds

and parent metal), restraint devices (primary

and secondary) and skirt fixing.

Access for in-service inspection

Access for repair and repair techniques

Detection method of failure

(6) Session V

Results and plans of studies necessary for

estimation and improvement of reliability of

bellows in long-term use under the condition

of high-temperature sodium.

(7) Closing Session

Discussion on the conclusions and

recommendations of this meeting.



OPERATING EXPERIENCE WITH SMALL DIAMETER BELLOWS
USED IN THE PHENIX AND RAPSODIE REACTORS, AND IN
SODIUM TEST FACILITIES

P. ALLEGRE*, R. JACQUELIfO-L. CARBONNIER**

France

* DER/SEER Commissariat a l ' E n e r g i e Atomique
»* DRNR/STRS Centre d 'E tudes Nuclea i res de

Cadarache.

BP No 1
13115 SAINT PAUL LEZ DURANCE

FRANCE

In the RAPSODIE and PHENIX fast breeder reactors, small dia-

meter bellows are used on the control rod mechanisms and on

some valves•

The Valve bellows sustain slow longitudinal movements with

stroke/length ratios of about 0.3, and hydroformed bellows

are suitable for this application.

The control rod mechanism bellows are subjected to greater

length variations (AL/L > 0.5) including fast drops, so that

welded disk models are used.

1. VALVE BELLOWS

Bellows valves are fitted on the RAPSODIE primary and se-

condary piping. Table I lists the primary sodium valves,

and Table II indicates the main characteristics of the bel-

lows.

The reliability of these bellows was found satisfactory :

during a 13 years operation period only two failures were de-

tected in RAPSODIE, one on the secondary loop feed/drain

manifold, and the second in the primary sodium cleanup

unit. In both cases the bellows failure was attributable

to human error : the valves were actuated though the so-

dium inside the valve body was solid.

The 100 mm dia. flooding cock has been operated 600 times

without incident since the reactor was commissioned (the

valve is located in sodium-laden argon filled volume whose

temperature is constant and equal to 200°C.)

The same type of bellows has given satisfactory results in

the PHENIX reactor too.

TABLE I

RAPSODIE BELLOWS VALVES ON THE PRIMARY SODIUM LINES

Xi
>l
O :
N> !
O !
O ;
CD !
ho;
00 i

DESIGNATION

Feed-drain manifold

Cleanup Unit

Flooding line

Sodium Transfer
line

QTY

11

1

17

1

3

DIA
(mm)

20

30

30

100

30

ABS.PRESSURE
(bar)

1.98

1.98

5

2.4

2.4

OPERATING
TEMPERATURE

400°C

400°C

54O°C

200 °C

25O°C



TABLE II

CALORSTAT BELLOWS ON RAPSODIE VALVES

VALVE DIA

20 mm

30 mm - 100 mm

BELLOWS

316 L Steel P/N 28 135

316 L Steel P/N.AE 28 366.0

TYPE

STROKE (mm)

FREE LENGTH (mm)

COMPRESSED LENGTH (mm)

INSIDE DIA (mm)

OUTSIDE DIA (mm)

NUMBER OF RIBS

THICKNESS (mm)

P/N 28 135

Hydroforreed

22

65

43

26

38

20

0.150

P/N 8 366.0

Hydroformed

17.5

70

52.5

32

44

19

0.170

2. CONTROL ROD MECHANISM BELLOWS

The control rod mechanisms include a main bellows so as

to isolate the primary sodium from inside the mechanism

casing placed under sodium-free argon atmosphere (Figure

1). These bellows must be capable of sustaining major

axial displacements (450 mm for RAPSODIE and 1150 mm for

PHENIX) including fast drops (emergency shutdown).

CEA experience in this area covers both bellows operation

in reactors and preliminary testing of prototype bellows

supplied by French, American and British manufacturers

(Calorstat, Flextube, Belfab, Sealol, Palatine).

The major characteristics of bellows mounted on the second

generation RAPSODIE control rod mechanisms are shown in

Table III.

Table IV lists the requirements for the PHENIX control rod

mechanism bellows.

Table V compares the characteristics of three bellows tes-

ted for PHENIX use.

3. RAPSODIE OPERATING EXPERIENCE

The RAPSODIE fast breeder reactor includes six control rod

mechanisms fitted with BELFAB AM 350 bellows (Cf. Table III).

The service life of these mechanisms was found widely varia-

ble, as shown in Table VI. The bellows on mechanism S 10 fai-

led after 79 Full-Power Equivalent days.involing 2 emergency

shutdowns and six engagement/disengagement cycles,

whereas the bellows on mechanism S 2 has'been operating sin-

ce August 1O, 1969 totalizing 1896 full-power equivalent

days and 43 emergency shutdowns.

Based on the dispersion of the results obtained, it is rea-

sonable to attribute the bellows failures to the weld seams.

Mechanism S 3 was dismantled for metallurgical examination

after 29 months in RAPSODIE. The.bellows was in excellent

condition with no signs of corrosion, and all welds were

sound (Cf. Figure 2).

10



TABLE III

MAIN BELLOWS OF 2 n d .GENERATION RAPSODIE MECHANISMS

(BELFAB MANUFACTURER)

ENVIRONMENT

COMPRESSION VELOCITY

DECOMPRESSION VELOCITY

MAX DECELERATION

EXTERNAL PRESSURE

INTERNAL PRESSURE

STROKE

FREE LENGTH

COMPRESSED LENGTH

OUTSIDE DIA

INSIDE DIA

TYPE

External ;

Inside ;

1500

3

10

1

1

450

822

372

101

76

: 55O"C

: 55O°C

mm/s

ram/s

g

- 1,4 bar

- 1,2 bar

mm

,96 mm

, 96 mm

, 6 mm

, 2 mm

Welded disks

Thickness :

Argon

Sodium

(absolute)

(absolute)

0,127 mm

Number of convolutions : 360

MATERIAL

Composition

AM 350

c

0,08 %

Mn

0,60 %

Si

0,40 %

Cr

17 %

Ni

4,2 %

Mo

2,75 %

TABLE IV

REQUIREMENTS FOR PHENIX REACTOR CONTROL

ROD MECHANISM BELLOWS

11

MAX STROKE

FAST DROP STROKE

BRAKING STROKE

AXIAL VELOCITY

DROP DURATION

BRAKING DECELERATION

NUMBER OF CYCLES AT NORMAL

AXIAL SPEED

NUMBER OF FAST DROPS

MINIMUM INSIDE DIAMETER

MAXIMUM OUTSIDE DIAMETER

MAXIMUM INSTALLED LENGTH

SEALING

ENVIRONMENT

1150

1000

150

2

0

10

50 000

5000

70

130

2000

mm
mm

mm
mm/sec

,6 sec max

g max

mm

mm

mm

Max leakage 10 acc/sec

56O°C sodium
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TABLE V TABLE VI

DATA SHEET FOR 3 BELLOWS SELECTED FOR TESTING LOWER SECTIONS OF RAPSODIE CONTROL ROD MECHANISMS

INSIDE DIA

OUTSIDE DIA

NUMBER OF
CONVOLUTIONS

DISK THICKNESS

MATERIAL

FREE LENGTH
KHITHOUT END FITTING
BUT WITH BUSHINGS

MAX INSTALLED LENGTH
Lo + 2a
( F i g . 2)

STROKE (UPPER SECTION)

STROKE (INT. SECTION)

STROKE (LOWER SECTION)

FLEXIBILITY MANUFAC-

TURER'S SPECIFICATION)

SEALOL

9 0 mm

125 mm

loco
Upper section 325
Int. section 325
Lower section 350

9,15 mm

Z 10 CNNb 18-1O
(AISI 347)

2000 mm
Upper sec t ion 634 mm
I n t . sec t ion 634 mm
lower sect ion 682 mn
2 bushings 50 mm each

1975 mm
Uper sect ion 634 ma
I n t . sect ion 634 mm
Lower sect ion 657 mm

371 mm max

390 mm max

396 mm max

For 1 sec t ion :
43 mm per daN

CALORSTAT

82 mm

128 mm

5 0 0

0 , 3 mm

Z 3 CND 18-12
(AISI 316 L)

2500 mm

2000 mm

22 mm +_ 5 mm
per daN

PALATINE

90 mm

125 mm

789
3 sect ions ,
263 undulations each

O,2 mm

Z 10 CNT 18-10
(AISI 321)

1891 mm
three 625 mm sections
two 8 mm bushings

1866 mm
Upper section 620 mm
Int . section 610 mm
Lower sect ion 620 ma

381 mm max

386 mm max

386 mm max

ITEM

S 2

S 3

S 4

S 5

S 6

S 7

S 8

S 9

S 10

S 11

S 12

S 13

REACTOR HISTORY

IN

10-8-69

2-4-70

2-4-70

2-4-70

7-9-72

25-8-74

7-9-77

20-2-77

20-2-77

20-2-77

4-10-77

18-9-78

OUT

IN SERVICE

7-9-72

1-12-76

13-9-77

23-8-74

IN SERVICE

18-9-78

IN SERVICE

4-10-77

IN SERVICE

IN SERVICE

IN SERVICE

FULL-POWER
EQUIVALENT

DAYS

1896

488

1479

1556

4 5 0

841

2 0 1

322

79

322

243

43

EMERGENCY
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FIG 5 : WELDS IN INCONEL X 750 BELLOWS
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SMALL DIAMETERS BELLOWS
(two possible arrangements)
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FIG. 7.
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4. PHENIX OPERATING EXPERIENCE

In the PHENIX fast breeder reactors, half of the control

rod mechanism are not provided with bellows, while the

remaining mechanisms are equipped with CALORSTAT bellows

manufactured from Inconel X 750 alloy.

Failure of one of these bellows occured in July 1978, and

a BELFAB AM 350 replacement bellows was installed.

5. TEST RESULTS

Bellows testing has provided data in four general areas :

- manufacturing materials and welding procedures,

- dynamic effects,

- assembly techniques,

- stroke travel limits per section

5.1. Manufacturing materials and Welding procedures

Three categories of materials have been tested :

- austenitic stainless steels (e.g. Table V ) ,

- AM 350 martensitic steel,

- Inconel 625, 750 & 718.

Various properties of these materials are plotted in

Figures 3 & 4.

5.1.1. The mechanical properties of the austenitic

stainless steels are somewhat inadequate,

and numerous disk fatigue failures occured.

The SEALOL bellows, for exemple (Table V ) ,

after 1000 one-meter drops and 275 drops of

1150 mm, showed a 40 mm crack concentric with

and 1,5 mm from the outer weld seam (i.e. 10

times the thickness of disk).

A rough calculation with formulas using an

overall wave form coefficient (Cf. APPENDIX)

showed that the stresses were unacceptable for

this type of steel.

5.1.2. AM 350 martensitic steel has better mechanical

properties, but only below the 5OO°C-55O°C tem-

perature range. This grade is suitable for use

in RAPSODIE where the temperature scarcely ex-

ceeds 500°C, but does not appear well suited to

temperatures of 56O°C in PHENIX. Nevertheless,

a BELFAB prototype bellows designed for PHENIX

has successfully completed 2136 slow displace-

ments through 1150 mm, and 6550 fast drops of

the same length, representing 3577 hours in

56O°C sodium.

5.1.3. The Inconel alloys have the best mechanical

properties, but two practical problems must

be matched :
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- Mechanical strength under irradiation : The-

se alloys appear to be totally unsuitable for

use in RAPSODIE, which does not include upper-

neutron shielding ; in PHENIX, however, the

upper neutron shielding seems to provide ade-

quate irradiation protection.

- Welding problems : Figure 5 shows micrograhic

photos of welds on a SEALOL Inconel 75Q bellows

before testing, on which cracks are visible

extending into the fusion zone. Crack-free

welds were obtained using modified welding

procedures. Nevertheless, all tests in sodium

at 56O°C resulted in weld failure, although in

some cases failure occurred after a larger num-



ber of operating cycles than required by the

procurement specification : CALORSTAT Inconel

750 and 718 bellows were submitted to 2500 fast

drops Before failure.

5.2. Dynamic Behavior

During acceleration, and especially on deceleration,

transient phenomena occurred involving greater stres-

ses on certain convolutions.

High-speed photography was used to measure the convo-

lution spacing during the drop : gaps were observed up

to 27 % wider than in the free state (4,2 mm versus

3,3 mm), resulting in tensile stresses on convolu-

tions designed only for compression.

Similarly, extensive drop testing in air at 500°C re-

vealed permanent distortions after 15 000 drops. Fi-

gure 6 shows the bellows condition after 23 860 fast

drops (BELFAB prototype 95 x 57 bellows : AM 350 steel).

5.3. Assembly Techniques

It is assumed that the bellows is never extended be-

yond its free length. Two different installation con-

figurations are possible, depending on whether or not

the bellows is extended or compressed during a fast

drop (Figure 7).

The advantages of the compression, procedure were thought

to be :

- reduced dynamic phenomena on deceleration, due to

the compression of the bellows.

- elimination of buckling, made possible by the over-

pressure on the argon side adopted to prevent sodium

leakage in the event of a sealing failure : the over-

pressure is external in the compression assembly, and

internal in the extension configuration. Under static

operating conditions, experimental evidence was given

concerning :

- buckling due to internal pressure,
- stability under external pressure

Testing of an extension-mounted bellows resulted in

failure due to friction on the outer sleeve. Exami-

nation revealed a manufacturing defect (eccentricity)

but it may nevertheless be assumed that the buckling

resulted in increased wear.

Possible sodium-argon interface corrosion has been

suggested as a disadvantage of the compression moun-

ting configuration, but this hypothesis has not been

substantiated : The bellows examined after 29 months

of operation is RAPSODIE showed no signs of corrosion.

5.4. Stroke Travel Limitations per Section

In a large vertical bellow, the upper convolutions

are tensilestressed by the weight of the unit j more-

over, the dynamic loads are greater.

It has been suggested that in order to limit these

loads the bellows should be fitted with intermedia-

te buschings sliding on the guide tube. The bellows

is split into three sections, staged to limit the

bushing travel and the maximum height of each sec-

tion (Figure 8).
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Testing showed that is was important to ensure close-

tolerance machining of the bushings, since fouling

of a bushing results in bellows failure.

Despite some satisfactory results (e.g. with the

SEALOL bellows) this technique has been discontinued

for reasons of cost and complexity.

Tensile stressing is prevented by precompression of

the bellows on assembly.

6. CONCLUSION

Operational results with bellows valves have been positive

in sodium-cooled fast breeder reactors, despite problems

related to the fact that the bellows consitute cold spots.

APPENDIX

internal radius of the convolution

R + L external radius of the convolution

Young's Modulus of the Material

thickness

number of convolutions

Y poissons1 vatio

Kr form coefficient

rigidity
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Conversely, control rod mechanism bellows have not been

found sufficiently reliable. Moreover, a mechanism without

bellows has been developed and found satisfactory, on the

Phenix reactor. So, more studies are needed before further

use of bellows in Control Rod Mecanism.

from

f = •
nL3

: stress

W : axial deflection

K : form coefficient

K f L
y tTt

"Winborne : Simplified formulas and curves for bellows

analysis (Atomics International)".
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1 INTRODUCTION

French experience in the use of large expansion bellows in the

presence of hot sodium is extremely limited.

This stems from the "pool" structure of the primary circuit, adopted

in France to eliminate the need to solve expansion problems

affecting the primary piping of loop reactors. Furthermore,

until the present time, the use of bellows on secondary circuits has

neither been implemented nor considered.

A few bellows nevertheless exist on the Phenix and Super-Phenix

reactors, and these perform separation functions, for example,

between sodium at different temperature and/or pressures, or

tightness functions in gaseous environment at the component

penetrations in the slabs. / 3_7

The dimensional criteria applied to these bellows are the general

rules for structural dimensioning. Since they do not form part of

a circuit wall, they do not need to be discussed. Note, however,

that these components have not raised any particular problems thus

far.

Expansion bellows exist in France on the primary circuits of certain

nuclear reactors of the natural uranium/graphite/gas type. These

reactors have been in operation for many years, and some lessons can

be drawn from this experience in the use of bellows in representative

conditions on power reactor circuits.

Liquid sodium raises specific problems with respect to circuit

operation and material behavior. However, many problems in the use

of bellows are independent of the fluid conveyed in the circuits.

This is why the experience gained with gas—type power reactors

appears to be useful in considering the possible future use of

bellows on sodium reactor circuits.

2 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF GAS REACTOR CIRCUITS

French natural uranium reactors use pressurized carbon dioxide as

coolant.

In power reactors, this fluid requires fairly large diameter piping

(maximum 1800 mm) with maximum temperatures around 400° C. These

characteristics have required the use of expansion joints on the

primary circuits.

in actual fact, if an attempt had been made to compensate for

expansions in the primary circuits by means of the inherent

flexibility of the piping, it would have been necessary to design

flexible circuits, occupying considerable space.

The primary piping of gas—type reactors conveys the primary fluid

between the various components, which generally form stationary

points, namely, the reactor vessel containing the core, the steam

generators, and the circulators.

3 GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE USE OF BELLOWS

Owing to the time elapsed in the construction of reactors (G2
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commissioned in 1958, EL4 commissioned in 1967) and in view of the

different manufacturers involved, the expansion joints used on these

circuits are of different design.

The main characteristics of gas-cooled reactor bellows are given

in the table I.

Bellows membranes, are generally of stainless steel, with reinforcing

rings in the roots of the convolution. They are one- or two-plies and

are manufactured by deformation under hydraulic pressure.

The bellows initially fitted to the Chinon 2 and Chinon 3 reactors

were of low alloy carbon steel with high yield strength (80 hbars).

These bellows gave problems, especially in the hot portions of

the circuits. They were completely replaced during general

reconstruction of the primary circuit of Chinon 3 in 1974. They

were replaced progressively (some items at each annual shutdown) on

the hot branches of the primary circuit of Chinon 2.

The bellows are mounted on frames designed to transmit the stresses

passing through the piping. The overall bellows/frame assembly

constitutes the expansion joint.

Expansions joints which are mounted on gas-cooled reactors are of all

standard types:

single hinge,

. double hinge,

gimbal,

universal (withtie-rods, pressure balanced or not) .

EXPERIENCE IN THE USE OF BELLOWS ON CHINON REACTORS

which six are double gimbal type (Figure 2b) and two are the

single hinge type (Figures 2a and 3).
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4.1 BELLOWS

The bellows designed for 3000 operating cycles were produced in two

ways:

initially: of low alloy carbon steel, thickness 3 mm,

one-ply, YS - 80 hbars, US = 80 to 100 hbars, A - 12%, formed

by hot milling (Figure 4),

, subsequently; of two-ply austenitic stainless steel, by

hydraulic forming outer ply 1.2 mm thick, inner ply 1.5 mm

thick, with forged steel reinforcing rings (Figure 5).

Each bellows is welded on a cylindrical ring, itself weld-connected to

the main pipe. The waves are 7 or 9 in number, depending on the

unit.

4.2 MONITORING

Service behavior is evaluated by the bending rotation of each expansion

joint measured by special instruments and transmitted to the

reactor1s monitoring computer. Processing of the results, in

comparison with the theoretical rotation predicted in calculating

the piping lines, generates the observed deviations and, if

necessary, indicates any excess over design thresholds by means of

alarms.

During periodic maintenance shutdowns, accurate geometric readings

are taken of the piping lines and the bend angles of the expansion

joints.

Figure 1 shows one of the four loops of the primary circuit of the

Chinon 3 reactor. This loop features eight expansion joints, of

A periodic radiographic inspection is also performed on the welds

connecting the bellows to their ends.



Leak monitoring at the bellows is carried out during operation by gas

sampling (CO2) and analysis between the bellows and a sealed outer

membrane in case of one-ply bellows, and by measuring the pressure

between the two membranes in the case of two-ply bellows.

The weld assemblies (frames) are controled by examining the units

during periodic shutdowns, using standard nondestructive testing

techniques (ultrasound, radiography).

4.3 OPERATING HISTORY

4.3.2 Expansion joint frames

Since 1974, these weld-fabricated structures are inspected

systematically, chiefly by ultrasound, at the resistance welds.

Cracks were observed in some components, and subsequent studies

showed that they had been created during construction by restraining

the parts, and were favored by the geometry of the assemblies

employed and the types of material. Tests performed on structures

exhibiting defects nevertheless showed that their mechanical strength

did not affect circuit safety levels.
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4.3.1 Bellows

In 1971, after about 40,000 hours of service, a fracture was detected

during a shutdown, in a bellows in the hot portion of the primary

circuit of Chinon A2, at the weld connection of the bellows on an

intermediate ring.

4.3,3

Consequently, after about fifteen years of experience with the

materials considered, it may be stated that no significant safety-

related accident or incident can be ascribed to this type of unit.

Checks carried out on the remaining units revealed two other defects

of the same type. The relevant studies ascribed these defects to

hot creep/fatigue in the metal. It was planned to replace

progressively all the elements located on the hot portion of this

installation, as well as all the units of reactor No.3 in subsequent

years. Major studies were undertaken on two-ply bellows with

stainless steel convolutions (calculation, cycling tests, natural

frequencies, acoustic resonances, stress measurements).

Another defect detected in service in a one-ply bellows led to

repair of the wave by weld deposit. The crack had been initiated

by the presence of a foreign body in the interior of one wave of the

bellows.

None of the defects observed leads to any significant safety-related

accident.

The service life of one-ply bellows was limited to about 45,000 hours

in the hot parts of the installation (temperature around 365°C).

However, twelve bellows of this type are still in service on a cold

circuit of reactor No.2, making a total of about 86,000 hours of

operation.

The two-ply stainless steel bellows have now seen. 40,000 to 45,000

hours of service, and have not exhibited any defect to date.

Systems of identical design were in operation on the Chinon 1

reactor for 50,000 hours and gave full satisfaction.

In-service monitoring systems, involving leak detection in bellows

and elevated-temperature behavior of piping lines by bend angle

measurement, are operating satisfactorily. Monitoring also includes

inspection of the structures during scheduled shutdowns.



5 EXPERIENCE IN THE USE OF BELLOWS ON MARCOULE G2 AND G3 REACTORS

The primary circuits of the Marcoule reactors are very complex and very

long. Hence they are equipped with many expansion joints in a wide

variety of dimensions and types.

All the bellows of these circuits are of AISI 304 stainless steel.

The waves are one-ply, 2 mm thick, cold hydroformed with reinforcing

rings.

Bellows behavior is monitored by deformation measurements of the

expansion joints by means of minimax mechanical devices, read at each

reactor shutdown.

Leak detection of the bellows is carried out by carbon dioxide gas

detectors in the atmosphere surrounding the circuits (air sampling

under the thermal insulation and general monitoring of the surrounding

air by infrared type instruments).

5.1 BELLOWS CONVOLUTIONS

Experience in the behavior of the bellows has been satisfactory.

No bellows fracture has been observed. One small leak occurred

at a junction weld connecting the tangent to its end. This

resulted from poor design of thin bellows assembly at the piping

connection.

5.2 HINGES OF HINGED EXPANSION JOINTS

Mechanical systems designed to measure hinge rotation in hinged

expansion joints showed that the latter did not operate

satisfactorily. Some of these hinges failed entirely to perform

their function and remained blocked during reactor operation.

This situation stems from poor hinge design. The contact

pressures between the hinge pins and their bearing surfaces, due to

the end effect recovery forces, are very high, and the friction

forces oppose pin rotation.

Continuous measurements taken on the G3 circuit during pressure and

temperature buildup revealed the predominant role of this dry

friction, which results in repeated force relief before the piping

lines assume their steady state position. It is probable that the

general configuration in steady state conditions results from the

complex equilibrium of forces and moments in the piping with the

friction forces.
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This faulty operation of the hinges of hinged expansion joints failed

to have any serious consequences on circuit behavior. This may be

ascribed to various reasons, the chief one being that blocking of the

hinges only partly prevents the piping elements from rotating with

respect to each other, because the tie-rods which absorb the end

effect forces, although suitably dimensioned for tensile forces,

exhibit far lower bending inertia than the piping. Hence they

follow the deformations in the piping to which they are attached.

5.3 EXPANSION JOINT FRAMES

A number of expansion joints of the G2 and G3 circuits are designed

in accordance with the diagram in Figure 6. The hinged tie-rods

transmit the pressure thrust to the piping by means of a

system of frames, which are designed to distribute these forces

to the piping.

During circuit inspection, the existence of cracks was observed at

the ends of the longitudinal ribs welded to the main piping.

The analysis of this incident shows that these cracks were due to

poor frame design. A glance at Figure 6 shows that these frames

have tie-rods which cross the piping diametrically. This does not

comply with the rules of the art relating to pressure vessels.

Calculations showed that, under the effect of tensile forces in the

tie-rods and temperature differences in the longitudinal rib, a high

bending moment was applied by the rib to the piping. This bending

led to concentration of the deformation at the point at which the

cracks were found.



The system was improved by welding the ends of the longitudinal ribs,

with the circumferential ribs distributing the bending forces on the

piping. The second improvement involved careful thermal insulation

of the frames, so as to reduce the thermal gradients in service.

6 EXPERIENCE IN THE USE OF BELLOWS ON EL4

The EL4 reactor, in which heavy water is the moderator, features

six expansion joints located on the cold branch of the circuit

(260° C).

The bellows are the two-ply stainless steel type with reinforcing

rings. The pressure in the inter-ply space is measured, and

displayed in the reactor control room.

Atomics International [4] showed that the stresses calculated in

the routine portions were unacceptable in relation to allowable

limits established by the ASME Code 3.

Since the cracks were located at the crest of the waves and at the

boundaries of the junction welds with the bellows ends, the exact

wave profiles were calculated by the finite element method in the

elastic region (Figures 7 and 8) . The use of the elasticity

hypothesis was valid in this particular case, owing to the metal's

very high yield strength. These calculations showed that the

cracks were located exactly at the points where the tensile stresses

were the highest, under the combined effect of pressure and movement.

Tests conducted on test specimens and based on these results showed

that the cracks were due to creep, combined with fatigue.
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These bellows have not raised any technical problems to date. 7.1.2 New bellows (Figure 5)

7 CALCULATIONS

Following various incidents involving bellows and frame behavior,

analyses were carried out by computations, both analytically and by

the finite element method. Overall piping calculations were also

carried out.

As for the new bellows, check calculations of two-ply stainless steel

bellows were carried out by the finite element method in elastoplasticity.

These calculations were made by considering the stress strain curve of the

convolution metal, determined by tensile tests of test specimens cut from

a bellows.

7.1 BELLOWS CALCULATIONS

Calculations were made of the old and new bellows of the Chinon

reactors.

7.1.1 Older bellows

The design load applied was a cyclic load combining variations in

internal pressure with bending deformations due to movement of all the

bellows. A bilinear kinematic hardening law was adopted.

These calculations were intended to help interpret the fatigue tests

performed on a real bellows at ambient temperature. The loadings

applied during these tests were increased to account for variations in

the properties of stainless steel as a function of temperature.

With respect to the older bellows, the intention was to derive data

to help analyze the causes of the cracks observed. Analytical

calculations using the methods developed at the CEA and in the USA by

Although the behavior law of the bellows metal, introduced into

the calculations, was not exact (it is well known that the

characteristic curves of materials vary during cyclic loading.



during the first few cycles), the range of variations in deformation

calculated after the second cycle helped to estimate a number of

cycles to fracture which agreed with experimental results.

The fatigue fracture curve used was Anderson's curve [5].

These calculations were discussed in reference document [1] .

Figure 9 provides one example of the results of bellows calculations

in elastic/plastic conditions.

7.2 OVERALL CIRCUIT CALCULATIONS

These calculations were intended to determine the nominal deformation

values of the bellows (tension, compression, bending) as a function of

variations in circuit temperature.

The TEDEL piping calculation program developed by the CEA [6] takes

account of many parameters related to the use of bellows, especially con-

volution stiffness, hinge friction etc.

The calculation of an overall circuit loop of the Chinon 3 graphite/gas

reactor was carried out by using this computation program. The

expansion joint bend angles predicted by this calculation were

compared with measurements taken on the circuit. This comparison

yielded very satisfactory results. As observed in Section 4.2,

the permanent comparison of theoretical values with those measured on

the circuits is one of the methods adopted for circuit monitoring,

especially during temperature variations.

Figure 10 provides a view of the calculation mesh of one of the four

primary loops.
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The following lessons may be drawn from the use of expansion joints

on French graphite/gas reactors:

(1) Problems involving bellows must be distinguished from those

concerned with the mechanical structures to which they are

attached»

(2) No service incidents were observed in the use of one- or two-plies

austenitic stainless steel bellows. The cracks observed in low

alloy carbon steel bellows led to their systematic replacement.

The materials employed in bellows must be able to

withstand considerable elongation.

(3) Many problems originated in the expansion joint frames.

These are due to design mistakes related to operation of the

structure, and also to fabrication defects.

For example, it is indispensable that the hinges of a hinged

expansion joint be designed in order to operate with the

nominal loads applied.

Framed structures must be designed and thermally insulated to

withstand thermal transients easily.

(4) The perforation of a rbellows must be detected and the reactor

shut down immediately, by means of permanent monitoring of

leaks in an outer casing. This check is absolutely

indispensable to forestall any accident involving the

bellows.

(5) The problems encountered with unsatisfactory bellows show

that circuit layouts must allow for laellows replacement

during the reactor's service life, without requiring prolonged

shutdown.



(6) It is necessary to make careful calculations of the piping

circuits to which the bellows are fitted. This makes it

possible to determine the specifications for the bellows in

operation.

A system for monitoring circuit behavior can be based on a

comparison between continuous measurements of bellows

deformations and theoretical values.

(7) The fatigue service life of the bellows can be estimated

fairly accurately by using finite element calculations in

elastic/plastic conditions.

The main problem is always one of determining the law of

behavior of the metal to be used in the computations.

In conclusion, the use of bellows type expansion joints on primary

circuits of nuclear reactors is feasible, provided that these

components are properly handled in design and manufacture, installation

and operation, not as auxiliary structures, but as structures that

demand the same care and attention accorded to any other primary

circuit structure.

Specific problems related to the presence of liquid sodium

(metallurgy, corrosion, aerosol condensation) should find

convenient solutions in current and future research and

development work.

Table I

Summary of characteristics
of bellows placed on primary circuits
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reactor

Chinon 1
***

70 MWe

Chinon 2
210 MWe

Chinon 3
480 MWe

G2/G3
2 by
36 MWe

EL4
70 MWe

pressure

25

25

26,

15

60

bars

bars

,5 bars

bars

bars

service
temperature

190/355°

200/365°

240/410°

145/365°

260° C

C

C

C

C

maximum
diameter

1400 mm

1750 mm

1800 mm

1600 mm

750 mm

membrane
steel

two-ply
stainless
steel

**
carbon
steel
and
stainless
steel

carbon*
steel
then
stainless
steel

type 304
stainless
steel

double
thickness
stainless
steel

total
No. of
expansion
joints

6

28

32

about 80
per
reactor

6

service
duration
(h)

50,000 h

86,000 h

45,000 h

40,000 h

40,000 h

150,000 h

100,000 h

Carbon steel bellows entirely replaced in 1973/1974 during
complete reconstruction of the circuit by two-ply stainless
steel bellows , outer thickness 1.2 mm, inner thickness
1.5 mm, with reinforcing rings.

Carbon steel bellows replaced from 1972 on the reactor outlet
circuit by two-ply stainless steel bellows.

*** Reactor shut down in 1971.
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TENTATIVE DESIGN-PHILOSOPHY FOR BELLOWS IN SODIUM
COOLED FAST BREEDER REACTORS PIPINGS

K. SCALLER, B. VRILLON
France

In the following, "bellows" is defined to be the convolutions

separating two volumes of fluids or gases of different nature, tem-

perature and/or pressure. The whole structure containing the bellows

and designed to withstand or to transmit forces and moments applied

is called "expansion joint".

3. BELLOWS

1. FOREWORD

Expansion joints have proved to be reliable components, when

properly designed and realized, in normal industrial equipment. But

nevertheless bellows have not been employed widely in nuclear react-

ors and almost not in sodium-cooled fast breeder reactors, where use

of expansion-joints could considerably shorten the lenght of pipe-

lines and, in consequence, lower the cost of the power-plant.

In the framework of its research and development program on

fast-reactors the French Atomic Energy.Commission, in cooperation

with the industry, develops guidelines, backed up by experiments, to

allow a safe design of pipe-lines and compensating-devices.

The main points of these guidelines are discussed in this

paper with the understanding, that they are tentative rules subject

to changes. The guidelines are a complement to existing rules, like

ASME - Code III [l], Code Case 1481, standards of the EJMA ^2] ,

Preliminary Draft for Code Case Class I, Expansion Joints in Piping

systems and suppliers' rules for the special case of application to

sodium-cooled fast-breeder reactors. Relatively small diameters

and easily accessible expansion joints, on control rods and valves

for example, are not concerned.

These guidelines do not apply to the bellows which are used

as an integral part of a component.

The only type of bellows considered is U-shaped, semi-tor-

roidal or S-shaped convolutions. Prefered are cold-formed bellows.

One and two-ply convolutions are allowed, but for diameters

larger than two meters only one-ply systems are to be adopted. To

avoid high stresses during thermal transients in the membrane, no

external reinforcing and equalizing rings are accepted.

The material has to be a high-ductility steel, as austenitic steels

of the 304 - or 316 - series. A minimum ductility to rupture of 40 %

at room-temperature in an uniaxial rupture test has to be obtained

in the base material.

Bellows are generally made of welded tubes. As surface con-

dition is extremely important for life expectance, a surface finish

of "2B" or "bright annealed" as defined in ASTM A 480 is necessary

for the tubes. The two surfaces have to be of the same surface fi-

nish. Grain size should be 7 of finer determined by the method of

ASTM E 112. In welded tubes the longitudinal welds have to be equi-

valent to the parent material as far as surface finish and grain-

size are concerned. To achieve these conditions, mechanical treat-

ment like grinding and machining, and rolling are allowed.

All welds are completely inspected by radiographic exami-

nation and examined by liquid penetrant methods ; no defects are

allowed. If more than one longitudinal weld is needed, the welds

have to be equally spaced. Test samples taken out of a test tube

in the weld and across the weld have to show that no ductility -

loss is observed as compared to parent material.
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4. CONDITIONS FOR EXPANSION-JOINT APPLICATIONS 5. SUPPLEMENTARY RULES DEPENDING ON POSSIBILITY OF REPAIRING.
33

The loadings on bellows are determined by an overall compu-

tation of the line and by the type of the expansion-joint. If there

is more than one expansion-joint in a pipe-run, it is extremely im-

portant to know as exactly as possible the spring-rates and the

friction forces in the joint-system.

All types of expansion joints can be employed, but friction

forces have to be reduced to a minimum, to garantee optimal perfor-

mance. For this reason it is recommanded to avoid hinged expansion

joints.

Cold springing can be advantageous, in order to reduce for-

ces and for stability. Those joints should be mounted, in pre-set

condition ; temporary attachments can be removed after the pipe-run

has been completed. Internal sleeves could be necessary to avoid

flow-induced vibrations. These sleeves have to be designed care-

fully ; they are submitted to thermal shocks and differential ex-

pansion during transients, while protecting the bellows of thermal

shocks.

Circumferential weld joints attaching the bellows to end

rings have to be butt-type full penetration welds. Welds on the

convoluted parts are prohibited, as are machining and modifications

by other means.

To protect the environment against rupture, the joint has

to be designed in such a way, that there exist always two barriers

between the fluid and the ambient atmosphere (this rule is not to

be applied to bellows inside an integrated loop or component,

where they separate parts of the same loop). The second barrier can

be the outer ply of a two-ply-bellows or a separate flexible system

envelopping the inner expansion-joint. The volume between the two

barriers has to be monitored permanently to detect any failure im-

mediately. In the case of two-ply systems it is recommended to

realize the inner ply with a somewhat higher thickness (about 20 % ) .

In sodium-cooled fast-breeder reactor, three categories of

bellows can be defined as far as the consequences for reactor ope-

ration are concerned :

- bellows exchange, impossible,

- exchange of bellows possible, but difficult,

- exchange of bellows easy.

The classification has to be done in the equipment specifi-

cation.

5.1. Bellows exchange impossible

A bellows the loss of tightness of which leads immediately

or in short time to a very long or definitive shut-down of the plant,

is defined to be irreparable. For these bellows only one-ply convolutions

are allowed,and design has to be made in accordance with normal

rules (ASME - Code III, Code Case N 47...).

Ratchetting and elastic follow-up have to be avoided. In

sodium, bellows should be preferably mounted in vertical position,

to avoid accumulation of gas in the convolutions. In horizontal or

intermediate position, sodium has to flow, in normal operating con-

ditions, at a rate of more than 1 m/sec. Internal sleeves or external

pressure are not allowed.

In gas, when sodium-vapours and aerosols are present, only the verti-

cal position is admitted in order to prevent oxydes deposits. At any

point the temperature in the bellows has to be higher than 120°C.

5.2. Bellows accessible with difficulty.

Bellows the loss of tightness of which leads immediately, or

on short time to a shut-down of the plant with no possibility for

power-production for a longer time before repair (in the order of

one to six months) are considered to be exchangeable with difficulty.



These bellows have to be designed according to the rules of chapter

6. All systems of expansion-joints are allowed, but the vertical po-

sition is prefered. In horizontal or intermediate position sodium

has to flow at more than 1 m/sec. in normal operating conditions.

Internal sleeves or external pressure are not allowed.

When bellows are working at temperatures where creep effects

are significant, a pre-setting is allowed in order to compensate the

effects of differential thermal expansions of the structures in nor-

mal operating condition.

When the temperatures in the different parts of the expansion-

joint are not uniform, the possibility of elastic follow-up has to be

considered. In gas and with sodium-vapours and aerosols present, tem-

perature has to be higher than 120°C, everywhere.

5.3. Easily exchangeable bellows.

Bellows the loss of tightness of which leads immediately or

in a short time to a shut-down period of the plant, shorter than 1

month, are considered to be easily exchangeable.

All types of expansion-joints are allowed, but for expansion-

joints on loops linked directly to safety-functions for the plant,

the rules of chapter 5.2 must be applied.

Bellows mounted on loops not related to safety can be mounted

without a second barrier. In this case, a sufficient number of leak

detectors has to be mounted in the thermal insulation surrounding the

expansion-joint. For bellows working in gas atmosphere, a detection

of radioactive gas has to be present. These indications have to be

monitored permanently.

6. DESIGN OF BELLOWS

Irreparable bellows are designed carefully in accordance

with rules for Class I - components. Actual dimensions of the mem-

branes and geometric defects due to the fabrication methods (loca- OJ

lized thinning in some parts for example) or to assembling (weldings;

are to be taken into account.

The following design-steps have to be observed for the other

categories of expansion-joints. The methods and means for computa-

tions are chosen by the designer, who has to prove that the methods

are approved and qualified. Materials data to be used are those cor-

responding the Class of the component.

6.1. Loads due to pressure.

Three types of pressure-loading have to be considered :

- the nominal pressure, which is the normal operating pressure

under normal reactor-conditions ;

- the incidental pressure with a relatively high probability to

occur during service-life ; consecutive start-up of the plant

has to be possible (sodium-water-reaction, sodium-hammer, de-

fects in pressure-regulation, ...) ;

- the accidental pressure, with very low probability, which is

examined in special safety-studies.

The expansion-joints are designed against incidental or

accidental pressure, depending on the necessity of tightness in

accidental condition.

6.2. Displacements

The displacements are computed for the whole system, taking

into account the forces and moments resulting from thermal expansion

and contraction, equipment displacements and rotations, the effects

of hangers, supports and other loadings and the flexibility and

pressure thrust effects of expansion-joints.



Displacements are reduced to a specific displacement convo-

lution supposing that all convolutions have got the same flexibility.

The stress-analysis has to take into account geometrical

modifications of the shape variation of the convolutions under load.

Tension-stresses have to be computed from the loadings resulting

from the overall-analysis of the complete system.

6.3. Thermal loads

As a consequence of the wall thinning, bellows follow rapid-

ly variations of temperatures of the working-fluid inside or outside

the system.

Such temperature-transients introduce thermal stresses due to tempe-

rature differences of convolutions and between convolutions and the

structures of the expansion-joint. An analysis has to define the

worst conditions during transients in the life-time of the reactor.

The. stresses due to these thermal loads are analysed separately,

especially for evolution of fatigue-damage.

The results of the analysis could lead to the necessity of

design changes (thermal sleeves eventually) or to an exchange of

the expansion-joint after a limited life-time.

7. DESIGN OF EXPANSION-JOINTS

The hardware around the bellows (and especially the pres-

sure-thrust-transmitting parts) have to be analysed with great

attention by the designer, because of the capital influence of

these parts on the behaviour of the expansion-joint.

7.1. Operation

The hardware in pressure-balanced joints is designed to

not restrict the deformation of the pipe-line. This has to be ob-

served especially for hinged or gimbal expansion-joints where free

rotation has to be garanteed under' all possible operation condi-

tions.

The hinges have to be equipped with means to mesure the angle of 35

rotation ; the results should be remotely monitored and permanently

registered. The limits of allowable deformation must be respected.

7.2. Thermal transients

The expansion-joints have to be designed in such a manner

that a minimum of forces is introduced in the corresponding pipe-

line during heavy thermal transients.

The whole hardware shall be thermally insulated to assure isothermal

conditions during normal operation. During design, the difference in

thermal expansion between bellows and support-structure during thermal

transients is taken into account. Openings and connections through the

pipe wall are prohibited.

7.3. Fabrication and welding

The expansion-joint shall be designed so that it is comple-

tely inspectable by the usual procedures for non-destructive exami-

nation.

All weldings have to be fully penetrated and inspected completely by

radiographic examination.

The welding sequences on the hardware are conducted in such a manner

that contractions due to welding are free and high residual stresses

are avoided.

8. ACCEPTANCE TESTING

8.1. Proof Pressure Test

The proof pressure test shall be performed at ambient tempe-

rature. If water is the test-medium the volumes have to be dried

completely before filling with sodium. The proof pressure is equal

to the design-pressure multiplied by the ratio of the yield strenght

at ambient temperature and at the operating temperature of the bel-

lows.



The expansion-joint is accepted, if there is no leakage and no si-

gnificant distorsion or instability.

8.2. Demonstration tests

For each type of expansion-joint, three supplementary joints

are fabricated. These joints correspond exactly to those to be

installed on the reactor.

One of the assemblies shall be used for destructive examination of

geometry and mechanical values of the material.

The two other assemblies are submitted to fatigue tests at nominal

pressure and temperature under conditions of displacements equal

or greater than the operating displacements. The number of cycles

to rupture has to be higher than the corresponding number of the

designer's fatigue-curve, taking into account the usual safety

coefficients.

EXPANSION JOINTS FOR LMFBR

M. DZENUS, W. HUNDHAUSEN, W. JANSING
Federal Republic of Germany

SUMMARY

This discourse recounts efforts put into the SNR-2 project;

specifically the development of compensation devices. The

various prototypes of these compensation devices are des-

cribed and the state of development reviewed.

Large Na (sodium)-heat transfer systems require a lot of va-

luable space if the component lay-out does not include com-

pensation devices. So, in order to condense the spatial re-

quirement as much as possible, expansion joints must be

integrated into the pipe system. There are two basic types

to suit the purpose: axial expansion joints and angular ex-

pansion joints.
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9. REFERENCES

ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III

United Engg. Center, 345 East 47t Street, New York,

N.Y. 10017.

Standards of the Expansion Joint Manufacturers Ass., Imm,

331 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017.

The expansion joints were developed on the basis of specific

design criteria whereby differentiation is made between ex-

pansion joints of small and large nominal diameter. Expan-

sion joints for installation in the sodium-filled primary

piping are equipped with safety bellows in addition to the

actual working bellows.

Expansion joints must be designed and mounted in a manner to

completely withstand seismic forces.

The design must exclude any damage to the bellows during inter-

mittent operations, that is, when sodium is drained the

bellows' folds must be completely empty; otherwise residual

solidified sodium could destroy the bellows when restarting.
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The expansion joints must be engineered on the basis of the

following design data for the secondary system of the SNR project:

working pressure:
failure mode pressure:

failure mode:

working temperature:

temperature transients:

service life:

number of load cycles:

material:

layer thickness of folds:

angular deflection (DN 800):

axial expansion absorption
(DN 600):

calculation:

16 bar
5 events

5 s e c , 28.5 bar, 520°C

52O°C

30°C/sec.

200,000 h

104

1.4948 or 1.4919

0.5 mm

+ 3° or

- 80 mm

ASME class

1.1.2 There are four basic types of expansion joints:

a) axial

b) lateral

c) angular

d) cardanic-type angular expansion joints.

h
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The bellows' development work is not handled within this

scope. The bellows are supplied by leading manufacturers,

and warrant highest quality.

Multi ply bellows were selected on the basis of maximum

elasticity - a property that has a substantial effect on

the reliability of the entire system.

Later on, a number of experimental programs will be presented

and results of previous trials discussed.

1. General

1.1 Typical SNR Application of Expansion Joints

1.1.1 Large Na- (sodium) heat transfer systems require a lot

of valuable space if the component lay-out does not in-

clude compensation devices. So, in order to reduce the

space requirements as much as possible expansion joints

must be integrated into the pipe system.

Although lateral expansion joints require as little

servicing as axial expansion joints, certain structural

features restrict their use to a limited range of

pressures and temperatures, but this should not be dis-

cussed now.

Due to the "physical" definition of cardanic-type angular

expansion joints (or universal expansion joints) all

attempts to make them more space-saving and less

maintenance-dependent, have failed.

For the above reasons, only axial and angular expansion

joints are employed in the field under consideration.

1.1.1 But first, let's have a look at the main component of

an expansion joint - the bellows. There are three diffe-

rent kinds of bellows:

a)
b)

c)

single ply
laminated

multi ply

(=3

(> 3

layers)

layers)

a. b. c.



1.2

The multi ply bellows have some very substantial advan-

tages; so much so, that selecting that type was an easy

decision to make.

The stratified structure of the multi ply bellows makes

it very elastic in spite of its low flexural stiffness.

This type of bellows, then, may be compared to a multi-leaf

spring.

The cardinal variant of such bellows has its source in

certain elastostatic interrelations (fig. 1).

When multi ply bellows are flexed, bending stresses occur

in the folds, presenting themselves both as compressive

stress and as tensile stress. The stress level is much

lower than in the case of solid-walled bellows, because

the elastic profile is broken down into myriad neutral

fibres.

Today, there are no exact analytical calculation methods,

related to the friction behaviour between the different

layers of multi ply bellows. At present, the manufacturers

of bellows work with calculations on empirical basis.

A leak, which always originates from a void or inci-

pient crack, will at first allow the egress of only

small amounts of medium. The laminated core support acts

as a labyrinth seal. By the time the medium works its

way to the surface, it is already in an expanded state.

The multi-layered bellows expansion joints can there-

fore be regarded as one of the safest kinds of all.

Specific Requirements for Sodium-Filled

Expansion Joints (f ig . 2)

due to thermal expansion, contraction, dislocation, ro-

tation, and other local stresses.

Being that expansion joints make up a substantial portion

of the pipe network, the following criteria must be

heeded:

1.2.1.1 Guides and supports for expansion joints must fulfil

the requirements for pipe mounts as put forth in ASME

code section III subsection NF.

1.2.1.2 Expansion joints must be installed in a manner to ensure

accessibility for routine inspections and servicing.

Easy removal or exchange must also be provided.

1.2.1.3 Expansion joints should only be installed in areas where

corrosion of the bellows' material is unlikely.

1.2.1.4 If the piping is subject to cold flexure, the resultant

stress must be kept away from the flexible elements.

1.2.1.5 The expansion joints should be arranged and anchored in

a manner to minimize vibrations.

2. Engineering Design

The expansion joints of SNR secondary system must be

engineered, on the basis of the following design data:
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1.2.1 A good pipework lay-out must take into account all forces

working pressure:

failure mode pressure:

failure mode:

working temperature:

temperature transients:

service life:

number of load cycles:

material:

16 bar
5 events

5 sec, 28.5 bar, 52O°C

52O°C

30°C/sec.

200,000 h

104

1 .4948 or 1 .4919



- layer thickness of folds: = 0.5 mm

2.1

- angular deflection (DN 800): + 3" or

axial expansion absorption
(DN 600): - 80 mm

calculation:

General

ASME class

2.1.1 It may be assumed that the bellows supplied by major

manufacturers (fig. 3) are in full compliance with

stringent safety requirements and the latest state of the

art, not only in the quality of materials, but in the

production process as well.

The bellows' design in n-form was optimized for years by

special development programs of the industry.

In practice, this gives an expansion joint a very pro-

nounced soft resiliency in each fold and at the same

time plenty of space to move in any direction, even though

the profile of the folds is relatively small.

In comparison to other types of bellows this results in

a modest face-to-face dimension and a small bellows cross

section, which is advantageous in respect to anchor

points. The multi ply bellows have another distinct ad-

vantage not to be overlooked; if for some unforeseen

reasons, the device should develop a leak, the bellows

body will not burst - this has been proven in a large

number of experiments.

2.1.2 Each primary bellows with a pressure-regulating function

should be enclosed by another bellows (the safety bellows).

Once a leak is detected in the first bellows, the other

may no longer be subjected to the limit stress under

emergency conditions.

2.1.3 The transitions between pipe and bellows, bellows and

bellows, inner and outer pipes must be designed to

eliminate or transfer stresses as advantageously as

possible. Therefore, the linkage to the parallel compo-

nents must be elastic, that is, they must be designed

as so-called Y-, Z-, or U-shaped parts.

2.2 Design Features

2.2.1 The fluids forces of interia resulting from changes in

flow velocity (fig. 5), must be accounted for in the

calculations and engineering design.

2.2.2 Expansion joints must be built and mounted in a manner

to fully eliminate seismic forces.

2.2.3 The bellows must be constructed in a manner to preclude

damage due to or during intermittent operation.

In other words, when sodium is drained off, the folds

of the bellows must be completely empty; otherwise re-

sidual solidified sodium could destroy the bellows upon

restarting.

2.2.4 Pipe restrictors and steel connectors on expansion joints

must be constructed in a manner to ensure that the ma-

ximum bellows motion or stroke does not exceed the per-

missible standard values.

2.2.5 With respect to in-service inspection and the outside

pressure, no thrust rings may be used, although they

could protect the bellows against unacceptable deformation.

2.2.6 Some form of separating device, such as flow bushings

or the like, should be installed in all expansion joints

in order to prevent undue stress in the bellows as a re-

sult of vibrations, thermal shock and erosion which may

accompany the flowing medium.
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3.

3.1

Fabrication

Materials

X-ray or ultrasonic testing during assembly of the com-

plete compensation device. Inspection of all seams at once

subsequent to completion of assembly is impossible.
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3.1.1 Materials for piping and turned parts

3.1.2 The entire pipework must be made of a material ensuring

sufficient long-term strength in the face of high tempe-

rature flowing sodium. The structural material 1.4919

(comparable to the steel AISI 316 EL) is suitable, as

evidenced by general and specific INTERATOM experiments.

So it is only natural that all parts of the expansion

joint be made of the saifie •material with a view to strength

properties and homogeneity. Also, there are no problems

with additional filler materials during welding.

3.2 Assembly

3.2.1 As already discussed in section 1.1.3, the expansion

compensating members (fig. 6).selected for use are multi

ply bellows-type expansion joints, which have a number

of important advantages. There is, however, one disad-

vantage: the ends of the bellows have to be welded on.

This necessitates careful testing of all weld seams (X-ray

and ultrasonic examination) prior to installation of

the bellows in order to minimize the danger of leakage,

with resultant escape of sodium or ingress of cover gas.

With respect to the quality control, an agreement between

the industry and the supervising authority has to be made.

Because the quality criteria of welds are only possible

with X-ray examination connected with statistical destruc-

tive tests (in particular, micrographs).

3.2.2 Each successive weld seam must be subjected to either

3.2.3 All external welds, whether on the sodium-filled or gas-

filled compartment, can be subjected to routine inspec-

tion methods as described in section 3.2.2, after comple-

tion of assembly. All interior welds are situated such

that they can be visually inspected by the use of photo-

conductive internal inspection elements.

4. In-Service Monitoring and Maintenance

4.1 Degasification

4.1.1 The expansion joint's sodium-filled compartment must be

degassed during system start-up on restarting after down-

time in order to effectively prevent presence of a gas

bubble in the sodium circuit. Therefore, the expansion

joint must be located in a manner to ensure that a vent

outlet at the uppermost point of the sodium-filled com-

partment is located.

4.1.2 Subsequent to a system shut-down, the entire piping system

must be fully discharged. Therefore, a drain nozzle must

be provided at the lowest point of the sodium-filled com-

partment, that is opposite to the vent outlet. Complete

emptying of the bellows is practicable, because the

bellows are subject to outside pressure.

4.2 Visual Inspection

4.2.1 The compartment formed by the safety bellows is provided

with several inspection ports in the form of nozzles

which are also used for charging with protective gas and

inserting an endoscope.



4.3

In a shut-down condition, the internal inspection ele-

ments can be inserted through these ports in order to

monitor all the weld seams which can not be seen from the

outside (refer in this respect to section 3.2.3) and to

inspect the inside of the bellows not in contact with

sodium, so as to detect any detrimental changes which may

have taken place.

This method also facilitates preparation of photographic

documentation.

In-Service Monitoring (f ig. 7)

4.3.1 Leak Detection via Differential Pressure

Expansion joints employing second bellows, the safety

bellows which surround the working bellows, can be

monitored via the enclosed safety compartment. Both, the

working bellows and the safety bellows are accessible

through the inspection parts. The pressure in the inert

gas compartment between the working bellows and the

safety bellows increases by approximately 2 bar as the

medium, originally at about 20 C takes on its normal

operating temperature of 52O°C, in other words as it

passes through a At of 500°C. This pressure is monitored

by means of transmitters like BARTON cells.

If the working bellows, that is the one exposed to lique-

fied sodium on the outside, develop a leak, the pressure

in the gas compartment will either increase or decrease.

As soon as the BARTON cells detect a - 0.5 bar deviation

from the nominal value of 2 bars, an alarm is initiated

in the form of a combined audio-visual signal.

4.3.2 Leak Detection via Sniffing Device

An electric conductor (beaded conductor with insulators)

is inserted in the folds of the bellows, on the sodium-

free side. If a leak causes the conductor to come in

contact with even small amounts of liquefied sodium, the

event can be detected by monitoring the resistance

change of the conductor. The location of the leak can

also be pin-pointed by the same information.

5. Experiments

5.1 Objects of Experiment

It was decided that expansion joints of small piping

systems should be designed without safety bellows.

The following expansion joints were included in the ex-

periment:
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5.1.1 Axial expansion joints

5.1.2 Angular expansion joints

DN 80

DN 150

DN 80.

5.2 Pretrial Experiments (fig. 12)

5.2.1 Degasification of the upper space of compensation

device in a loop system

In planning compensation devices, it is necessary to

place great emphasis on fully dischargable bellows folds,

which require the employment of bellows subject to out-

side pressure. Normally, vent lines will have to be

attached to such expansion joints for the purpose of de-

gassing the upper clearance space.

The question of whether or not degasification can be

problematic in small size expansion joints was looked into

by way of fluid experimentation.

The object of experimentation was to determine the fully

degassed state of the upper clearance space. To this

effect, the compensation device was mounted in the water

circuit of an experimental facility. The water velocity

amounted to 1.5 ... 3 m/s. The trial run was recorded on film.



5.2.2 Degasification Experiment

Three different plexiglass expansion joint models

DN 80 were tested in a water cycle. Maximum flow was

2.5 m s~1.

In variant 1 (fig. 8) the outlet was formed as a disk

with an eccentric bore fitted to the pipe. Degassing

was nearly complete. The extreme flow diversion pro-

duced turbulences with erosion effects in the outlet

environments.

5.2.3.1 Will the residual sodium cause damage to the bellows

so that there is danger of a leak?

5.2.3.2 Can the bellows be subjected to such stress due to

the adhesive strength of the sodium that the folds of

the bellows can become deformed?

5.2.3.3 Can the bellows be subject to deformation during warm-

up due to the presence of still cold, solidified so-

dium in the folds?
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In the second variant (fig. 9) the outlet was formed as

an eccentric cone. This design gave a disadvantageous

result of degassing. The flow conditions were better than

before.

An internal vent line (a cemented in-tube running from

the outer jacket to the reduction) (fig. 10) was pro-

vided in order to permit evacuation of gas bubbles as

a result of increased pressure in the outer jacket. This

did result in total degasification of the expansion

joint.

5.2.3.4 The piping was provided with thicker insulation in the

vicinity of the bellows.

5.2.3.5 The heating capacity in the vicinity of the bellows

was increased in order to be sure that the sodium in

the folds would melt first when the system was restarted.

5.2.3.6 No special heating circuit was installed.

5.2.3 Testing of internally pressurized, horizontally mounted

small-sized bellows

When using internally pressurized bellows in horizontal

sodium piping, the problem is, that the bellows are

unable to discharge completely after drainage, because

a residual amount of sodium remains in the folds.

In order to understand the effects of residual sodium

on the bellows, the following aspects had to be examined.

5.2.3.7 Bellows with detachable insulation were installed to

facilitate intermediate inspection, and a leak detection

chain was installed underneath the bellows for the pur-

pose of detecting a leak on a continuous basis as a

measure of protection for the experimental set-up.

The purpose of the experiments was to prove that even

internally pressurized bellows of a relatively small

size are suitable for use in sodium circuits without

need of any special electrical modifications such as

secondary heating or suppressive elements.



5.2.4 Heat-up Trial

The analysis of results demonstrates quite clearly,

that good results are obtainable through the installa-

tion of a heating capacity in the rear vicinity of the

bellows, that is 5 to 6 times more intense than in the

rest of the system. For approximately equal final tem-

perature in the vicinity of 28O°C, the sodium in the

folds of the bellows was heated up more quickly than

the remainder of the pipework.

There were no problems during cool-down, because the

piping reached the ambient temperature before the sodium

solidified (fig. 13), due to such factors as thickness

of insulation and sodium's congealing period.

5.3 Experimental Set-Up (Axial Expansion Joint DN 600)

5.3.1 Installation of expansion joints

The test objects will be set up and installed in a

manner (fig. 3) to reflect actual operating conditions;

as a result, no subsequent model calculations are ne-

cessary. The test set-up is designed to accept actual

forces and stresses in any position, even under the

highest anticipated temperatures and pressures.

5.3.2 Instrumentation

5.3.2.1 Temperature

The entire test section, with the component under

examination - the expansion joint - is fitted with

temperature sensors at all important locations. All

measured values are transmitted for recording.

5.3.2.2 Stress

All points of force vectoring and stress transition

determined by the construction are equipped with appro-

priate instruments such as load cells or wire strain

gauges for high temperature zones. These measured values

are also transmitted for recording, as in the case of

temperatures.

5.4 Analysis

5.4.1 Plotting

All values mentioned in section 5.3.2 individually

sensed will be transmitted and plotted.

5.4.2 Evaluation

The measured values, temperature and stress curves, will

be evaluated with the aid of specially prepared com-

puter programs.

The results allow quantitative and qualitative asser-

tions. However, such assertions cannot yet be formulated

because the experiments have not yet been concluded.

6. Prospects

6.1 Further Experimentation

6.1.1 In order to permit an analysis to define the behaviour

of sodium in case of damaged bellows, it should be

necessary to induce cracking at one or several places

on the sodium side of the bellows. Such crack penetra-

ting at least one, if not several layers.

After a certain previously determined, relatively short

period on operation, the bellows could be cut up and

examined to find out whether or not the following assump-

tions can be termed as applicable:
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a) Does the sodium penetrate through the crack and

emerge drop by drop?

b) Does the sodium oxidize in the direct vicinity of

the crack, because of the rest of oxigen on the

surface of the bellows' layer?

6.1.2 At the same time, this short-term experiment could be

used to determine whether or not the pressurized medium

leads to a widening or elongation of the crack(s).

6.1.3 Another test along the same lines would be to provide

for detection of bellows damage through an oscillatory

system. To this effect, a detector would be attached

directly to the bellows, making it possible to calculate

and produce a certain frequency for superpositioning on

the pipe system's natural frequency. A matching receiver

could then detect any damage to the bellows by registra-

ting the resultant change in frequency.

1 manifold bellows
2 inner ring
3 outer ring
4 joining part
5 packing weld
6 welding fet
7 welding V

Bellows

Packing and Joining

Fig. 1

1 Y- shaped part
2 Z- shaped part
3 U- shaped part
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U guiding sleeves
5 reduction
6 protection pipe Fig. 2

Axial Expansion Joint-

Turning - and Leading parts

Installation example

Axial expansion joint in a
sodium circuit

1
2
3

axial expansion
frame
line connection
sodium outlet

joint 5
6
7
8

sodium
anchor
elastic
sliding

inlet
point

suspension
guide

o
Fig 3



1 operation bellows
2 security bellows

3 sodium
4 cover gas

5 inspection nozzle
6 degassing nozzle
7 drain nozzle

Axial Expansion Joint

Construction Fig ..A

© 9

1 operation bellows
2 security bellows
3 sodium

DN 800

4 cover gas
5 degassing nozzle
6 inspection nozzle

Angular Expansion Joint

Construction pjg 5

1 Y-shaped part
2 U-shaped part
3 S- shaped part
1* T-shaped part
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5 drawing anchor QN 8 0 0
6 bolt
7 anchor plates
8 pipe

p | ( J

Angular Expansion Joint

Turning- and Leading parts

Fig.7

1 expansion Joint
2 insulation
3 BARTON cell
4 leak detection (inductive)

Leak detection equipment,
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Variant I

Water model
gas reduction test

1 plexiglass

2 water inlet

3 bellows

4 U-shaped part

5 transition part

6 cone

7 water outlet

Fig. 9

Variant II

Water model
gas- reduction test

©

1 plexiglass

2 water inlet

3 bellows

6 cone

7 water outlet

8 gas bubble escape pipe
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Variant III

Water model
gas reduction test

1 bellows m

2 sodium remainder

3 connecting piece

4 temperature measuring equipment
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PFR EXPERIENCE OF BELLOWS OPERATING

IN SODIUM SYSTEMS

D. HODGSON
United Kingdom

1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Although there was little operating experience with bellows in
sodium systems available during the design phase of the UK 250 MWe
prototype fast reactor, bellows were extensively utilised to seal
valves and to overcome the problems of differential thermal
movements in several important applications. However, because
of this lack of operational experience in sodium and the non-
availability of design codes it was considered prudent not to
install bellows in situations where failure could possibly
initiate events of unpredictable proportions, or in positions
where replacement following failure would be extremely difficult
ie involving complete shutdown of the reactor over an extended
period (in excess of six months) and/or necessitate removal of
large quantities of primary sodium from the reactor vessel.

This paper describes some of the bellows units installed in the
PFR and the performance achieved during six years of reactor
operation.

2.0 BELLOWS SEALED SODIUM VALVES

2.1 The sodium valves used on PFR are bellows sealed, the sizes
varying from X" (12.5 mm) to 8" (200 mm).

The Vz" to 1" sizes are basically used on the cover gas and
venting systems and operate in a sodium vapour environment, although
occasionally they become flooded with sodium. Over 100 of these
valves are in service. The 2" (50 mm) to 8" (200 mm) sizes are
used on the drain lines, filling lines, cold trapping: and
filter systems and are thus in a full sodium environment.
At least 80 such valves are utilised at a design pressure of
150 psi (1 MPa), and temperatures up to 570 C. All parts in
contact with sodium of are AISI 316 stainless steel.

2.2 DESIGN

Typical 2" and 4" valves are shown in Figs 1 and 2 respectively.
Both of these valve types are used and are supplied by different
manufacturers.

In both designs leak-tightness is achieved by the welded bellows
system between the cap and spindle. A mica-asbestos stem seal
packing provides a back-up service with a leak test tapping in
between. The cap is seal welded to the valve body.

2.3 RELIABILITY

The reactor has now been in operation for six years during which
time there have been three occurances of bellows leakage. They
have all occurred on the X" (12.5 mm) valves in the cover gas
systems, not critical to the running of the reactor and have thus
been replaced during a scheduled reactor shut-down. Replace-
ment has been effected by either dumping sodium from the pipe-
work or by using techniques of freezing the sodium local to
the valve (after first admitting sodium to the valves by
reducing the cover gas pressure) before cutting the pipework.

All other valves have been working as designed without any
problems of maintenance.

3.0 INTERMEDIATE HEAT EXCHANGER BELLOWS

3.1 The arrangement of the IHX in PFR is shown in Fig 3. Bellows
are incorporated at various positions to take up differential
expansion within the IHX or differential movement between the
IHX and the reactor internals.

3.2 CENTRE DUCT BELLOWS

The centre duct is the boundary between the secondary
sodium inlet at 370 C and the secondary sodium outlet at 532 0.
The duct consists of two concentric tubes forming a double-
walled duct sealed at both ends and filled with argon gas.
The bellows is required to allow differential axial growth
between the tubes due to the temperature differences. The
bellows are situated in the outer wall, near to the bottom of
the IHX, where the sodium temperature is approximately 400 C.

It is intended that the bellows will not be subject to any
high temperature operations to minimise chance of failure but if
failure occurs the duct may be cut free at the top of the roof
plug and withdrawn independently for repair or replacement.

The bellows are subject to start-ups and shutdowns giving
temperature changes over 50 C at a rate 15 C/min and during
transients, over 50 C at a rate of 10 C/sec.

The pressure range allowing for temperature effects, will
result in an internal pressure of around 22 psi (150 KPa)
with an external pressure of 75 psi (500 KPa) and a fault
condition reaching 150 psi (1 MPa) instantaneously. Bellows
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arrangement specification and technical details are given in
Fig 4 and Table 1.

3.3 SECONDARY OUTLET DUCT

The secondary outlet duct forms the pressure shell
between the secondary outlet sodium and the primary sodium and
reactor blanket gas. It joins the secondary outlet pipework
above the plug and is sealed to the plug through a thermal
sleeve.

The bellows is required to accommodate the movement due to
temperature differences between the secondary outlet duct and
the outer shell support for the IHX.

The secondary outlet sodium at 532°C and 85 psi (585 KPa)
is on the inside of the bellows with reactor blanket gas' at
560 C on the outside. The bellows is situated below the roof
insulation (Fig 4).

The bellows are subject to a temperature range of 350 C
to 532 C during start-up and normal shutdowns at a rate of
15 C/minute. During a transient the temperature range is
532 to 420 C at a rate of 10 /sec.

The pressure variations are from the sodium head alone 20 psi
(138 KPa) at shutdown to 85 psi (585 KPa) during normal oper-
ation with an incident to 150 psi (1 MPa) instantaneously, pressure
pulse resulting from a major Na/H_0 reaction in the steam
generator units.

3.4 IHX REACTOR JACKET BELLOWS (FIG 5)

The IHX is contained in a pod within the reactor which provides
the boundary between the inner and outer pool. This pod is
located by the IHX penetrations and the IHX is sealed to it,
just below the primary sodium inlet, by piston ring seals. The
pod extends downwards and terminates near to the bottom of the
tube bundle, where it is joined to a larger cylinder concentric
with the pod. This cylinder extends upwards and is joined to the
tray of the reactor jacket.

The differential movement between the reactor jacket and the
pod is accommodated by a bellows pair in the concentric cylinder.
Details .are shown in Fig 5 and the specification in Table 2.

These bellows are situated in the 'cold' outer pool: where they
are washed by a proportion of the IHX outlet sodium. It is
therefore possible for them to be subject to sodium temperatures
higher than the nominal outer pool temperature during a
secondary circuit trip.

3.5 IN SERVICE PERFORMANCE

After six years of reactor operation all of the bellows units
on each of the six intermediate heat exchangers continue to
give satisfactory performance. At present there are no plans
to remove any of the IHXs in the immediate future. However,
in the longer term it is possible that one unit will be replaced by
an IHX that is a scaled CDFR replica design. This event Would
provide an opportunity to examine both the centre duct bellows
and the secondary outlet duct bellows.

4.0 SECONDARY SODIUM LEAK JACKET EXPANSION BELLOWS

4.1 The 14" 0/Dia (356 mm) secondary sodium pipework within the
reactor hall is fitted with a leak jacket. To maintain an even
spacing and allow for differential expansion the leak jacket
is fitted with a single, convolute expansion bellows at
prescribed intervals.

A typical pipework arrangement of a leak jacketed pipe is in
Fig 6 .

4.2 TESTING

Before installation the design was fully tested at pressures
up to 40 psig (276 KPa), and temperatures of 585°C, and then
mechanically cycled to simulate pipework thermal expansion
cycles. The test results showed that the bellows unit design
was satisfactory for the operating conditions.

4.3 IN SERVICE PERFORMANCE

After six years of reactor operation there have been no problems
with the leak jacket system, which appears to be capable of work-
ing satisfactorily for many more years. There has. been one leak
of sodium from the main pipework. This was immediately identified
by the installed instrumentation that monitors continuously for
sodium leaks. The sodium leakage was completely.contained by the
jacket system. After repairing the pipe the leak jacket was
cleaned and replaced, and has continued to work satisfactorily.

5.0 CONCLUSION

The experience obtained to date with bellows units operating in a
sodium environment in the UK prototype fast reactor has been very
good. After six years of operation all of the major bellows units
have been free of failure and continue to give satisfactory service.
During this period three small valves (out of over 100 installed)
developed leaks in the bellows units or in the attachment weld.
Replacement of these faulty valves was effected without undue
difficulty. Immediate identification of the only leak to occur in the
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secondary sodium pipework gives confidence that the continuous monitor-
ing system installed would identify any "leak before break".

The UK experience with bellows in a sodium environment indicates
that major bellows units should be capable of giving satisfactory
service throughout the life of the reactor providing they are
correctly designed for the duty specified and manufactured to a
high standard of workmanship.
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TABLE 2

PFR IHX REACTOR JACKET BELLOWS

I/D

0/D

Thickness

Plies

Convolutions

Length

Working pressure

Test pressure

Primary sodium both sides

Working temperature

73.25" (1.86 m)

78.33" (1.99 m)

18 swg

1 (single)

6

9%" (235 mm)

Na head only
internal 48" (1.22 m) Na at 560 C

25.psi internal (172.4 KPa)

400/450°C

I/D

0/D

Rate

Movement axial
- normal

- fault

Thickness

Plies

Convolutions

Length

Material

Test Pressure

Temperatures

Normal working

Max working

Temp excursion

Transients

TABLE I

PFR BELLOWS

Centre Duct

16.42" (417 mm)

19.11" (485 mm)

4300 lb/in axial
(753 N/mm)

1.13" (28.7 mm)

Zero

16 swg (1.6 mm).

1 (single)

8

6" (152 mm)

(BS 1501 - 821 T)
(0.3% cobalt max)

225 psi ext. (1.55 MPa)
33 psi int. (228 KPa)

Na outside

Argon inside
(sealed)

370°C

400°C

565°C

400 to 350°C
10°C/sec

Secondary Outlet
Duct

24.42"

27.6"

11600 Ib/in (2031 N/mm)
@ 20°C

9400 lb/in (1646 N/mm)
@ 400°C

0.017" (0.43 mm)

0.47" (1.12 mm)

16 swg (1.6 mm)

1 (single)

5

4.6" (117 mm)

225 psi int (1.55 MPa)

Na inside

Argon outside
(reactor blanket
gas and Na vapour)

532°C

565°C

565°C max

565 to 440°C
10°C/sec
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GACHOT BELLOWS SEALED VALVE FOR NUCLEAR GAS SERVICE

2 INCH SIZE - "Y" PATTERN WITH BUTT WELD ENDS
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CDFR DESIGN STUDIES OF BELLOWS FOR OPERATION IN
A SODIUM ENVIRONMENT

D. HODGSON, J.E. GILROY
United Kingdom

INTRODUCTION

1.1 LMFBR operating experience in the UK indicates that bellows
correctly designed to meet the operating duty will function satis-
factorily over many years, probably longer than the economic life
of the reactor.

Generally the use of bellows in sodium cooled reactors is to perform
one of two basic functions, either to form a high integrity leak
tight seal between a static component and one whose function requires
a limited movement; or to reduce to an acceptable level the stress
due to differential thermal expansion between physically connected
components. When bellows units are applied to LMFBRs the design/
validation process is often complicated by the bellows being
located in high temperature regions (typically 500°C-550°C) where
in addition to the more usual duties they have to be capable of
withstanding thermal shock and thermal creep strain.

This paper considers two examples of the NPC approach to design/
validation of bellows applied to specific duties that fall within
the general categories referred to above.

SODIUM SEAL BELLOWS FOR REACTOR CONTROL ROD MECHANISM

2.1 The control rod mechanism intended for the Commercial Fast Reactor
(CFR) is designed so that the control rod is held by means of an
electromagnet. Interruption of the magnetic field allows the
control rod to fall freely into the reactor core. Without
protection, the void created by the falling control rod would be
filled with reactor gas carrying sodium particles, some of which
would be deposited on the faces of the electromagnet. In normal
operation, the control mechanism is later lowered and the control
rod is picked up by the electromagnet. However, this operation
would be prevented by the sodium deposited during one or more
releases of the control rod. In the Prototype Fast Reactor (PFR)
this problem was overcome by having an adequate supply of clean
purge gas which could fill the void, but with the bigger CFR the
provision of this purge gas became uneconomical.

It was therefore proposed that a bellows unit should be included
to move with the control rod and prevent the ingress of reactor
gas and sodium. Originally it was intended that the top of the
bellows would be connected to the control rod and.the bottom of
the bellows would be connected to the channel wall, so that the
bellows would be compressed by the falling control rod. It was
realised, however, that this arrangement would allow sodium to
build up on the section of the control rod within the bellows
and probably cause rubbing on the bellows convolutions. An
alternative was therefore proposed, in which the bellows enclosed
the control rod with the bottom of the bellows attached to the
control rod and the top attached to the channel wall.
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2.2 Design

The change in length of the bellows had to be 1040 mm which is
the full stroke drop of the control rod. Since the bellows should
have a minimal effect on the passage of the control rod, a long
weak bellows unit with a free length of 1983 mm (78.07 in) and an
axial stroke of +_ 570 mm (22.4 in) was designed by The Nuclear Power
Company (Risley) Limited (NPC) in co-operation with Avica Equipment
Limited who were to manufacture the bellows. A critical design
feature for this application is that the bellows should offer the
minimum resistance to the control rods when released for emergency
shutdown.

NPC's bellows supplier (AVICA) offered bellows for this duty in a
range of wall thicknesses (0.125 mm(.005")-0.25 mm (.010"), and
spring rates. With only small pressure differences to contend with
during operation there was no significant difference in stress
for the wall thickness range considered. However, the thinner
wall thickness (0.125 mm-0.2 mm) did present greater manufacturing
difficulties. Increasing the wall thickness from 0.2 mm to
0.25 mm almost doubled the spring rate ie from 387 N/m to 754 N/m.

The effect of these two spring rates on the velocity of the falling
rod was assessed and both were found to be small ie

Wall thickness (mm) Spring Rate (N/m) Final velocity (m/sec)

No bellows

0.2 387

2.5

2.56

0.25 754 2.61

It was therefore decided that the choice of bellows for this duty
could be as recommended by the manufacturer to meet the functional
specification.

The main parameters of the design accepted are scheduled in
Table land the bellows unit is shown in Figure 1.
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TABLE 1

Type

I/Dia

O/Dia

No. of plies

No. of convolutions

Material

Material thickness

Axial spring rate

Working pressure

Axial stroke

Axial

96 mm (3.78 in)

120 mm (4.725 in)

1

240

AISI type 316

0.165-0.19 mm (0.0065-0.0075 in)

0.23 N/mm (1.33 lb f/in)

21 KPa (0.21 Bar; 3.00 psig)

± 570 mm (22.44 in)

2.3 Development

In order to give greater confidence in the design, it was decided
that a bellows unit would be manufactured and subjected to an
endurance test of 1000 cycles at ambient temperature.

NPC invited International Research and Development Limited (IRD)
to construct a rig for testing the bellows by subjecting them to
1000 cycles of a full stroke control rod drop at a controlled
rate which extended the bellows, followed by a slow continuous
control rod lift causing compression of the bellows over a period
of not less than two minutes. The velocity after dropping 760 mm
(29.2 in) in air would be 3.8 m/s (12.47 ft/sec) but in this rig,
simulating reactor conditions, the velocity was required to
build to a peak value of about 2.5 m/s (8.2 ft/sec) after dropping
760 mm (29.9 in) and then be reduced to a landing speed of 0.4 m/s
(1.31 ft/sec) at the end of the stroke. Figure 2 shows IRD's
Test Fower Facilities, Figure 3 shows the rig for testing the
bellows and Figure 4 shows the method of mounting the bellows.

2.4 Test Results

i. The bellows, when initially fitted to the rig, had a
leak rate of 0.04 lusecs when extended and 0.06 lusecs
when compressed. The leak was identified at.a weld on
the collar joining two convuluted sections of bellows.

ii. There is no indication that this leak rate was affected
by the tests.

iii. The rig operated successfully for 1000 cycles.

iv. The velocity of the rod after a fall of 760 mm (29.9 in),
when the labyrinth entered the dashpot, was 2.3 m/s

(7.6 ft/sec) compared to the design value of 2.5 m/s
(8.2 ft/sec).

v. The velocity at the completion of the stroke was
0.16 m/s (0.52 ft/sec) compared to the tentative design
value of 0.4 m/s (1.31 ft/sec).

The rig could have been modified to produce the requested
landing speed but the value of 0.16 m/s (0.52 ft/sec) was

acceptable to NPC.

vi. The long stroke displacement and velocity transducers
operated successfully.

vii. The clearances between convolutions were adequate and
would allow for a small build up of sodium on the bellows.

2.5 Future work

Before these tests were carried out, it was suggested that any
damage occurring to the bellows within 1000 cycles could be
investigated further by additional drops. Since no apparent
damage occurred under the fall conditions of these tests, it is
suggested that, in future tests, the water level in the decelerator
should be lowered so that the rod would reach a velocity of (say)
3.5 m/s (11.5 ft/sec), after falling 760 mm (29.9 in) and that the
valve at the base of the decelerator should be adjusted to produce
a landing speed of (say) 0.5 m/s (1.6 ft/sec). This would produce
a severe overload condition which would give an indication of
the safety factor available in this bellows design. It is also
intended that at a later stage, when design and validation of the
control rods is complete, validation of the finalised bellows
design will include hot testing. The test rig used for the
ambient tests described above was designed so that tests at
elevated temperatures could be carried out by enclosing the
bellows section within a heated facility.

3. CDFR SECONDARY SODIUM CIRCUIT PIPEWORK BELLOWS

3.1 The high operating temperature (510 C) of the CDFR secondary
sodium pipework, results in allowable stress ranges being
restrictive for stainless steel type 316 pipework. Typically,
code case N-47 effectively limits total elastic stresses to
first yield 17,000 psi. These low allowable limits, together
with the high thermal transients and seismic consideration
effectively limits the stress due to pipework thermal expansion
to 10,000-15,000 psi. This limitation on stress levels necessi-
tates either the use of extensive pipework routes to build in
the required flexibility or the use of bellows. The former tends
to be costly, both from the pipework and building layout stand-
points. In order to minimise the constraint on the building
layout, reduce the pipework stresses and anchor loads,
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and provide a system which can be incorporated into a
variety of building layouts, the use of bellows type expansion
joints has been-investigated. It was necessary to examine a
typical pipework configuration to progress the design of the
bellows unit. Figure 5 shows the layout chosen for study.

3.2 Types of Bellows Unit

There are basically three types of bellows unit (see Figure 6)
that may be incorporated into the pipework in order to accommodate
thermal expansion movements.

i. Axial Bellows - This type is the simplest available
and is capable of both axial and angular movement.
However, with a large diameter pressurised system
stresses within the convolutions are excessive. For
this reason, they have not been pursued for this
application.

ii. Articulated Bellows - This type of bellows consists of
a pair of axial units connected by a cylinder. The
pipes on either side of the unit are connected externally
to the bellows by tie rods. In this type of unit the
cylinder between the individual bellows is unsupported
(with respect to dead-weight and vibration). As this
cylinder is very long (> 7m) in the secondary circuit
application, the use of this type of bellows was rejected.

iii. Angular Bellows - In this type of arrangement a hinge
or gimbal system (see Figure 7 for diagrammatic represent-
ation) is placed across an axial bellows element,
connecting directly onto the pipework on either side of
the bellows element. In this type of unit, axial forces
are transmitted across the bellows by the hinge unit,
which also caters for the pressure loading. No axial
or lateral movement is possible with this type of unit,
pipework movement is catered for by angulation. A
combination of hinged and gimballed angular bellows was
chosen for more detailed investigation as a possible
solution for CFR secondary pipework.

3.3 Design

In order to ensure the maximum benefit of bellows design and
manufacturing experience NPC engaged the services of Messrs Munro
and Miller, a prominent UK fabricator of high quality bellows
units and pipe fittings, to undertake the design study in liaison
with NPC design engineers.

The following functional specification together with a typical
pipework configuration shown at Figure 5 was the basis of the
design study to be described.

FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATION FOR CFR SECONDARY SODIUM PIPEWORK BELLOWS

a. The bellows must either be of a hinged or gimbal design.

b. The total primary plus secondary stress range must be limited
to 34000 psi for a temperature of 540°C.

c. The primary stress limits are to be within the range of
ASME III code case N-47.

d. The normal operating pressure is 80 psig. The design
pressure is to be 150 psig.

e. The normal operating temperature for the hot leg is 510 C,
and for the cold leg 340 C. For both legs the maximum
temperature is 540 C.

f. The pipe size is 28" 0D .375" wall thickness. Material 316 ss.

g. The bellows are to be manufactured from 316 ss.

h. The bellows must be fully drainable.

i. The fluid to be carried is sbdium at 19 ft/sec,

j. The corrosion allowance to be used is 0.010".

k. The bellows can be placed anywhere in the pipework system
between the secondary containment boundary and the steam
generator cells.

1. The pipework anchor loads are to be limited to a resultant
moment of 15,000 ft lb.

m. The bellows are to be .leak jacketed, trace heated, and
insulated.

n. Provision for monitoring integrity of sodium contact ply
and leakage to leak jacket interspace.

An elastic pipe stress code using elements of zero resistance to
represent the bellows, was used to establish the maximum free angul-
ation of 1.98° for the bellows units in their proposed position. It was
decided to place a limit of 2.25 degrees on the angular deflections in
order to limit the length of the units which are of the order of
80 inches long.
A worst case condition has been examined with:

(a) Maximum dimensional tolerance build up

(b) Maximum hinge pin friction loadings

(c) Hot pipe E value

(d) Maximum metal temperature
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The friction couple M. = u WR was calculated to be 23,000 lbsf. in.

where W = total pressure thrust (based on the mean
effective area of the bellows)

JjL = sliding coefficient of friction between
hinge pin and bush (0.2 assumed)

R = Radius of hinge pin

based on an internal pressure of 80 psig.

The loads applied to the terminal points for various conditions
have been assessed and the resultant moments for the IHX and
SGU terminals are within the 15,000 lbs ft limit set at the
proposal stage.

Element

Having limited the compound angular deflection, and calculated
the maximum differential axial deflection of the pipework due to
transient thermal condition, it was possible to evaluate the
deformation on each corrugation. A number of element designs
have been considered, resulting in a nominal design with the
following dimensions:-

Element bore

No. of corrugations

No. of plies x thickness

Height of corrugation

Pitch of corrugation

31.8 ins.

10

3 x 0.078 ins.

3 inches

2.91 ins.

The effect of manufacturing tolerances on stress levels has been
evaluated. The main parameters concerned are:

Axial stiffness
Stress range
Corrugation height
Corrugation thickness
Corrugation pitch

The effect of variation in one parameter on another are indicated
on graphs shown in Figures 8-10.

The suggested range of main profile dimension is as follows:

Corrugation height

Corrugation thickness

Corrugation pitch

3.06 ins to 3.22 ins

0.0707 ins to 0.085 ins

2.83 ins to 2.98 ins

These dimensional tolerances are within the draft ASME code on
Expansion Joints.

The bellows elements have been designed in accordance with the
"Expansion Joint Manufacturers Association" (EJMA). A 3-D finite
element analysis on a quadrant of a single ply first corrugation
and part of the attachment region has been performed. The results
validate the use of the EJMA equations.

Gimbal Ring

The gimbal ring has been analysed using a 3-D finite element
programme, the object being to check the general load - deflection
characteristics and stress levels. The loading characteristic
is particularly important with respect to the hinge pin-bearing
loading. High friction at the hinge pin effectively reduces the
flexibility of the joint and increases the loads on the pipework/
terminal points. The problems associated with the hinge assembly
designs are mainly due to the high temperature environment.
Alternative arrangements involving insulating the hinge from the
high temperature or by providing cooling, have been considered.
It was judged that these alternatives created nore problems than
they solved, and therefore it was decided to design the hinge
running hot within the leak jacket in the high purity argon
blanket. The complete bellow/hinge unit would then operate with
relatively small steady state temperature gradients within the
insulated leak jacket boundary, and the problem of argon sealing
would be greatly reduced. In order to reduce the thrust in the
pipework it was decided to investigate hinge pin-bearing material
combinations which would limit the coefficient of friction to the
order of 0.2.

Gimbal Ring-Pipe Attachment

Three types of cone-pipe attachment have been considered as shown
in Figure 11. A summary of the advantages and disadvantages is
shown in Table 2 below.
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TABLE .2 Summary of cone-pipe attachments

(the effect of pitch variation is not significant).

Description

Component M/f

Complete unit
assembly

Sub-assembly

Axial loading

Tensional loading

Thermal Transient
Stresses

Integral

Good

Bad

Satisfactory

Good

Good

Bad

Bayonette

Bad

Good

Good

Satisfactory

Satisfactory

Satisfactory

Loose Ring

Good

Good

Good

Good

Satisfactory

Good



It was decided to pursue the loose ring concept and perform more
detailed analysis on it with respect to thermal transient stresses.
A 3-D finite element analysis of the restraint loading has been
performed. Figure 12(a) shows a longitudinal section through
the original cone. High longitudinal thermal bending stresses
were found in the transition region between the cone and the
flange at the left hand side of the section. Also high circum-
ferential bending stresses were found in the transition region
at the right hand side of the section at 90 from the application
of the hinge load. The modified section shown in Figure 12(b)
was evolved to smooth out the transition between the conical shell
and end forgings and therefore improve the temperature distributions.
The modified section also improves the mechanical load carrying
capacity of the design.

Figures 13 and 14 show the maximum stress levels obtained.

Seismic Response

The level of seismic response in the UK is specified at 0.25 g
SSE with the spectrum shape as defined in the US/NRC Regulatory
Guide 1.60. Currently there is no OBE-requirement specified in
the UK but for convenience preliminary seismic assessments on
CDFR components are designed to meet a 0.125 g DBE (equivalent to
0.125 OBE) because these assessments can usually be accomplished
by elastic analysis. It is assumed that if the 0.125 g DBE is
satisfied it will be possible to later satisfy the requirement
for 0.25 g SSE.

The preliminary seismic assessment of these gimballed and hinged
bellows units indicates only modest stresses, providing the pipe-
work is snubbed fairly close to both sides of the bellows units.

In-Service Monitoring for Sodium Leaks

Figure 15 shows the leak detection system proposed for continuous
monitoring the interspaces of the three-ply bellows element.
Failure of the ply in contact with sodium will cause sodium to
enter the leak detection pipe under line pressure. Failure of
both contact ply and middle ply would allow sodium to leak into
the restraint core where a second leak detector is positioned.

Bellows Replacement

Should a failure of the main elements occur it will be necessary
to drain sodium from the line, cut-out the complete bellows unit,
and replace the unit. If the failure is relatively minor and
only one ply then it should be feasible to continue operation and
replace the bellows unit during the following scheduled reactor
shut down.

Should failure of the leak jacket bellows occur, it would be
possible to replace it without affecting the main assembly of

the unit. This would be achieved by having the leak jacket bellows
somewhat larger than the leak jacket pipe. A spare bellows would
be pre-positioned around the pipework upstream of the unit. It
would be possible to replace the jacket bellows using the follow-
ing procedure:-

(i) Drain the circuit.

(ii) Strip off the insulation from around the unit,

(iii) Cut out the damaged bellows.

(iv) Position spare bellows, fit half ring make-up pieces,
and weld to existing unit.

(v) Replace insulation.

3.4 Component Testing

The first stage of component testing is to prove that the proposed
components and assembly design, as manufactured, satisfy the
requirements of the design specification. Tests to confirm the
vibrational characteristics of the bellows assembly are also
required.

Additional testing at elevated temperature to prove that under
the application of mechanical, pressure andthermal loading the
measured deflections and strains are within the specified allow-
able limits of an appropriate code, are proposed in the next
section.

3.5 Discussion

From the design study described, it is seen that a design by
analysis route has been chosen for bellows operating in 500/520°C
temperature range.

NPC are currently addressing the problems of bellows design and
validation, and consider a reasonable approach would be to
substantially validate by analysis with supporting high temper-
ature component testing to check the strain range predicted by
analysis and confirm that there is no excessive local strain
accumulation. For the bellows described this'would mean a design
check against the ASME Code for multiply bellows when it becomes
available, followed by a creep/fatigue inelastic assessment to
satisfy the requirements of ASME Code Case N-47. This would
consist of assessing the strain range/strain accumulation for
several cycles of the bellows. In order to reduce the complexity
and cost of this assessment, equivalent axi-symmetric cycling of
the bellows would be assumed.

The supporting high temperature test work proposed would consist
of fatigue testing three bellows units by rapid cycling (1 cycle/
second) at 510 C to failure in order to confirm fatigue life under
design temperature and loading. Followed by testing one bellows
unit at a temperature adjusted to give creep effects in the
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bellows tested, equivalent to being manufactured from material
with the lowest acceptable creep value. This bellows (suitably
strain gauged) .would be cycled by periodic removal of load and
reduction of temperature to 340°C over a period of 20,000 hours.
Strain measurements would be recorded for comparison with strain
range predicted by analysis and to check that there is no evidence
of excessive local strain accumulation.

4. CONCLUSION

As part of their CDFR design studies NPC are currently considering
the use of bellows in contact with sodium in several critical areas.
The design and development of bellows units for two proposed applic-
ations have been described.

In the first application the purpose of the bellows is shown to form a
high integrity seal in order to protect reactor control rod electro-
magnets from sodium aerosols/vapour present in the reactor cover gas.
This unit is subject to high operating temperature (510°C) but only
modest levels of stress and should the need arise the control rod unit
complete with bellows can be removed from the reactor and replaced
with a new unit.

The design assessment of multiply hinged/gimballed bellows for install-
ation in the secondary sodium pipework system where they would operate
at a temperature of 510 C has been described and a satisfactory design
appears to be feasible. The validation route proposed is essentially
validation by analysis. Ambient testing of the bellows unit is
required to demonstrate that the bellows assembly, as manufactured,
satisfies the requirements of the design specification. Tests to
confirm the vibrational characteristics of the bellows assembly are
also required. In addition it is proposed that supporting high
temperature testing of several bellows units will be necessary, during
which each of three units would be rapidly cycled to failure and one
unit soaked at 510 C with periodic removal of load and reduction of
temperature to 340 C over a total test period of 20,000 hours.
Recorded strain measurements would then be used to confirm the inelastic
analysis strain range predictions and that there is no excessive local
strain accumulation.
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Fig.O Variation in axial stiffness due to
change in corrugation height
(thickness constant)*

Fig. 2> Variation in total stress due to change
in corrugation thickness (height constant)
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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT OF BELLOWS FOR LMFBR
IN JAPAN

T. TAKAHASHI, K. MUKAI, K. YAMAMOTO
Japan

Abst rac t

The bellows is employed as a useful mechanical element
with its flexibility and imperviousness to liquid and gas in
the system in which such chemically active substance as
sodium is handled.

Since the early time of development of Japanese LMFBR,
bellows have been used e.g. for the shaft seal of small
sodium valves.

Bellows are employed in the fast experimental reactor .
JOYO which is now in operation and the fast prototype reactor
MONJU whose desing program is in final stage at the following
parts:

- control rod drive mechanism,
- intermediate heat exchanger,

small valve,
- mechanical penetration assembly of the containment

boundary,
outer piping of the double-walled primary system (for
JOYO only).

In addition, the application of bellows as thermal expan-
sion joint to the main piping system is under consideration
for future FBRs.

This paper outlines the research and development work on
bellows for the FBR use in Japan.

1. Introduction

Development of Japanese LMFBR started as a national
project in 1967. PNC which takes charge of actualization
of this program has constructed the experimental reactor
JOYO" of 100 MWt of ultimate power output and designed the
prototype reactor MONJU of 300 MWe. A demonstration re-
actor of about 1000 MWe is expected to follow them.
Figure 1 shows the master schedule of the LMFBR develop-
ment program in Japan.

JOYO has accomplished the second stage of nominal
power of 75 MWt in July 1979 and will be operated with 100
MWt of power level for the fuel irradiation use in a few
years, while MONJU is now in the final stage of the prepa-
ratory design.

The bellows, that is a mechanical element widely used
in various fields of industry, is used as well in high-
temperature sodium or cover gas environment in the cooling
system of an LMFBR.

Various kinds of bellows, in siza and in type (formed
or welded), are applied to the sodium system of JOYO and
to other sodium test facilities with successful operational
experiences.

Besides, experimental and theoretical studies are in
progress on some types of bellows mainly for the MONJU
design.

2. Application of bellows in the LMFBR systems

Bellows are used in general for the following purposes:

(1) flexible sealing device,
(2) thermal expansion absorber.

In the field of LMFBR as well, bellows are used for
both the above purposes.

In the cooling systems of JOYO, bellows are applied
to the control rod drive mechanisms (CRDMs) and to small
valves as sealing devices and to the intermediate heat
exchangers (IHXs) as expansion absorber.

Bellows expansion joints are also used out of the
sodium system, i.e. in the outer piping of the double-
walled primary system and in the mechanical penetration
assemblies of the containment boundary.

The application of bellows in MONJU is for same parts
as in JOYO with exception of absence of the double-walled
primary piping.

In some conceptional designs of the demonstration
reactor, application of bellows expansion joint for main
cooling system piping was investigated but it is not ap-
plied to the present reference design.

Figure 2 illustratively shows the location of bellows
in JOYO and MONJU.
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3. History and Current Status of Research and Development
Work

The application of bellows to sodium system started
with laboratory-scale apparatuses in the early stage of
sodium technology development in Japan.

It is since sodium test facilities equipped with
bellows-seal sodium valves were built in O-arai Engineer-
ing Center, PNC, that a number of bellows have come into
regular service.

The accumulation of operation experiences and improve-
ments on bellows in sodium valves has largely contributed
to the design, fabrication and handling of various bellows
for sodium systems.

In the research and development work for JOYO, per-
formance test and endurance test were carried out in sodium
on the prototypes of stroke bellows and latch bellows for
CRDM prior to the fabrication of the CRDM assembly.

A preliminary performance test has once been carried
out on a model of bellows expansion joint in order to look
for the possibility of applying to JOYO main piping system.
This concept is, however, not applied to the present JOYO
design.

Bellows used as expansion absorbers for the IHXs and
the outer piping of the double-walled primary system of
JOYO were judged by Kellogg1s formula.

These components have successfully brought about oper-
ational results in the JOYO plant for more than three years.

Research and development of bellows to be used the
MONJU components are being performed in almost same manner
as in that of JOYO.

In parallel with the performance test and endurance
test of some kind of prototype of CRDM assemblies, carried
out were experimental study on dynamic behavior and fatigue
strength of the CRDM bellows and theoretical presumption on
stress distribution and creep failure by using inelastic
analysis.

Metallurgical and fatigue tests are being performed
on the full-size prototypes of the MONJU IHXs1 bellows
and elastic analysis on them is in progress using the
finite element method for various mode of load.

Strength evaluation was made by using Kellogg's
formula for the bellows which are to be applied to the

mechanical penetration assemblies at the containment
boundary in MONJU as well as JOYO.

Bellows as thermal expansion absorber, on which the
research and development had made little progress after
the above-mentioned preliminary test, was again investi-
gated in the conceptional design of the demonstration
reactor.

Figure 3 and Table 1 show a drawing and a specifi-
cation proposed on that occasion respectively.

A test is in progress for providing the feasibility
of application of bellows as a dilatation compensating
device. For this purpose, a test section for bellows of
12 inch in diameter was attached to one of the existing
sodium loops in O-arai Engineering Center.

An investigation is made on the reliability of bel-
lows for piping system by means of the theory of proba-
bility.

A test loop named Small Bellows Test Loop (SBTL) was
built in O-arai Engineering Center in 1978 for the purpose
of fundamental research and development on small bellows
to be applied mainly to valves.

This apparatus permits a number of bellows to be ex-
posed to sodium under common condition and tested in so-
dium on fatigue behavior at a time.

Large numbers of bellows seal valves with various
sizes of 1/2 in. to 8 in. are now in service in the sodium
test loops in O-arai Engineering Center.

In order to take out information as much as possible
of numbers of service experiences of the bellows seal
valves a team is organized for making inquiries about fail-
ed valves.

In this activity, more precise evaluation of the reli-
ability of bellows will be possible by statistically treat-
ing the information on valve troubles.

Tables 2 and 3 show the test items of above-mentioned
R and D work on bellows and the test facilities for bellows
respectively.

4. Prospect of Application and Development of Bellows

As mentioned hitherto, the research and development
work on the bellows in Japan has been performed with the
intention of applying mainly to sodium valves, CRDMs and
IHXs.
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Table 2 Test Items of R & D Work on Bellows

The development of bellows will continue to be done
for same parts of components and in same manner as the
above toward the demonstration reactor and further ones.
Few difficult problems on scale-up appear to remain to be
solved.

The most important subject for the future seems to
be the application of bellows to the main piping system
as a thermal expansion absorber. This will bring in a
large economical merit of plant simplification.

Constant effort of research and accumulation of
service experiences are needed to accomplish the practical
use of bellows for the main piping systems of LMFBRs with
adequate reliability.

Table 1. Main Features of Bellows Expansion Joints
Proposed for a Demenstration Fast Breeder Reactor

Working stroke
Inner dia. X Outer dia.
Thickness of disc
Number of disc
Material of bellows

Material of casing and piping

Free length
Spring constant
Effective area
Fluid outer side

inner

Pressure in service

Design pressure
Test pressure

Seal Bellows
(Outer Bellows)

50 mm
425 ram X 485 mm
0. 6 mm

100
SUS 304L
Stainless steel

SUS 304
Stainless steel

350 mm
1. 4 kg/mm

1,625 cni

Liquid sodium
Argon gas

2 kg/cni
5 kg/cni

8 kg/cni

Backup Bellows
(Inner Bellows)

ditto

365 mm X 415 mm

ditto

80
ditto

ditto

256 mm
2.5 kg/mm

1,194 cni

Argon gas
Air

0.5 kg/cni
ditto

ditto

JOYO

MONJU

TEST

ANALYSIS

TEST

ANALYSIS

C R D M

Mock-up
/function \
VenduranceJ

Evaluation

by

Keq.

Mock-up

/function \

Vfatigue /

Inelastic
/ max. \
I stress

creep 1
\damage /

VALVE

Experience

at OEC

Evaluation

by

Keq.

Material
Mock-up

/corrosion \
fatigue

^endurance/

Evaluation

by

Keq.

1 HX

/

Evaluation
by

Keq.

Mock-up
/static \
Vfatigue/

Elastic
/stress \
distr.

\ contact/

PIPING

/

Evaluation
by

Keq.

/

/

BOUNDARY

/

/

Evaluation

by

Keq.
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K eq.=KELLOGG's equation

Table 3 Test Facilities for R & D on Bellows

1

2

3

4

5

FACILITY

NAME

Small Bellows

Test Loop

Large Bellows
Test Facility

Dynamic Test

Equipment

Cyclic Endurance
Test Apparatus

Pump Test
Loop (by-pass loop)

MAIN

FEATURES

In-sodium,
12 fatigue test rigs
Static test rig.

In-sodium,
One fatigue
test rig

In-air,

In-water

In-sodium

In-sodium

TEST ON BELLOWS

COMPONENT TO
WHICH BELLOWS
IS APPLIED

Valve
/Formed and \
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' Insulator / Inner Bellows

Figure 3-(l) Inner Pressure Type Bellows Expansion Joint

BELLOWS FOR CONTROL ROD DRIVE MECHANISMS OF "MONJIT

S. MATSUMOTO, T. OGAWA, T. ISHII, Y. YAMAGISHI, F. SUZUKI
Japan

Abstract

The full mock-up operation test of Control Rod Drive
Mechanism (CRDM) for "MONJU" have been carried on since 1972
in OEC of PNC.

Welded type bellows were adopted for CRDM as the bound-
ary between sodium and atmosphere.

In design, two different locations were considered for
bellows, one in sodium and the other in argon gas with sodium
vapor and some experiences on the bellows have been obtained.

Besides the prototype tests of CRDM, several R & D on
CRDM bellows, such as environment effect test and endurance
test are conducted.
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Inner Bellows Back-up Bellows

Insulator

Figure 3-(2) Outer Pressure Type Bellows Expansion Joint

1. Design

1.1 Introduction
The design work for control rod drive mechanism (CRDM)

of "MONJU" is entrusted separately to three Japanese manufac-
turers by PNC. PNC plays the role of finalizing the design of
CRDM by the contribution of the R & D work in which PNC
strongly participates and also the experience gained from the
construction and operation of "JOYO".

In the present "MONJU" design, two types of bellows are
considered for the primary seal of the CRDM; namely, the
stroke bellows for sealing between upper guide tube and drive
shaft and the gripper bellows for sealing between drive shaft
and gripper actuator rod. They are all nesting type welded
bellows, but have several different design points in their
details.

This chapter deals with the design philosophy and two
typical design examples of bellows for CRDM of "MONJU".

1.2 Design Philosophy
One of the most interested thing for the design of the

bellows is to decide the position where the bellows should
be installed. The following three positions for the bellows
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are proposed:
1) in hot sodium
2) in cold argon gas with sodium vapor
3) in hot argon gas with sodium vapor.
However, there are comparative merit and demerit among

them; for instance,
in case of 1)

1 The corrosion rate in liquid sodium is smaller than
that in sodium vapor.

2 Argon gas blowing down system is not needed,
in case of 2)

1 Temperature effect on the bellows material is less
severe.

2 Argon gas blowing down system is needed to prevent
sodium vapor deposition and purge radioactive gas.

As described in Chapter III, in the first generation
test of CRDM, bellows were installed in these three different
positions and good test results were obtained for all cases.

1.3 Design Examples
"MONJU" has three kinds of CRDM, i.e., fine control rod

drive mechanism (FCRDM), coarse control rod drive mechanism
(CCRDM) and back-up control rod drive mechanism (BCRDM).
Different bellows have been disigned for each CRDM but only
two typical design examples will be introduced in this paper.
In the first case, both stroke and gripper bellows are
installed in hot sodium and in the second case both bellows
are installed in cold argon gas region.

(k)

(1)

(m)

(n)
(o)

(P)

(q)

External environment
(a) stroke bellows:
(b) gripper bellows:
Internal environment
(a) stroke bellows:
(b) gripper bellows:
Life cycles (service)
(a) full stroke translating:
(b) scram:
(c) control rod latch motion:
(d) short stroking:

(translating some 20 mm at a few positions
with driving speed 0-300 mm/min.)

Liquid sodium
ditto

fresh argon gas
ditto

4000/10 years
300/10 years
100/10 years
50000/10 years
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Number of blocks:
Number of convolutions per
block:
Convolution type:

End fitting attachment:

some 13

some 55
nesting, coned
edges
machined as pro-
filed bellows
convolution

(4) Helium Leak Test
If leak rate is less than lxlO~6 acc/sec at less
than lxl0~* Torr atmosphere, acceptable.

1.3.2 Example (2)
(1) Configuration: TBD for plant CRDM
(2) Material

1.3.1 Example (1)
(1) Configuration; TBD for plant CRDM
(2) Material

(a) Bellows core:
(b) Mounting flange &

guide structure:
(3) Design Criteria

(a) Stroke; (for stroke bellows)
(for gripper bellows)

(b) Internal Diameter:
(c) External Diameter:
(d) Internal pressure (design max)
(e) Internal pressure (service):
(f) External pressure (design

max) :

(g.)

(h)
(i)
(j)

External pressure
cover gas):

(Reactor

Design temperature:
Operating temperature:
Drive speed
(a) stroke bellows translat-

ing speed:
(b) gripper bellows:

SUS316L, Inconnel 718

SUS304 etc.

1000 mm
30 mm
90 mm

120 mm
some 1 kg/cm 2g
0.85 kg/cm 2g

0.56-0.77
kg/cm 2g (some)

0.55±Q.O5
kg/cm g
550°C
some 529°C (max.)

(a) Bellows core:

(b) Mounting flange & guide
structure:

(3) Design Criteria
(a) Stroke: (for stroke bellows)

(for gripper bellows)
(b) Internal Diameter:
(c) External Diameter:
(d) Internal pressure (design max):
(e) Internal pressure (service):
(f) External pressure (design max):

(g) External pressure (service):

(h) Design temperature:
(i) Operating temperature:
(j) Drive speed

(a) stroke bellows trans-
lating speed:

(b) gripper bellows:

SUS316, 347,
Inconnel 718

SUS304 etc.

1000 mm
50 mm
90 mm

120 mm
some 2.0 kg/cm 2g
0.7-0.95 kg/cm 2g
3.0 kg/cm2g
(some)
0.55+0.05
kg/cm2g
350°C
some 350°C (max.)

0-300 mm/min.
100 mm/min.
(max.)

0-300 mm/min.
0-300 mm/min.



(k) External environment
(a) stroke bellows:

(1)

(m)

argon with small
amount of sodium

(b) gripper bellows:
Internal environment
(a)
(b)
Life
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

stroke bellows:
gripper bellows:
cycles (design)
full stroke translating:
scram:
control rod latch motion
short stroking:
(translating some 20 mm
with driving speed 0-300

Number of blocks:
Number of convolutions per
block:
Convolution type:

End fitting attachment:

vapor
ditto

fresh argon gas
ditto

13000
2500

: 250
200000

at a few positions
mm/min.)
some 24

some 35
nesting, coned
edges
machined as pro-
filed bellows
convolution

(2) Test Article
Test article of bellows is a partial model of the
prototype bellows. The specifications of the
article are as follows:
core outer diameter:
core inner diameter
thickness:
material:
number of convolutions:
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number of test articles:

(4)

(n)
(o)

(q)

Helium Leak Test
If leak rate is less than lxl0~6 acc/sec, acceptable.

2. R & D work

2.1 Introduction
CRDM of course is one of the reactor components which
require the highest reliability. PNC has proceeded extensive
R & D program for the CRDM of "MONJU" since 1972.

As mentioned in the next chapter, 3 units and 4 units of
prototypes have been manufactured as first and second genera-
tion test models respectively, and in-water as well as in-
sodium tests have been performed. Besides these prototype
tests, two kinds of R & D on CRDM bellows are conducted, one
is environment effect test and the other endurance test.

2.2 R S D work
2.2.1 Environment Effect Test of Bellows

(1) Purpose
Bellows after a long period of immersion in hot
sodium and in argon gas with sodium vapor, are
investigated for their environment effects such as
carbonization and stress corrosion. The test is
conducted with the changing of oxygen and carbon
rates in sodium.

125 mm
85 mm
0.25 mm
SUS-316
about 50
12
6...for in hot sodium

test
6 ... for in argon gas

test

2.2.2 In-sodium Endurance Test of Bellows
(1) Purpose

The purpose of the program is to demonstrate the
integrity of the bellows for use with LMFBR CRDMs
in a elevated temperature sodium environment.

(2) Bellows Design for CRDM
Two sets of bellows are provided for the drive line
to protect the drive mechanism from liquid sodium
and its vapor attacks. Both are immersed in liquid
sodium. One bellows forms a seal between the drive
shaft and the guide tube^, while the other seals the
space between the gripper actuator rod and the drive
shaft. The bellows are of welded type design. The
design parameters are as follow:

Stroke Bellows Gripper Bellows

(3)

Operating environ-
ment:

Stroke:
Number of full
stroke operations:
Type of bellows:

529°C liquid
sodium
1100 mm

5000 cysles
welded type

same as left

30 mm

3300
same

cycles
as left

Test Article for Bellows Life Test
Test article of bellows is a partial model of the
prototype bellows. The specifications of the article
are as follows:

Core outer
diameter:
Overall installed
length of bellow:
Stroke:
Number of test
articles(Phase I):

Stroke Bellows Gripper Bellows

approx. 125 mm approx. 85 mm

max
300

(7
x 3

. 750
mm

block

mm

model)
pieces

150
30

45

mm
mm

pie



(4) Test Description (Summary)
The test article will be immersed in liquid sodium
and be subjected to repetition operations similar
to those of the actual one for a number of cycles
up to the design fatigue limit. Testing conditions
are as follows:

Stroke Bellows Gripper Bellows
Stroke: 300 mm 30 mm
Repetition mode: sine wave or sine wave

triangular wave
Max. repetition
number: 8xlO4 cycles 1x10^ cycles
Sodium tempera-
ture: 529°C same as left
Internal pressure
of bellows: 0-0.3 kg/cm2g same as left
Test rig is shown in Figure 2-1.

(5) Testing and Examination after Repetition Test
(a) Non-destructive testing

1) Visual inspection
2) Dimensional examination
3) Spring constant measurement
4) Helium leak testing

(b) Destructive testing
1) Fractographic examination of failed

sections
2) Micro structure analysis
3) Hardness testing

(6) Data Analysis
The data will be presented in the form of stress-
to-failure against cycle-to-failure curves.

3. Experiences

3.1 Introduction
R & D of CRDM for "MONJU" started since 1972 and 3 units

of prototypes were manufactured as the first generation test
model. And in-water and in-sodium tests of these models were
carried out in 1973 through 1976, the former in manufacturer's
works and the latter in 0-arai Engineering Center, PNC.

Manufacture of second generation test model started
since 1974, and as today prototypes of BCRDM and SCRDM were
manufactured and both of them have gone through a series of
in-water and in-sodium tests.

As to regulating control rod drive mechanism (RCRDM),
1 unit each of FCRDM and CCRDM is under manufacturing.

This chapter describes the test results and troubles
of bellows found during the testing of the first generation
and the second generation test models.

3.2 Experiences of the First Generation CRDM Test Models
3.2.1 CRDM Test Model (1)

This test model was designed and manufactured in 1972,
and both stroke and gripper bellows of this test model were
installed in low temperature argon gas region. About 10,000
cycles of tests were carried out for this model by way of
in-water and in-sodium tests. The result of inspection of
bellows after the tests showed nothing abnormal except in
minor changes observed in the pitch of bellows core. The
specification and used conditions of the bellows used in th'is
model is shown in Table 3-1, and their configurations are
provided in Figure 3-1.

3.2.2 CRDM Test Model (2)
This test model was designed and manufactured in 1972,

and both stroke and gripper bellows of this test model were
installed in sodium region. The specification and used condi-
tions of the bellows are shown in Table 3-2. As it can be
seen from this table, this model was tested so many both in-
water and in-sodium tests. The result of inspection of the
bellows after the tests showed nothing abnormal in the stroke
bellows but pin-holes caused by alkali corrosion were observed
in the gripper bellows with subsequent leak of sodium inside
(See Photograph 3-1)

3.2.3 CRDM Test Model (3)
This test model was designed and manufactured in 1972,

and the functional tests were performed in-water and in-
sodium from 1972 to 1973. The design concept of their bellows,
stroke and gripper one is quite the same as that of "JOYO"
CRDM, and both bellows were positioned in hot argon gas region
with sodium vapor. The stroke bellows was used only for CRDM
vertical translation drive and moved slowly. On the other
hand, the gripper bellows was operated rapidly at every scram-
ming. During the functional tests both of the bellows were
kept sound.

The specification and used conditions of the bellows used
in this model is shown in Table 3-3, and their configurations
are provided in Figure 3-2.

3.3 Experiences of the Second Generation CRDM Test Models
3.3.1 BCRDM Test Model

While the first generation test models are so designed
that 1 model has both the functioned of RCRDM and SCRDM, the
second test models are designed so that each has a single,
special function.

As described before, as the second generation test models,
BCRDM and SCRDM were already completed and RCRDM is in the
manufacturing at present.

This BCRDM test model was designed and manufactured in
1975, and both stroke and gripper bellows of the model were
installed in sodium region.
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In-water and in sodium tests have been carried out for
this model, but the gripper bellows experienced failure after
about 900 cycles of scram repetition in-sodium test, while
the stroke bellows showed nothing abnormal.

The configurations of the bellows used in this model is
shown in Figure 3-3.

3.3.2 SCRDM Test Model
The SCRDM test model was designed and manufactured in

1976, and both stroke and gripper bellows were installed in
sodium region. A schematic structure of this test model is
shown in Figure 3-4.

After its completion, in-water and in-sodium tests have
been performed for this model, but the stroke bellows experi-
enced failure after about 500 cycles of scram repetition in-
sodium test, however, the gripper bellows kept sound during
these tests.

3.4 Knowledge
As for CRDM for "MONJU", the first and the second genera-

tion test models have been manufactured as of today, and in-
water and in-sodium tests have been carried out for them, and
many useful data for the CRDM bellows have been obtained.

Table 3-1 Specification and Used Conditions of Test Model (T.) Bellows

Item

S

at
t

u

w

I

ii
ti

1•o
s

Natural Length (mm)
Installed Length (mm)
Maximum Compressed Length (mm)
Axial Deflection (mm)
I.D.(mm) x O.D. (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Number of Convolutions
Material

Environment

Temperature (°C)

(kg/cm2)

Hold-on
Time

Cover Gas
Bellows Inner Gas
Pressure Difference

Full Stroke Position (Mr)
Hold-on Position (Hr)

Max. Operation Speed
(m/s)

Stress (kg/mm2)
(Kellog's Equations)

Normal
Scram

Due to Pressure
Due to Deflection

Bellows Condition

The 1st Generation Test Model No. 1 Bellows

Stroke

910

1330
780

+ 550
98x124

0.15
36 conv. x 13 blocks = 598

SUS347
(Without Heat Treatment)
Argon with Small Amount of
Sodium Vapor
[Air (In Water Tests]

Some 200
0.02, 0.26

0.09-0.28, 0.3-0.34
0.07-0.26, 0.04-0.08

Some 5000
120

300 (mm/mln.)
Some 4
2.8-10.2

-18.4-18.4
No Iroublo

Gripper

47

65

27

+20

27x40
0.1

60 conv, x 1 blocks = 60
SUS347

(Without Heat Treatment)
Same as Stroke Bellows.

Some 200
0.02, 0.26

ditto
-(0.26-0.07), -(0.08-0.06)

Some 1
Some 5000
Some 1

-

0.7~2. 7
-17.4-17.4

No trouble

The knowledge that has been obtained from our experiences
with the first and the second generation test models is sum-
marized as follows.

(1) There is no instance of failure in double bellows.
(2) It is better to adopt rather thicker bellows wall

near the fitting edge in order to reduce bellows
failure.

(3) The stopper of guide ring must not be come off, for
instance, full circumference type is suitable to
use.

(4) The existing bellows can stand 500 -\- 900 cycles of
scram operation. (This number of cycles is almost
equal to that of scram operation during reactor
life.)

Table 3-2 Specification and Used Conditions of Test Model (2)
Bellows
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Item

S
p

ec
if

ic
at

io
n

U
se

d
 C

on
di

ti
on

s

Natural Length (mm)

Installed Length (mm)

Maximum Compressed Length (mm)

Axial Deflection (mm)

ID. x OD. (mm x mm)

Thickness (mm)

Number of Convolutions

Material

Pressure
(kg/cm2)

Cover Gas

Bellows Inner Gas

Pressure Difference

Temperature (°C)

Hold time
Full Stroke Position (Hr)

Hold-on Position (Hr)

Max. Operation Speed (m/s)

Stress (kg/mm2)

(Kellog's equ.)

Due to Pressure

Due to Deflection

Number of Full Stroke Excursions in Air and Water

Number of Full Stroke Excuusions in Sodium

Number of Full Stroke Scrams in Water

Number of Scrams before failure in Sodium

Bellows Condition

CRDM B

Stroke

2650

2600

1500

-1100

90 x 120

0 . 2

con. blocks con.
50 x 28 = 1400

SUS316L

0.02

sllows

Gripper

. 210

210

170

- 4 0

49.2 x 74.6

0.18
con. blocks con.
35 x 2 = 70

SUS316L

0.02

0.045- 0.10

external 0.275 - 0 . 1 2

540

5000

15

3.1

3.87 - 1.69

0.8 - 17.2

1 .0

4600

3.43 - 1.49

0 - 1 5 . 1

180

15000

120

2000

not failed pin hole by
alkali corrosion



Item

S
pe

ci
fi

ca
ti

on
U

se
d 

C
on

di
tio

ns

Natural Length (mm)

Installed Length (mm)

Maximum Compressed Length (mm)

Axial Deflection (mm)

ID. x OD. (mm x mm)

Thickness (mm)

Number of Convolutions

Material

Pressure
(kg/cm2)

Cover Gas

Bellows Inner Gas

Pressure Difference

Temperature (°C)

Hold time
Full Stroke Position (Hr)

Hold-on Position (Hr)

Max. Operation Speed (m/s)

Stress (kg/mm2)
(Kellog's equ.)

Due to Pressure •

Due to Deflection

Number of Scrams before failure In Sodium

Bellows Conditions

Bellows for CRDM Test Model No. 3

Stroke

1590

1965

840

+375/-750

90 x 120

2 x l0.178 (double)

45 con. x 13 blocks

SUS316L

0.02

0.3~0.45

Internal 0 .3 -0 .45

540

?

?

0.009 (300 mm/min)

5.4~8.0

+31.9~-63.8

Shim 2000 , flue 100,000

not failed

Grlpper

145

130

70

-15/-75

40 x 65

0..15

25 con. x 3 blocks

SUS316L

0.02

0.3-0.45

internal 0.3~0.45

540

?

?

1

10.4 ~ 15.6

-12.1~-60. 5

Scram 550

not failed

Table 3-3 Specification and Used Conditions of Test Model (3) Bellows
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Figure 2-1 Bellows Cyclic Endurance Test Apparatus
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VIEW "A"
(Y-shaped piece)

Figure 3-3 Configurations of Bellows for BCRDM Test Model

,Motor

-Screw
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Sodium Level

Latch
Actuator

Drive Mechanism

^Shielding

^Stroke
Bellows

Gripper
Bellows

.Gripper

Neutron
Absorber

Dash Pot

y In Core Housing

i Control Rod

Figure 3-4 SCRDM Test Model



Failure Mode

Failure Cause
(Presumed)

Fractograph

(SEM)
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CRDM

Gripper Bellows

Pin Hole

Alkali Corrosion

DEVELOPMENT OF BELLOWS FOR IHX IN JAPAN

T. FUNADA, Y. TOMIOKA, S. NORIMATSU, T. OHTA, T. TAKAHASHI
Japan

Abst rac t

A bellows is installed at the outer side of the second-
ary sodium entrance nozzle of MONJU IHX as the absorber for
the difference of thermal expansion between the pressure
equipment and the piping.

A research and development program on IHX bellows was
performed in the field of experiment and analysis for es-
tablishing the feasibility of IHX bellows under high temper-
ature conditions.

This report consists of three sections, namely design
profile, experimental tests and analysis of IHX bellows.

In the design profile a calculation of temperature dis-
tribution of bellows and stress analysis using a half con-
volution model are included. Basic tests such as non-
destractive tests on the raw metal sheet and selection tests
of welding conditions were performed. Some results of these
basic tests, fatigue tests and sodium exposure tests are
described in the research and development section of this
report. Furthermore, analytical calculations led the corre-
lations on the maximum stress between axial and some other
loads.

1. Design Profile of Bellows for IHX of MONJU

Photograph 3-1 Gripper Bellows Failure

1.1 Introduction

Design of IHX bellows of MONJU is now under develop-
ment that means it is not fixed, however, brief outline
of that design is to be explained here.

1.2 Configuration of IHX Bellows

Although final design of IHX Bellows will be modi-
fied, current design is shown in Figure 1-1. Further

r~\ _
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information is included in another paper "Fatigue Test
Program of Bellows for IHX of MONJU". In Figure 1-1 you
can see two types of bellows A and B. However/ bellows
B does not play a role as primary boundary, our current
program mainly pays attention to bellow A which exists
at entrance of secondary sodium. Drawing of bellows A
is shown in Figure 1-2.

1.3 Design Condition

1) Design Temperature

2) Design Pressure

3) Environment

4) Design Life

5) Design Stroke

6) Repeated Cycle of Stroke

7) Applicable Code

400°C (Normal)
250°C (Pre heating)

2.0 kg/cm2 (Normal)
-1.0 kg/cm2 (Pre heating)

Argon gas with sodium vapour
(inner surface)
Nitrogen gas (outer surface)

30 years

±40 mm

2000

ASME Code Case N-47

1.4 Preliminary Strength Calculation

Preliminary strength calculation for 2 ply bellows
by rule (JIS B8243) is prescribed here.

Design Pressure: 2 kg/cm2

Height (W): 58.5 mm

Thickness (t): 1.5 mm

Pitch (Pi): 50.0 mm

Effective Dia. (Dm): 781.5 mm

Number of corrugation (n): 14

Stroke (Peak to Peak)Ax: 80 mm

Number of ply (C): 2

Calculation:

Stress in bellow can be obtained using follow-
ing formula.
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SR =
1.5E t A x PW

(Pi/2)0-s x wi-s x 2n
 1 0 ° t K C

= 1-5 x 2 x 10** x 1.5 x 80 + 2 x 58.5

2 50.5 x W1.5 x 2 x 14
 1 0 ° x 1 - 5 x 2

= 57.86 kg/mm2

Allowable cycle number Nf is as follows.

Nf = (Ml)3-5 =
bR

This satisfies the necessary cyclic life 2000.

1.5 Temperature Calculation of Bellows

To determine normal operating temperature of bellows,
analysis using Finite Element Analysis Code MARC was car-
ried on. Figure 1-3 shows steady state temperature dis-
tribution of bellows. Temperature of bellows is mainly
governed by that of secondary inlet sodium, 325°C, and it

could be found bellows temperature is nearly 310°C, that
means far below from creep regime.

According to the data we concluded that design tem-
perature of bellows is to be 400°C with some allowance.

1.6 Stress Analysis

Using general purpose finite element program MARC,
stress analyses were performed under axial tension/com-
pression load and internal pressure.

Figure 1-4 shows Stress Analysis Model. Analysis
was performed for half of one convolution.

Figure 1-5 and Figure 1-6 shows results of the analy-
ses for outer bellows.



Roughly speaking, maximum stress at the root of outer
bellows are 23 ̂  24 kg/nun2 by axial compression 40 mm and
5-v 6 kg/mm2 by internal pressure 2 kg/mm2. Design stroke
is ±40 mm and design pressure is 2 kg/mm2. That means
total stress range is about 24 x 2 + 6 = 54 kg/mm2 and
shows good coincidence with the results calculated by
Kellogg's formula.

Secondary Sodium Inlet (Space) Secondary Sodium Outlet
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0 0
Bellows A
(for this test)

Primary Sodium Inlet

Bellows B

Primary Sodium Outlet

Figure 1-1 Intermediate Heat Exchanger of MONJU

Protection cover

Secondary Sudium

Upper Head

Figure 1-2 IHX Bellows A of MONJU
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Bellows A

Figure 1-3 Temperature Distribution
of Bellows Steady State.

internal pressure

axial displacement

nodal number

element number

\

MONJU IHX 2 PLY BELLOWS

Figure I -4 Stress Analysis Model
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° ° Longitudinal Stress(Inner Surface)
3 •« * (Outer Surface)

* "Circumferential Stress(lnner

*" * " (Outer Surface)

4 - 2 4

Figure 1-5 Stress Distribution on Outer Bellows
(Axial Compression)

o e> Longitudinal Stress (Inner Surface)

9- o Longitudinal Stress (Outer Surface)

*• * Circumferential Stress (Inner Surface)

*•—•* Circumferential Stress (Outer Surface)
P = 2 kg/cni

Figure 1-6 Stress Distribution on Outer Bellows
(Internal Pressure)



2. R & D Programs of Bellows for IHX of MONJU

2.1 Basic Test on Thermal Expansion Absorber

(1) Introduction

It is recommended to adopt the bellows for the ab-
sorber because the difference of thermal expansion be-
tween pressure vessel and piping becomes greater due to
high operation temperature in the fast breeder reactor
"MONJU". Especially, the bellows, which is used at the
joint of the inlet piping and the upper end plate of the
secondary sodium in the intermediate heat exchanger, re-
quires a high quality and soundness because it forms the
primary cover gas boundary.

The outline of the test results is as shown below.

(2) Sodium Adhesion Test

We conducted the sodium adhesion test (used water in
place of sodium) on the specimens No. 1, 6, 7, 8 and 9 of
different angle of bellows. As a result, it was discover-
ed that less water was adhering to the specimen No. 8, and
that the adhesion volume descreased when the water temper-

. ature rose. In other words, we discovered less water ad-
hesion when an angle of the bellows is large.

(3) Non Destructive Test for the Bellows

In order to set up the standard of non-destructive
test for bellows, we firstly conducted non-destructive
test of raw pipe the bellows. The bellows was formed by
the hydraulic press from raw pipe. As a result of non-
destructive tests on this formed bellows, no defect was;
discovered.

Following test items were conducted.

1. Raw stainless steel sheet

a. Ultrasonic test on stainless steel sheet.
b. Liquid penetrant test on stainless steel sheet.
c. Thickness measurement of stainless steel sheet.

Thickness of sheet was measured by ultrasonic
equipment.

d. Mechanical test on stainless steel sheet.
e. Microscopic test for non-metallic inclusion in

steel.

2. After Bellows Forming

a. Longitudinal weld seams in which 4 welding con-

d.
e.
f.

g-

ditions for thin plate were selected and tested
by ultrasonic test.
Liquid penetrant test on longitudinal welded
joint of formed bellows.
Radiographic test on longitudinal welded joint of
formed bellows.
Helium leak test after assembly.
Visual and dimensional test.
Ferrite test.
Eddy current test.
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(4) Selection of Welding Condition

Regarding the experiment to select the thin plate
welding conditions, we firstly selected 4 welding con-
ditions for thin plate.

Non-destructive tests were conducted on welds of raw
pipes which were welded under those conditions. It was
judged that Tig welding (using filler metal of 0.6 mm dia)
and Electric beam welding were satisfactory among the
welding methods for the bellows raw pipe.

No.

1
2

Welding method

Automatic Tig.

Electric beam welding

Filler wire

1.2 mm dia.
0.6 mm dia.
non filler

316L

We carried out following tests on longitudinal weld-
ed joints of cylinder prior to forming.

1. Prior to forming

a. Radiographic test.
b. Liquid penetrant test.
c. Measurement of reinforcement of welded joints.
d. Ferrite measurement on welded joints.

2. Destructive test of bellows

a. Measurement of thickness for bellows convolution
including parent metal and welded joints.

b. Microscopic and macroscopic observation on the
bellows specimen including parent metal and weld-
ed joints.

c. Hardness measurement on the bellows convolution.
d. Mechanical test for root, disc and crest of bel-

lows convolution including parent metal and weld-
ed joints.

e. After forming and heat treatment, welded joints
of bellows was tested by ferritescope.

f. Corrosion test of bellows.



(5) Mechanical Strain Measurement

We measured the bellows stress distribution by
measuring the strain. On the other hand, we made the
stress analysis by finite element method, compared it to
the measurement, and learned that a tendency in both case
agreed. There was some error between the measured value
and calculated value because an effect of the reinforcing
ring and a factor of 2 ply were unable to be reflected in
the calculation.

We measured the bellows stress distribution by
measuring the stress-strain. Test condition for expan-
sion joint adopted for strain measurement are as shown
below.

1st 2nd 3rd

internal movement internal movement internal movement
pressure

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

mm

0

+10

+20

+10

0

-10

-20

-10

0

Convolution height:
Convolution pitch:
Inside diameter:
Nominal thickness:
No. of convolution:

pressure

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

60 mm
50 mm

720 mm
1.5 mm

5 mm

mm

0

+10

+20

+10

0

-10

-20

-10

0

pressure

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

mm

0

+10

+20

+10

0

-10

-20

-10

0

No. of Piles: 2
Material: JIS SUS 316

Bellows was fit with
reinforcing ring.

Strain gauges were attached to the inside surfaces
of bellows convolution including crest, disc and root as
shown in Figure 2-1. Test results are shown in Figure
2-2.

In order to proof against leakage from inlet in which
lead wire of strain gauge was inserted, inlet was sealed
tightly by special devices.

Measurement equipment
Strain gauge:
Adhesion:
Measurement equipment:

3 direction (120 ^ 350 ohm)
Visca
Static strain tester

2.2 Fatigue Test Program of Bellows for IHX of MONJU

(1) Introduction

Because of severe environmental effects under ele-
vated temperature condition and required reliability for
IHX bellows we think it is necessary to perform full
size mock-up static and fatigue tests of the bellows.

In this report are described the facilities, pro-
cedures and results of those tests.

(2) Testing Facility

(a) Fatigue Test Machine

Fatigue test machine is designed to give several
kinds of loading and deformation to tested bellows,
i.e. tension - compression, torsion, bending at room
temperature and elevated temperature in liquid sodium
environment.

Specifications of fatigue test machine are as follows:

1) Tension - Compression

Control item: load or displacement

Control wave form:

Cycle:
Stroke:
Loading capacity:

2)

(b)

Torsion

Control item:

Torsional moment:

Bending

Bending angle:

4) Excentricity:

Bellows for Testing

3)

sine wave, triangular wave,
rectangular wave, lump wave,
programmed wave

0.001 Hz - 0.04 Hz
±100 mm
±30 ton (±45 ton for static)

displacement (constant hold-
ing)
0 - 9 ton-m

1°, 1.5°, 2=

0 - 20 mm

Totally 9 full size bellows with bolted flanges
at both ends for settlement onto fatigue machine are
prepared.



Bellows are made of stainless steel 316, and
have 2 piles of which each thickness is 1.5 mm.
Number of corrugation is 14 ( 7 x 2 ) .

Design condition of this bellows is also ex-
plained in Section 1. "Design Profile of Bellows
for IHX of MONJU".

(3) Procedure of Test

(a) Strain Measurement

To obtain basic data, strain guages are attach-
ed onto inner and/or outer surfaces of 3 bellows.
Among them 2 bellows are attached with strain gauges
for elevated temperature. Strains at several lo-
cations of bellows were measured under various con-
dition of both end displacements.

(b) Fatigue Test

Purpose of fatigue test can be devided into two
phases. One is to show reliability under design fa-
tigue cycle i.e. 2,000 cycles. And another one is
to obtain actual life of bellows under design fatigue
condition.

6 bellows are available for fatigue tests under
design temperature and loading conditions.

Prior to fatigue test, the bellows set in the
pot is to be heated by electric heater settled in
thermal insulation and then liquid sodium is filled
up testing loop from mother loop including tested
bellows.

(4) Test Results

(a) Strain Measurement

Results of the test are shown in Figure 2-3 ^
2-6.

Figure 2-3 shows longitudinal stress distri-
bution of tested bellows without reinforcing ring at
room temperature. It can be seen that maximum stress
is around 25 kg/cm2.

Figure 2-4 shows the same kind of stress distri-
bution at 400°C. Averagely, the measured stress is
about 15% lower than those at room temperature.

Figure 2-5 shows the stress distribution of
bellows with reinforcing ring at room temperature.
Results show significant difference between the
stress value at the crests and roots. This may be
caused by the constraint of deformation at the root
of bellows by reinforcing ring.

Figure 2-6 shows stress change during increase
and decrease of axial deformation of bellows and is
a good explanation of the results above.

The results of the strain measurement test are
summarized as follows.
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1) Maximum stress appeared at the convolution crest
of inner bellows and the convolution root of
outer bellows. When bellows was extended and
compressed the displacement by 40 mm (design con-
dition) , maximum stress observed at the convolu-
tion crest of inner bellows and the convolution
root of outer bellows reached 2 7 ^ 2 9 kg f/mm2.

2) Stress observed at 400°C was 15% below those at
room temperature.

3) Bellows with and without reinforcing rings indi-
cated normal extension and compression at room
temperature and 400°C.

4) No significant difference was observed between
stress in dynamic test and those in static test
in the frequency region from 0.004 to 0.04 Hz.

(b) Fatigue Test I

Test I shown on Table 2-1 has been already com-
pleted. After the respective fatigue tests under
400°C and axial deformation by ±40 mm with or without
static torsion, bending and excentricity, following
examinations were performed.

(i) Helium leak test
(ii) Dye penetrant examination

(iii) Material test
(iv) Thickness measurement etc.

However, no problems could be found for all
cases and all bellows tested showed no imperfectness.

(c) Fatigue Test II

According to the results of strain measurement
and Fatigue Test I, we got following conclusions for
reinforcing ring.



(i) Stress at the crest of the bellow is concen-
trated by reinforcinq ring under axial com-
pression, (not for bellows without reinforc-
ing ring.)

(ii) No differences of fatigue strength could be
found under design fatigue conditions.

Furthermore, from the stand point of Inseryice
Inspection it is desirable to delete the reinforcing
ring for MONJU bellows.

According to this judgement we determine that
Fatigue Test II is to be done by using bellows with-
out reinforcing ring.

2.3 Sodium Exposure Tests of the Thermal Expansion Absorbers
(bellows) for the Intermediate Heat Exchangers for "MONJU"

In the intermediate heat exchangers (IHX) for "MONJU",
entrance nozzles from the secondary coolant systems are
connected by bellows with the upper shells of IHX to ab-
sorb the tortion and thermal expansion, due to the instal-
lation and operation of the system. The bellows which
were fabricated for the thermal expansion absorbers were
exposed to sodium at 550°C for 5000 hr, and examined the
effects of sodium on the mechanical properties of the
bellows. Cyclic strains corresponding to the design
values were applied to the specimens taken out of the bel-
lows at the speed of 1 cycle/hr in sodium. The results
obtained are as follows:

(1) No marked differences in microstructures, chemical
compositions, hardness and tensile properties at high
temperature were observed between as received, sodium
exposed and cover gas (argon) exposed bellows.

(2) Heat treatments after the fabrication contributed to
the homogeneity of the microstructure and the relax-
ation of residual stress of the bellows.

(3) The tensile properties of the weld metals do not dif-
fer from those of base metals after sodium exposure.

(4) The difference in cold work, i.e. the shapes of the
bellows do not affect the microstructures and tensile
strengths after sodium and cover gas exposure.
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Table 2-1 Planned Bellows Test

I

n

Repeated Number of tested
Load combination

cycle bellows

Tension-Compression 2,000 2

T-C with Torsion 2,000 1

T-C with Bending 2,000 1

T-C with Eccentricity 2,000 1

T-C to failure 1
about 40,000 cycles

(calculated by Kellogg's formula)

reinforcing
ring

Yes & No

No

No

Yes

No

(C) Schedule
Fatigue Test Facility
Static Test
Fatigue Test I

June, 1978
Oct., 1978
Aug., 1979
Early 1980



pressure gauge
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Axial movement :
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welded joint
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Figure 2-1 Mechanical Strain Measurement Figure 2-2 Results of Strain Measurement
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3. Analysis of IHX Bellows

3.1 Introduction

It is anticipated that not only axial loads but also
non-axisymmetrical loads including bending, torsion and
shear are exerted on IHX (Intermediate Heat Exchanger)
bellows. Behaviour of the bellows occurred by such loads
and stress distribution need to be clarified. If the
maximum values of stress under such loads are obtained
corresponding with the axial loads needed to generate the
said stress values is clarified, the equivalent axial
loads corresponding to non-axisymmetrical loads can be
defined, which will be effectively used for setting the
conditions for design and experiments.

3.2 Analytical Model and Conditions

The specifications of the subject IHX bellows are as
shown in Table 3-1, and it is equipped with accessories
including reinforcing ring and neck ring. In the analysis,
these accessories are excluded and double-boundary model
is treated as single-boundary model. Furthermore, the
analysis is based on 7 convolutions and uniform tempera-
ture of 400°C. And the internal and external pressure and
the temperature distribution in the direction of plate
thickness are disregarded. The aforementioned 3 kinds of
loads were handled respectively given by enforced displace-
ment. (See Figure 3-1)

Finite Element Method Program "ANSYS" was used for
the analysis and the element STIFF61* capable of perform-
ing analysis by applying non-axisymmetric load on axisym-
metric structure model was used.

In Figure 3-2 are shown the analytical model and
divided mesh arrangement are shown. The maximum number
of elements is 250.

* Axisymmetric Connical Shell Element with Non-
Axisymmetric Loading

3.3 Results of Analyses

Examples of the displacement on the center of bellows
where axial load (MODE 1), bending load (MODE 3) and
shearing load (MODE 4) are applied are shown in Figure 3-3
through Figure 3-5. In the case of bending load, the dis-
tribution of axial displacement is unsymmetric between
upper part and lower part. This is because the length of
end-tangent is not identical at the upper end and lower
end.

Since there was observed no axial displacement in
the case of torsional load (MODE 2), description has been
omitted.

The explanation of stress and the symbols used in
this analysis are shown in Figure 3-6. The symbols used
in the stress distribution diagram have the following
meanings.

SI: Meridional stress (External surface)
S2: Meridional stress (Internal surface)
THl: Circumferential stress (External surface)
TH2: Circumferential stress (Internal surface)
SI: Stress intensity

Distribution of meridional stress and circumferen-
tial stress to axial load, bending load and shearing load
is shown in Figure 3-7 through Figure 3-12.

And distribution of stress intensity to the said 4
kinds of loads is shown in Figure 3-13 through Figure
3-16.

The maximum value of stress intensity in the case of
axial load, torsional load and bending load shows no wide
scattering in each convolution, but in the case of shear-
ing load, the value is the maximum at both ends and the
minimum at the center, and large scattering is shown be-
tween each convolution. In the case of bending load, the
distribution of stress intensity is not symmetric in
longitudinal direction. This is because the lengths of
end-tangent part at both ends are not identical. The
relation between the maximum stress intensity and each
load is shown in Figure 3-17.

By using this diagram, the corresponding relation
between non-axisymmetric loads including torsional load,
bending load and shear-load and axial loads can be in-
duced from the standpoint of the maximum stress intensity.
For example, a solution can be given to a question, "What
is the axial load y (mm) required, if the maximum stress
is equal to one generated by bending load x (degree) ?"
Using proportional constant k in the equation y = k.x,
following correlations are obtained for each load.

La ~ kB*
La = kT.

LB

Where La: axial load (mm), LB: bending load (degree),

LL: shearing load (mm), LT: torsional load (degree)



The proportional constants kB,
obtained as follows:

and k can be

kB = 16.17

kL = 10.78

kT = 184.7

(mm/degree)

(mm/nun)

(mm/degree)

And when each of load La and LB is given, the maxi-
mum stress intensity SI m a x generated in bellows can be
given by the following formula.

S I n

= 0.97 x La

= 15.68 x LB

= 10.46 x LL

= 179.26 x LT

(kg/mm2)

( " )

( " )

( " )

3.4 Conclusion

The results obtained by the analysis are summarized as
follows.

(1) Since torsional load and shearing load are apt to
generate a comparatively large stress, structural
consideration is needed for the design of using
bellows. Furthermore, these kinds of loads should
be minimized in layout of piping.

(2) In the case of shearing load, a large stress is
generated at the ends of bellows and a small load
at the center, and scattering of stress value be-
tween each convolution is large. It is important
that the analytical result shows bellows failure is
likely to occur at the end parts.

(3) The axial load for generating the stress intensity
equivalent to the maximum stress intensity generated
by torsional load, shearing load and bending load
respectively could be obtained. It is useful for
substituting the experiments of non-axisymmetric
loads by axial loads.

(4) The non-axisymmetric loads and the maximum stress
intensity in this IHX bellows can be obtained by the
following formulas.

SImax
(kg/mm2)

0.97 x L a

= 1 5 . 6 8 x L B

= 10.46 x L L

= 179.26 x L T

L a: Axial load (mm)

L B: Bending load (degree)

L L : Shearing load (mm)

Lip: Torsional load (degree)

Table 3-1 Specifications of IHX Bellows

t. Material SUS316
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2. Design Conditions

a) Pressure

b) Temperature

c) Axial Stroke

- 1 ~ 2 kg/cnig.

400 °C

±40 mm

d) Allowable number of loading 2000 cycles

3. Configurations

a) 2 ply ( 1 . 5 t X 2 )

b) Inner diameter 720 mm

c) Height of convolution 61.5 mm

d) Number of convolution 7

MODE 1 MODE 2 MODE 3 MODE 4

MODE 1 Axial load 20 mm
MODE 2 Torsional load 3 degrees
MODE 3 Bending load 5 degrees

MODE 4 Shearing load 10 mm

Figure 3-1 Loading for Analysis
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MODE 1 CASE 1 Axial Disp. 20 mm

20 mmrT"" '" ""'"'

Undeformed
Deformed

JU20 mm

MODE 3 CASE 1 Bending Disp. 5 mm
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Undetormed
Deformed
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T—f- - ^ — j — = - - . « JU.5 mm
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Figure 3-4 Deformation of bellows for bending loading

MODE 4 CASE 3 Shear Disp. 30 mm

H30mm

•Undeformed
-Deformed

30 mm

Figure 3-3 Deformation of bellows for axial loading (20 mm)

30mml̂  30 mm'

Figure 3-5 Deformation of bellows for lateral loading. 30 mm
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Figure 3-6 Explanation of Stress.
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Figure 3-7 Stress distribution for axial loading.
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BELLOWS ANALYSIS (MODE-1, CASE-1 AXIAL DISP. = 20MM)
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Figure 3-8 Stress distribution for axial loading.
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Figure 3-9 Stress distribution for bending loading.
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Figure 3-10 Stress distribution for bending loading.
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Figure 3-11 Stress distribution for uniform lateral loading.
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Figure 3-12 Stress distribution for uniform lateral loading.
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Figure 3-13 Distribution of stress intensity for axial loading.
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Figure 3-14 Distribution of stress intensity for torsional loading.
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Figure 3-15 Distribution of stress intensity for bending loading.
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DEVELOPMENT OF BELLOWS FOR SODIUM VALVES IN JAPAN

S. TANIGAWA, K. MUKAI, T. FUKADA, T. TAKAHASHI

Japan

Abstract

Sodium valves for FBR are required to isolate sodium
side from the atmosphere completely throughout its lifetime
because of preventing sodium leakage with or without radio-
activity.

A great number of sodium valves have been used in FBR
test facilities at O-arai Enginering Center of PNC and many
troubles have been occurred through their operational experi-
ence. Most of the cause of the troubles are the bellows
failure followed by sodium leakage.

A research and development program on bellows was start-
ed to clarify many uncertain factors of its performance and
to establish the feasibility of bellows used in sodium. In
this program Small Bellows Test Loop was built to perform low
cycle fatigue tests on bellows under high temperature condi-
tions.

In this report some examples of the investigation of
failed bellows occurred at O-arai Engineering Center of PNC
are described. The research and development program on bel-
lows is also explained with the summary of recent test re-
sults.

Investigation of Failed Sodium Valve Bellows in O-arai
Engineering Center

1.1 Introduction

In FBR test facilities at O-arai Engineering Center
of PNC, many sodium valves are used with sizes ranging
from 3/8 inch to 12 inch, and a number of troubles have
been experienced in them. They were caused by sodium
leakage from the valve seat, stem stick, failure of seal
bellows, etc., but most of sodium leakage from the fail-
ed valves are due to the failure of seal bellows.

For these failed valves, we have started collecting

their operating history. The purpose of this program is
to clarify the cause of bellows failure from the collect-
ed data and to utilize the information for the improve-
ment of the bellows design, manufacturing process, and
reliability, leading eventually to the standardization of
them.

In support of this program, inspection of the sound
bellows used in the long serviced sodium valves was also
added to that of failed bellows to determine the possible
factors in operation which in one case lead the bellows
to failure and in another leave it sound.

1.2 Example of Investigation of Failed Bellows

Most frequently used sodium valves in OEC are the
bellows sealed globe valves utilized for shut-off and
flow control purposes. Among the sodium valves of sizes
ranging from 3/8 inch to 12 inch, 95% are bellows sealed
valves (see Table 1-1) .

In about 30 sodium valves failures so far occurred
in OEC, which represents about 3% of the total in service,
21 of them are originated from bellows failure (see Figure
1-1). This fact necessitated to investigate the cause of
bellows failure. In Table 1-2 several results of inspec-
tion of the bellows where sodium leakage was observed are
listed and briefly described.

In these investigations, the direct cause of the
failure is generally difficult to define. The most typi-
cal conditions of the failure is that, the crack of sev-
eral millimeter length occurs near the bellows ends
(either the crown or the root) and the sodium leaked
through the crack reacts with the air inside the bellows,
thus corroding the thin bellows plate. It is not known
yet as to which side of the bellows, inner or outer sur-
face, the crack initializes and grows. This is one of
the topics left to be determined.

1.3 Inspection of Sound Bellows

The material test on the bellows used for stem
sealing of 6 inch valve was conducted to compare the
material properties of the bellows before and after its
use in sodium and to clarify the effect of high temper-
ature sodium on the bellows material. The valve had
been in service in the Thermal Shock Test Loop of OEC,
PNC. This bellows is not the one from which sodium
leaked during operation. Its soundness has been con-
firmed at least by the visual observation from outside
and the air-tight leak test.
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The specifications of the bellows are as follows:

Type:

Material:

Number of convolutions:

Free length:

Stroke:

Welded 2-plies bellows

316L stainless steel

25 convolutions x 4 blocks
(100 convolutions in total)

About 240 mm

50 mm

Operating conditions are as follows:

Sodium temperature:

Thermal shock cycle:

max. 560°C

400°C ~— 500°C

Thermal shock frequency: 200 times
(AT = max. 160°C)

As the results of visual observation from outside,
the pitch from the end (E.P.O.) to the 7th convolution
of the first block counted from the disc side was en-
larged. The enlarged pitch was particularly large be-
tween the 1st and 2nd convolutions, showing that a large
stress concentration had occurred at this area. This
seems to have been caused by a fast open/close operation.
The hardness test revealed that the plate in this area
was slightly hardened probably due to the bending action
of the bellows. No leakage of sodium was observed inside
the bellows. Neither trace of bellows contact with guide
sleeve nor stem stick were observed. The plate thickness
measurement and analysis of contents by XMA showed no re-
markable change before and after the service in the loop.

By the scanning electron microscope, it was found
that spherical substances were deposited on or attached
to the sodium contacting surface while the surface not
contacting the sodium liquid was covered with something
like an oxide film, so that they looked considerably
different from the surface of a virgin bellows.
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Table l - l . Small Sodium Valves in O-arai
Engineering Center

Size bore
inches

3/8

1/2

3/4

1

11/2

2

3

4

6

8

10

12

Total

Number of
operations

105

135

108

223

8

1 11

34

23

\7

5

6

20

795

Stem seal type

bellows

105

135

108

223

8

1 1 1

34

16

9

4

6

759

freeze seal

7

8

1

6

14

36



Table 1-2. Examples of Failed Bellows Data
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Valve type

Nominal bore

Stem seal

Test Loop

Operating condition

Operating hours
before failure

Open/close frequency

Trouble conditions

Results of
inspection

E x a m p l e 1

Manual L-type stop valve

3/4 inch

316L stainless steel, 2-plies formed bellows

General Purpose Test Loop

250 "\- 500°C

about 4,200 hrs.

Up to 25 times

Sodium leakage from the stem sealing part was
found out when the open/close operation of the
valve was carried out after sodium was drained
from the loop.

a) Visual observation from outside:
A crack of 7-10mm length was found at the
first root .from the bonnet side (see Figure 1^2).

b) Microscopic observation:
A remarkable intergranular corrosions was
observed near the broken part. The inter-
granular corrosion occurred and developed
from the small gap between plies. No
intergranular corrosion was observed except
around the broken part.

E x a m p l e 2

Manual L-type stop valve

3/4 inch

316L stainless steel, 2-plies formed bellows

General Purpose Test Loop

250 -\. 5.00°C

about 6,600 hrs.

Up to 35 times

After sodium was drained from the loop, the
valve was attempted to be opened, but it was
too tight to open. It was used about 1,200
hrs. at the closed state.

a) Visual observation from outside:
A crack of 7-10mm length was found at the
2nd crown, from the disc side (see Figure 1^3).

b) Microscopic observation:
Same as in the case of example 1.

c) Hardness measurement:
Hardness of the crown and the root is
slightly higher than other parts.
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Table 1-2. Examples of Failed Bellows Data (continued)

Valve type

Nominal bore

Stem seal

Test Loop

Operating condition

Operating hours
before failure

Open/close frequency

Trouble conditions

Results of
inspection

E x a m p l e 3

Pneumatic Y-type stop valve

3/4 inch

316L stainless steel, 2-plies formed bellows

General Purpose Test Loop

"\- 400°C

about 5,600 hrs.

Op to 210 times

During the operation of the loop, the valve was
attempted to be opened, but it could not be
opened by air and further it was too tight to
open manually. Then sodium leakage from the
stem sealing part was found out.

a) Visual observation from outside:
The failed positions on the bellows are
shown in Figure 1^4. Black solid matter is at-
tached to the bellows inner surface (the
side not contacting sodium). Inner ply was
lost by corrosion in cases of the 1st, 2nd
and 3rd items (see Figure 1"V4) .

b) Microscopic observation:
Failed parts are the welded portion or its
neighboring area. An intergranular corro-
sion was observed between the double plies,

c) Hardness measurement:
Bellows was hardened during the service
particularly at the crown.

E x a m p l e 4

Pneumatic Y-type stop valve (see Figure 1^5) .

12 inch

316L stainless steel, welded single ply bellows

50 MW Steam Generator Test Facility

Max. 505°C

about 4,800 hrs.

Unknown

During the loop was in hot standby, the valve
became inoperable at its open position.

a) Visual observation from outside:
Major erosion was observed in 4 parts around
bellows, 2 parts out of which had sodium
leaks (see Figure 1^6 and Figure r W ) .

Eroded parts on the bellows and the position of
drain hole on the bellows cover generally co-
incide with each other. From this, it is sup-
posed that the bellows was eroded by sodium
passing through the drain hole, and through the
resulting pin holes sodium entered inside the
bellows. For remodelling, the position of drain
hole was shifted so that sodium flow didn't di-
rectly strike the bellows (see Figure 1^8).
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Table 1-2. Examples of Failed Bellows Data (continued)

Valve type

Nominal bore

Stem seal

Test Loop

Operating condition

Operating hours
before failure

Open/close frequency

Trouble conditions

Results of
inspection

E x a m p l e 5

Pneumatic Y-type stop valve

6 inch

316L stainless steel, 2-plies welded bellows

Thermal Shock Test Loop

390 -v< 540°C, Thermal shock AT = 150°C max.

about 1,000 hrs.

Up to 40 times

Smoke caused by leaked sodium was detected
after the test.

a) Visual observation from outside:
The bellows consists of 4 blocks. The
failed part was confirmed at the 21st root
of the 3rd block from the disk side,

b) Microscopic observation:
The crack was hardly observed 1st and 2nd
block, but, concentrated at the 3rd block.
The crocks occurred only at the inside
beads.

The trouble seems to have been caused by re-
peated operations to stop the flow of high
temperature sodium (flow rate: 6m/sec) at each
second, which led to transient rise in sodium
level and also uneven expansion/compression of
bellows (local high strain). Eventually the
cracks seem to have occurred due to thermal
fatigue.

E x a m p l e 6

Pneumatic Y-type stop valve

1 inch

316L stainless steel, 2-plies welded bellows

Thermal Shock Test Loop

400 ̂  500°C

about 4,500 hrs.

Op to 1,500 times

The valve could not be operated well. Sodium
metal granules were found attached to the
valve stem sealing part.

a) Visual observation from outside.-
The inside bead part at the concave part
between 2nd and 3rd root from the disc
side was circumfetentially cracked over a
length of 25 mm.

b) Conditions of cracking:
HAZ of the inside bead had microcracks in
average length of 30y extended from almost
all air side plates.

The trouble was caused by fatigue failure of
material, as striation and dimple were clearly
observed. The starting point of fatigue fail-
ure had a notch effect on the inside bead parts/
and the stress concentrated at the grain bound-
ary.
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Table 1-2. Examples of Failed Bellows Data (continued)

Valve type

Nominal bore

Stem seal

Test Loop

Operating condition

Operating hours
before failure

Open/close frequency

Trouble conditions

Results of
inspection

E x a m p l e 7

Motor operated Y-type stop valve

1 inch

316L stainless steel, 2-plies formed bellows

Small Bellows Test Loop

400 ̂  500°C

about 20,000 hrs.

Unknown

The valve could not be operated well. Sodium
metal granules were found attached to the stem
sealing part.

a) Visual observation from outside:
As shown in Photo 1, the shape of each con-
volution is remarkably deformed, and becomes
like a plate. The failed part is confirmed
at the 13th crown from the bonnet side.
From this part the deformation advances to
the bonnet side and the disc side.

The location of this valve in the loop was hap-
pened to be undrainable and this loop was heat-
ed when this valve contained the frozen sodium.
So this bellows which is the weak structure
against the outer pressure, seems to have been
broken by the difference in the heat expansion
of each parts and sodium.
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EZZ3 Due to failure of seal bellows

I 1 Due to failure of other parts

1974 1975 1976 !977 1978

Figure l-l

Number of Troubles for Sodium Valves Figure 1-2 position of Failure on the
of Example 1 Valve

Figure 1-3 Position of Failure on the Bellows
of Example 2 Valve



Bonnet Side

Inside of Bellows

Failed Part No. 1

Failed Part No .2
(between No. 1 and No.2)

Failed Part No. 3
(concave part of 1st
convolution

(contacting with sodium)

Disc Side

Figure 1-4 Position of Failure on the Bellows of Example 3 Valve Figure 1-5 Example 4 Valve Assembly
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Lower Bellows Flange

Disc
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Figure 1-6 Position of Failure on the Bellows of
Example 4 Valve

Figure 1-7 Detail of Failure Position of Bellows
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Bellows Cover

Bellows
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Figure 1-8 Improved Bellows Cover
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Photo 1-1. Failure Condition of Example 7 Valve.



2. High Temperature Low-Cycle Fatigue Tests on Bellows for
Small Sodium Valves 111

Photo 2-1. Fatigue Test Section of SBTL.

2.1 Introduction

Various types of bellows are used for sodium valves,
but there still remain many uncertain factors as to their
performance and applicability in high temperature service,
and only limited data are available for their evaluation.
Sodium valves occasionally lose their function due to the
failure of bellows, and many of the causes of such fail-
ures still remain unclarified.

Besides the inadvertent operations, the following
may be accountable for the causes of bellows failure.

(1) Corrosion of bellows plate by sodium,
(2) Fatigue due to cyclic operation,
(3) Thermal fatigue,
(4) Effect of holding at the state of constant deflec-

tion in high temperature sodium,
(5) Irregular actuation by deposits or frozen sodium,

and
(6) Combined effect of two or more of the above stated

items.

The factors related to these items may be taken as fol-
lows:

(1) Materials of bellows,
(2) Number of ply and wall thickness,
(3) Deflection rate,
(4) Configuration,
(5) Fabrication technique and quality control, and
(6) Atmospheric conditions.

In order to investigate all these probelms compre-
hensively, R & D program was formulated to conduct a
series of tests on bellows in high temperature sodium
environment. For this purpose, a test loop was built
and installed in the Sodium Components Test Facility,
O-arai Engineering Center, PNC. A series of tests have
been conducted since August, 1978. These tests include
corrosion behavior tests of unprocessed and processed ma-
terials of thin plate for bellows and low-cycle fatigue
tests on bellows for small valves.

2.2 Description of Test Loop

Small Bellows Test Loop (SBTL) was installed in the
Sodium Components Test Facility, O-arai Engineering



Center, PNC. This loop consists of three test sections
(two fatigue test sections and one static test section)
and service systems (see Figure 2-6).

1) Fatigue Test Section

Two test sections are provided for the fatigue
test of bellows, each of which is capable of perform-
ing fatigue test of 6 bellows at a time. The expan-
sion-compression drive section consists of a motor,
a reduction gear, a drive shaft and double-eccentric
cam (see Photo 2-1). The stroke can be adjusted from
zero to 25 mm by the double excentric cam. The outer
side of the bellows is exposed to sodium, while the
interior of the bellows is filled with argon gas.
Any failure of bellows can be detected by three elec-
trode terminals and the method of 2 out of 3 is exer-
cised in order to ensure higher detection reliability.

2) Static Test Section

The static test section designed for the corro-
sion test of bellows is similar to the fatigue test
section except that the drive mechanism is not pro-
vided for this section. It hjjs a test vessel and six
nozzles for installation of test specimens.

3) Service System

This loop, which is to supply sodium independent-
ly to the three test sections, consists of a circula-
tion system, a purity control system, a supply-drain
system connected to the mother loop and the gas
s y s t e m . . • ' . • • " • - ' • " ' .

The circulation system comprises tank, electromagne-
tic pump, heater, flowmeter, etc.. The purity control
system which comprises a cold trap and a plugging indi-
cator is independent from the circulation system. SBTL
is remotely and semi-automatically controlled and oper-
ated from the central operation room.

2.3 Test Programs

A number of test programs have been completed, and
others are still in progress. These test programs cover
the following features: 1) corrosion resistance of bel-
lows materials; 2) low-cycle fatigue life of bellows in
high temperature sodium; and 3) effect of creep on the
fatigue life. The following paragraphs briefly summarize
these test programs.

2.3.1 Corrosion Test on Bellows Materials

(a) Purpose

Both the unprocessed and the processed materials
of two types of bellows (formed type and welded type)
are exposed in order to investigate the corrosion be-
havior and the combined effect of working process and
sodium exposure on the material properties. These
test specimens are placed in the three different en-
vironment; namely, in the high temperature sodium, in
the vicinity of sodium surface, and in the argon cover
gas including sodium vapor.

(b) Test Pieces

The unprocessed materials are the pieces.of form-
ed bellows cut out from the bellows tube, and those of
welded bellows cut out from the bellows plate. The
processed materials are the two types of finished bel-
lows, formed and welded. Materials of test pieces are
316 stainless steel, 316L stainless steel, Inconel 718,
etc..
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(c) Test Conditions

1) Environment:

2) Sodium temperature:
3) Sodium flow rate:
4) Sodium purity:

5) Cover gas pressure:

in.the high temperature sodium,
in the vicinity of sodium sur-
face, and in the cover gas
(argon). •
500°C
50 1/min.
about 3 ppm (oxygen)
(about 150°C in plugging temper-
ature)

100 mmAq.G (argon gas)

(d) Test Period in Sodium

1000, 3000, 6000, 10000 hrs.

(e) Material Examination

Microscopic inspection, chemical analysis, and
XMA to examine corrosion behavior, mechanical strength
test including tensile test, etc. to examine property
deterioration are conducted.



2.3.2 Fatigue Tests (I)

(a) Purpose

Cyclic expansion tests on two types of bellows
are carried out in high temperature sodium till the
bellows fails by fatigue in order to obtain the cor-
relation between stress or strain amplitude and fati-
gue life, and also to verify the acceptability of de-
sign including bellows materials and configurations.
Materials, number of ply and configurations are select-
ed as parameters.

to be compared with the results of fatigue tests in
inert gas or atmospheric environment. 113

(b) Test Pieces

1) Bellows size:

2} Materials:

3) Thickness of the ply:

4) Number of plies:

(c) Operating Conditions

1) Sodium temperature:

2) Sodium flow rate:
3) Sodium purity:
4) Cover gas pressure:

(d) Load Conditions

1) Number of cycles:

to be used for 1 to 4 inch
valves

various types of materials,
especially SUS 316L which
is generally used for small
sodium valves

0.15 to 0.30 mm

1 to 3 plies

400 to 500°C
50 1/min.
about 3 ppm (oxygen)
100 mmAq. G (argon gas)

30 cycles/min.
Up to the bellows failure
or 10 6 cycles

2) Total deflection rate: max. 25 mm

3) Load direction: simple axial direction (ex-
pansion or compression)

4) Cyclic loading mode: sine wave

(e) Analyses and Inspection

Performance and applicability of the bellows are
to be evaluated by organic linking of macro/micro-
observation of fractured section, fatigue life and
stress analyses. The effect of sodium environment is

(f) Test Procedure

1) Step 1:

2) Step 2:

Standard size bellows used
for 3 inch valve are ex-
amined

Materials, number of ply,
configurations, etc. are
selected as parameters for
fatigue testing bellows.

2.3.3 Fatigue Tests (II)

(a) Purpose

In order to investigate the effects of additional
conditions on the fatigue life, fatigue tests (II) are
to be conducted according to the following items:

1) Combined effect of corrosion and fatigue by the
mechanical cycles of bellows after holding at a
free length position for a certain period,

2) Effect of creep on fatigue life,
3) Effect of torsion on fatigue life,
4) Combined effect of thermal and mechanical fatigue,
5) Effect of deposits on the surface of bellows,
6) Evaluation of metallographic change by carburiza-

tion, etc., and
7) Fatigue life in inert gas including sodium vapor.

2.4 Results of Fatigue Tests (I)

As a first step of fatigue tests, two types of
standard bellows for 3-inch sodium valve have been test-
ed by Small Bellows Test Loop since August, 1978. At
present fatigue test 1-1 and 1-2 have been completed and
these test results are described below.

Table 2-1 summarizes test conditions, which are the
same for both tests except sodium temperature. Sodium
temperature was 400°C for test 1-1, and 500°C for test
1-2.

Formed seemless bellows produced by two Japanese
manufacturers A and B and shown in Figure 2-1 and 2-2, were
tested in the fatigue test 1-1, and the design speci-
fications of these bellows are listed in Table 2-2.



These bellows are formed by oil pressure forming. In
this process the thickness of plies is generally con-
stant in the direction of circumference, but in the di-
rection of axis the thickness at the crown is thinner
than that at the root. The bellows after forming pro-
cess is subjected to annealing and heat treating ac-
cording to the each manufacturers' method; for example,
solid-solution heating at 1050°C or low temperature
annealing at about 480°C.

Welded bellows produced by two Japanese manufac-
turers C and D and shown in Figure 2-3 and 2-4, were
tested in the fatigue test 1-2 and the design specifi-
cations of these bellows are listed in Table 2-3. In
order to obtain the large deflection and the uniform
spring constant, the plate of welded bellows is subject-
ed to press forming into convolutions which is slightly
different at each manufacturer. The bellows after form-
ing and welding process is also subjected to annealing
and heat treating.

Since there are no standard method available for
calculating the strength and fatigue life of bellows,
manufacturers use their own design equations which are
generally based on the design equations of the M. W.
Kellogg Company (Design of Piping Systems).

Table 2-4 summarizes the deflection loading of the
fractured bellows for the fatigue test I-l and 1-2.
For other bellows the tests were continued until about
1.1 x 106 cycles were reached without failure. The No.
4 welded bellows of Manufacturer D fractured at 1.32 x
105 cycles; but the another similar bellows with the
same deflection loading did not fracture until the cy-
cles to failure reached about 1.1 x 106. With several
bellows, failures have been experienced due to the poor
welding at the welds between the bellows ends and the
end plates. Therefore, it is uncertain in this case
whether or not the failed bellows truly reached its fa-
tigue life. Presently, this bellows as well as others
is undergone materials examination to search for the
location and the cause of the failure.

Figure 2-5 shows an example of the comparison of de-
sign lifetimes with experimental results of the prescribed
fatigue tests in sodium and the fatigue tests at room tem-
perature in air. Table 2-5 and Figure 2-5 summarizes the
deflection loading of the bellows used in these tests. It
can be seen from the figure that the cycles to failure of
bellows in high temperature sodium is about 100 or 200
times of the design value calculated by manufacturers'
design equation which was derived from the test data at
room temperature in air. Similar results were obtained
with formed seamless bellows. It is probable, there-

fore, that the high purity sodium may extend the fatigue
life of bellows for the expansion or compression in the
simple axial direction. This observation is supported
by the fact that the fatigue life in vacuum is longer
than that in air.

As to the standard size bellows for 3-inch sodium
valve, the fatigue life of welded bellows is longer than
that of formed bellows because the deflection per one
convolution of the former is about one half of that of
the latter.

In order to investigate the effect of sodium temper-
ature on the fatigue life, the formed seamless bellows
with the same size and configuration were subjected to
cyclic tests at sodium temperature of 400°C and 500°C.
The cycle to failure at 500°C in sodium turned out to be
about 10 to 20 % less than that at 400°C.

In conclusion it is necessary to clarify the fatigue
life in air for the bellows used in sodium valves because
the manufacturers' design equation such as a design curve
in Figure 2-5 is derived from the test data of various
types of bellows which are mainly used in PWR or BWR. So
we have now the test program for the bellows used in so-
dium valves to obtain the fatigue life data in air both
at room temperature and at high temperature, and to es-
tablish the design curve in air. While the fatigue tests
in sodium is to be continued in order to establish the
basic curve and the design equation in sodium according
to the prescribed test program.

Table 2-1 Test Conditions for Fatigue Test I-t and 1-2
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Sodium temperature

Sodium flow rate

Sodium purity

Cover gas pressure

Cycle speed

Number of cycles

Load direction

Cyclic loading mode

1-1 : 400 'C 1-2: 500 °C

50 fi/min

1.12 ppm (Oxygen)

Plugging temperature 127 °C

(by the equation by R.L. Eichelberger)

100 mmAq. G (Argon gas)

10 cycles /min.

Up to the bellows failure or 106 cycles.

Simple axial direction

Sine wave
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Table 2-2 Specification of Bellows for Fatigue
Test 1-1.

Table 2-3 Specification of Bellows for Fatigue
Test 1-2

Manufacturer

Type

Number of
plies

Material

Convolute
outer diameter
Convolute
inner diameter
Number of
convolutes
Number of
blocks

«) Free length

Thickness of
the ply
Number of
test pieces

A

Formed seamless

2 plies

316L stainless
steel

60 mm

43. 5 mm

12 convolutions
(6 convolutions X 2)

2 blocks

87 mm

0. 23 mm X 2 plies

6 pieces

B

Formed seamless

2 plies

316L stainless
steel

55 mm

36 mm

11 convolutions

1 block

86 mm

0. 25 mm X 2 plies

6 pieces

Free length includes attachment length which is 14
mm for manufacturer A and 36 mm for manufacturer
B.

Manufacturer

Type

Number of plies

Material

Convolute
outer diameter
Convolute
inner diameter

Number of
convolutes

Number of
blocks

*)Free length

Thickness of
the ply

Number of
test pieces

C

Welded type

One-ply

316L stainless
steel

45 mm

25 mm

26 convolutions

1 block

64 mm

0.2 mm X 1 ply

5 pieces

O

Welded type

Two plies

316L stainless
steel

61.9 mm

36.5 mm

20 convolutions

1 block

72 mm

0.152 mm X 2 plies

5 pieces

Free length includes attachment length which is
17 mm for manufacturer C, and 42 mm for manufac-
turer D.

Fatigue test 1-2 includes each one bellows of
fatigue test 1-1.
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Table 2-4 Failed Bellows in Fatigue Test 1-1 and 1-2

Test

1-1

1-2

Manu-
facturer

A

B

A

B

D

Deflection
loading

mm / convolute

1.32

1.39

1.29

1.42

1.25

Design cycles to

failure

2.70X103

4.92X103

2.06X103

3.77X103

*) about 9X103

Test result of

cycles to failure

5. 95XI05

4.32X105

5.24X105

3.22X105

1.32X105

As the design equation of this manufacturer is not applicable
to this deflection rates, this design cycles to failure are
calculated by the equation of other manufacturer.

Table 2-5 Deflection Loading of Test Bellows for
Fatigue Test 1-2

No.

1

2

3

4

5

Manufacturer C (welded bellows)

Deflection loading
mm / convolute

0.69

0.77

0.85

0.96

0.95

Design cycles to
failure

2.8X104

1. 9 X104

1.4X104

8.9X103

8. 9X103

Test result of
cycles to failure

(1.105X106)

( " )

( " )

( " )

( " )

Failure

No

No

No

No

No

Cycles in ( ) refer to the test pieces which have not failed at
this time.
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(Static Test Section)
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INVESTIGATION ON THE RELIABILITY OF EXPANSION JOINT
FOR PIPING WITH PROBABILISTIC METHOD

Y. ISHII, M. KAMBE
Japan

Abstract

The reduction of the plant size is necessitated as one
of the major target in LMFBR design. Usually, piping work
system is extensively used to absorb thermal expansion bet-
ween two components anywhere.

Besides above, expansion joint for piping seems to be
attractive lately for the same object. This paper describes
about the significance of expansion joint with multiple bound-
aries, breakdown probability of expansion joint assembly and
partly the bellows by introducing several hypothetical condi-
tions in connection with piping. Also, an importance of in-
service inspection (ISI) for expansion joint was discussed
using by comparative table and probabilities on reliability
from partly broken to full penetration.

In the conclusion., the expansion joint with ISI should
be manufactured with excellent reliability in order to cope
with piping work system, and several conditions of the prac-
tical application for piping systems are suggested.

1. Introduction

Making power plants more compact and more economical
is one of the themes to which the highest priority is
given by all concerned.

In the case of LMFBR, in addition to the sodium sys-
tem pressure being lower than the system pressures in
other types of power plants, it has comparatively easy
access to thin-molded structural materials.

Apart from pipework system, compared with other types
of plant, this point makes expansion joint for piping ad-
vantageous over floating support system as the measure to
absorb thermal expansion.

In short, if expansion joint for piping is to be
adopted by a commercial plant, the following conditions
need to be satisfied.

(1) That the merits which will be derived from making the
plant more compact and more economical are sufficient-
ly large, and that adoption of expansion joint system
is most suitable for this purpose.

(2) That all conceivable stresses including tension and
compression, bending and torsion which may be generat-
ed from the piping system can be sufficiently absorbed
by using expansion joint system.

(3) That proper maintenance system having suitable In-
Service Inspection (ISI) is established.

(4) That expansion joint for piping can stand comparison
with other means of absorbing thermal expansion like
pipework system in reliability.

Compared with pipework system, expansion joint system
requires more delicate and complex working. Consequently,
there will be no doubt that introduction of this system
will give more headache than pipework system in point of
ISI as well as the expansion joint system proper.

Apart from the necessary and sufficient conditions as
viewed from a plant, this paper deals with system evalua-
tion of expansion joint with multiple bellows carried out
by probabilistic method to see whether it can stand compari-
son with pipework system mainly in point of reliability as
referred to in item (4) above.

As the ISI in expansion joint system is an important
factor in dealing with this system, ISI is also alluded
here.

2. Breakdown Probability

2.1 Meaning of breakdown probability and cost evaluated

In this chapter, intrinsic breakdown probability is
introduced with respect to the bellows proper and pipe
wall which are the parts of pressure resistant seal of
pipework system and expansion joint for piping respectiv-
ly, and system evaluation is carried out with respect to
the equipment.

This assumed breakdown probability is applicable to
both the said parts and assembled equipment. However,
as to individual breakdown probability, since there is
no authorized figures available due to lack of statisti-
cal data, it can be used only for relative system evalu-
ation through parameter survey.
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On the other hand, in the case of construction and
operation of a commercial plant, it is a matter of course
that quantity of the breakdown phenomenon and the subse-
quent damages are more serious problem rather than break-
down probability, as the time and labor of routine main-
tenance and repairs are concerned by utilities.

Losses can be roughly classified into the economic
loss due to the repair of pipework system or expansion
joint for piping by plant outage, and the decreasing of
reliability in order to keep services for electric supply,
such as voltage and cycle of the electric system.

Of the losses, only the former is evaluated as fol-
lows.

Co = Po (Ct1 + Cm) (1)

t' = t - a-tm (t1 = 0, if t < a-tm) (2)

Cm = f (CB-CB>) (3)

Evaluation of total cost in durable years is

CT = C o + CBt (4)

Where P:

Co:

C:

Cm:

f :

t:

Tm:

a:

Breakdown probability of equipment which may
cause accidents during the durable years, in-
cluding misoperation of ISI of pipework system
or expansion joint for piping (including each
contingency) ¥

Total loss evaluated ¥

Unit cost per hour including fuel
cost incurred by plant outage due
to breakdown ¥/Hr

Repair cost

Total hours of plant outage
(including start-up time)

Net repairing time

Time required by periodical
maintenance

¥

hrs.

hrs.

hrs.

Coefficient relying on periodi-
cal maintenance

Partial cost of expansion joint
system such as the cost of ISI

¥_

Construction cost of C B (Con-
sidering time passed) ¥_

Total cost evaluated covering
construction cost and estimated
repairing cost ¥
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CB: Total cost of expansion joint
system ¥

2.2 Urgency of trouble shooting

Be it pipework system or expansion joint for piping,
should a trouble occur, whether immediate repair is re-
qired or whether the plant should be shut down during
weekend or whether the trouble should be treated during
periodical maintenance (generally once a year) needs to
be decided according to the amount of irradiation to
human and the state of loss of integrity of the part con-
cerned.

Even if the expansion joint system proper is integral,
proper countermeasure needs to be taken either, because
the integrity of the equipment was impaired when ISI was
put into operation.

Consequently in the Equation (2) above, in the case
of the equipment where urgency for repair is high, a i 0
holds. On the other hand, in the case of the equipment
having "tenacity" which is designed, made and installed
properly, almost no progress of damages is anticipated
sometime. In this case, the trouble has only to be
repaired during periodical maintenance, so that a ̂  1
holds.

When the trouble can be repaired during periodical
maintenance, t < a-Tin holds in Equation (2), and the
total loss evaluated can be represented by the equation
Co = Po • Cm

At the time of the failure of the equipment con-
cerned, when unit cost C is high on the ground of irra-
diation to human, damages on safety and large capacity
of plant, the said equipment including ISI need to have
high reliability with sufficient "tenacity".

On the other hand, as a whole, in the case of the
equipment having high reliability, its components tends
to be complicated. Consequently the repairing cost Cm
per time (Item (3) in the preceding section) is low, but
since P in the preceding equation (1) includes 1st and



2nd contingencies, the number of cases of repair in-
creases with subsequent increase in the total repairing
cost (as described later).

Further, we would point out that Po as breakdown
probability directly linking to the plant economy is
taken up as above and that no concrete data can be de-
duced therefrom.

2.3 Breakdown probability of individual parts

2.3.1 For the purpose of having discussions on relative
breakdown probability of the equipment concerned of
pipework system and expansion joint system, breakdown
probability of individual parts such as wall or bel-
lows boundary is introduced. (cf. Fig. 2-1)

Case
Case

Case

I
II
III

IV

PP
PN2:
PN3:

PN4 :

pi42:

P=>4:

Between
Between
Between
Between
Between
Between

B ^
B ^
D ^
B %
Dl "
D2 "

c,
c,
E
c,

K D2,
^E

Pa2:
Pi3 =

Pi41 =

Between
Between

Between

C *
C "

C i

" E
o D,

- Dl

2.3.2 Manufacturing conditions

1) That each welded part and beilows can hardly form com-
mon mode failure with other bellows respectively.

2) That the internal pressure of inert gas in C and D
parts are decided on the basis of a balance of sodium

system pressure and atmospheric pressure and temper-
ature .

3) That inert gas (normally argon gas) contains almost no
substances which constitute the cause of corrosion
such as oxygen and hydrogen.

2.4 Simplification of individual probability

For the purpose of simplifying the equation for
practical application, the following conditions are in-
troduced.

2.4.1 Conditions of simplification

1) Since P x is sufficiently small, we assume as 1 - P x = l.

2) Pi3 = Pi4i = Pi42 = Pi
The lower the gas temperature, the better is the break-
down probability where both sides of bellows are in
high-temperature inert gas ambience. However, at tem-
perature 300°^ 500°C, it is 2 times approximately.
Consequently it has been determined that there is no
significance.

3) Pa2 = Pa3 = ?a4 = Pa
In practice, P a2 > pa3 > Pa4 but all of them are re-
garded as the same, for the same reason as (2) above.

4) PN2 = pN3 = PN4 = ?N

5) As for the number of ply in a certain boundary, ply is
treated as common mode failure, therefore none of the
ply number is evaluated with the exception of the total
of thickness.

6) The breakdown probability for wall thickness is assumed
as 1/n to thickness ratio n, in this case welding is
not taken into consideration and/or fabricating grade.

o In the case of plate material, in point of simple
thermal stress, initial cracks are likely to be
generated, so that plate is disadvantageous, but such
a phenomenon will be pretty rare to propagate in the
plate.

o In point of thermal transient phenomenon, plate ma-
terial is severer than sheet material.

° In point of general stress such as internal pressure,
buckling and seismic stress, plate material is advan-
tageous for the sheet material.

Corrosion in stainless steel material can be dis-
regarded even in the case of sheet material. (With
2.5 ppm oxygen, 600°C Na, 2 m/S in velocity, the cor-
rosion rate < 1.5 ym/yr)

From the above-mentioned, for a simple plate where
welding is not taken into consideration, the reli-
ability (inverse number of breakdown probability) is
regarded as inversely proportional to plate thickness
(although this might be an impression) under normal
use (with both plate and sheet used at the identical
stress level).
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7) The difference of surface area when pipework system and
expansion joint system for piping are used is not taken
into consideration.

0 It is clear that breakdown probability is proportion-
al to surface area.

In the case of expansion joint system for piping, com-
pared with the case where that part is replaced by
pipework system, there is a disadvantage of an increase
in surface area (about 3 times) even when bellows part
is of single boundary. However, when viewed from a
system, the increase in the area of piping amply off-
sets this point.

Here, the expansion joint for piping is evaluated
rather on the severe side, and it is assumed that there
is no difference between the two.

8) Evaluation on welding and fabricating grade

Expansion joint for piping has more welded parts and
fabricated parts than pipework system.

It is difficult to evaluate the degree of lowering of
reliability due to the increase in fabricating grade.
And it is said that the degree may be in the range, 1 to
10 2. Here, it is treated on the severe side or as 100
times per one bellows boundary.

° In the case of sheet material used for expansion joint
for piping, grain growth or undercut might occur dur-
ing welding, and fabricating is more difficult than the
case of pipework system. In this point, it will be
appropriate to take lowering of reliability into con-
sideration to some extent.

Our experiences of breakdown with expansion joint for
piping show that breakdown occurs mainly at the parts
where stress is concentrated and HAZ (heat affected
zone) is said to be the secondary.

° Observing the strength of welded part only, we find
that the welded part has the strength almost equal to
that of mother metal. In fact, there is described no
difference of strength between the two in guide-books
and others.

9) Evaluation on bellows ambience

Compared with Na-Air, the breakdown probability of Na-
Ar and Ar-Ar is reduced to 1/4.

In the air, thinly molded bellows is ill-affected by
oxidation. This is about several times, but since the

temperature is thought to be rather low (less than
300°C), Na-Air was not given a large handicap.

Consequently by simplifying and making evaluation se-
verely, it is assumed that the breakdown probability
of other bellows elements is reduced to 1/4 as compar-
ed with Na-Air.

10) As for ISI, there was provided no difference between
pipework system and expansion joint for piping. Both
are thought to be on the same level in point of life
and reliability. Consequently this is based on the
premise that ISI is required, although they have dif-
ferent principles.

2.4.2 Evaluation of breakdown probability for individual
elements

From the description of subsection 2.4.1, when each
breakdown probability is related with pipework system,
P can be evaluated as follows.

1) Comparison between Pi and Pp in inert gas ambience

The figure in ( ) corresponds to the item No. in the
preceding subsection.

Pi = Pp x n x 100 x 1/4 = P N

(6) (8) (9) (9)

Considering wall thickness ratio as n = 4,

Pi = P N = 100 P p

2) Comparison between P a and Pp in inert gas-Air ambience

P a = Pp x n x 100 n = 4
(6) (8)

= 400 P p

2.4.3 Calculation of breakdown probability for equipment

From the aforementioned, complete calculation result
of breakdown probability for equipment is shown in
Table 2-1.

The result of calculation based on the simplified con-
dition as described in subsection 2.4.2 is shown in
Table 2-2.

Further, for the purpose of parameter-surveying the
breakdown probability for the equipment of expansion
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joint system for piping in comparison with pipework
system, the breakdown probability of pipework system
is graphically shown as 10" 3, 10""* and 10" 5 as illust-
rated in Figure 1-1.

The term, breakdown probability for equipment used in
this subsection refers to the system, for example break-
down probability for intermediate heat exchanger (here-
after called IHX) through reactor vessel and also system
breakdown probability of pipework system and expansion
joint for piping in the plant as a whole. Therefore,
it is interpreted as breakdown probability of 1 0 n years
reactor, that is breakdown probability for equipment.

Consequently the values of 10" 3, 10"1* and 10" 5 with re-
spect to pipework system do not have any absolute mean-
ing (although, for example, 10" 3 as that of pipework
system for 1 plant in durable years is thought rather
too low), but this was introduced strictly for conveni-
ence sake to see the trend of breakdown probability for
equipment of expansion joint system with multiple bel-
lows.

3. ISI for Expansion Joint

On the premise that the bellows of expansion joint and
its components cannot stand in comparison with piping in
point of reliability, it is necessary to have some ISI.
The way of thinking of this ISI can be arranged as follows.

(1) Against sodium leak, it should have the function of
detecting sodium liquid (or vapor). And in view of
the fluctuations of loop pressure, when pressure de-
tector is to be used for monitoring, it should have a
function of pressure detection as a backup tied up
with sodium leak detection.

(2) Repairing of pipe or expansion joint subsequent to
sodium leak will take a considerable time and labor
and this will affect plant operation sometimes.

Consequently high reliability is required for its
operation. However, in view of the fact that the
ambient temperature of leak detector is generally
high and that the loop pressure, is at least several
kg/cm2, some sodium leak can be anticipated from the
hair fracture of component element, so sensitivity
of the leak detector is not thought to be so impor-
tant.

(3) In the circumstances, there can be considered de-
velopment of something like a wire mesh electrode for

catching sodium widely in addition to a plurality of
contact controlled leak detector. (cf. Fig. 3-1)

For the purpose of preventing malfunction, the in-
sulator to be inserted should be made of inorganic
cloth having sufficient electrode insulation resist-
ance and electric strength when it is dry and more-
over, the cloth should not be too thin. Further,
it should be well fabricated so that there is no de-
fective contact due to dust and others during instal-
lation.

(4) From what are described in items (2) and (3) above,
a contact controlled Sodium Leak Detector is thought
to be sufficient, but in preparation against an
emergency, the control power source should be a low
voltage (max. 100 V) power source of ungrounded elec-
tric network so that pipe or expansion joint may not
be damaged.

(.5) Sodium Leak Detector should be installed, therefore,
in the chamber closest to the sodium contact surface,
and when it is installed in the second chamber of
triple bellows (see Table 3-1), its operability will
lower. (The back-up for important loop is excepted.)

(6) As the function to monitor the bellows wall on the
side nearer to the air continuously, provision of an
internal pressure monitor is the quickest and simplest.
In this case, if inert gas (normally argon) is continu-
ously fed, it will be accompanied by such demerits as
an increase in consumption of argon, new installation
of supply loop and air contamination. Consequently
an enclosed argon system should be adopted as far as
the circumstances permit.

Pressure leak is likely to occur over a long period,
so that refilling of argon during periodical mainte-
nance is unavoidable. This pressure.gauge is also
capable of monitoring the pressure of intermediate
part without providing a special pressure gauge for
that purpose.

(7) To securely hold the internal pressure, the lead
part of the cable of leak detector and others should
be led out to the upper part by means of sleeve and
solidified with resin bond at the normal temperature
zone.

(8) The pressure of double and triple bellows and alarm
pressure are as shown in Table 3-1.
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(9) As for the operation performance of ISI, as it is
clear from section 2.1, it must have high reliability
supported by sure and correct function with malfunc-
tion reduced to minimum.

4. Conclusion

From the severe breakdown probability deduced from
hypothetical estimation carried out this time, the follow-
ing result has been obtained. The breakdown probability
of equipment in pipework system, 10"
hypothetical figures.

10"" and 10" 5 are

(1) When the breakdown probability of pipework system
leading to sodium leak is assumed as lO"1* (ISI mal-
function should also be included), the reliability
lowers by 1/4 in the case of double bellows and rises
to 20 times or more in the case of triple bellows.

(2) When sodium leak and third contingency are included,
under the said conditions, the reliability of even
the expansion joint with triple bellows lowers by
about 1 figure compared with pipework system. Third
contingency means that it is just before sodium leak
and that repair should be made soon (Depending on the
situation, the repair should not be put off till
periodical maintenance.) under careful supervision.

(3) Assuming that even the pipework system has breakdown
probability of about 10~ 3, in the case of expansion
joint system, expansion joint with more than quadruple
bellows needs to be provided for the purpose of pre-
venting sodium leak. This means an increase in the
labor of maintenance corresponding to first and second
contingencies and that the system of expansion joint
for piping is hard to be materialized. (Ironically,
with 10" 3, ISI will be highly necessary even in the
case of pipework system.)

(4) If breakdown probability of about 10" 5 can be antici-
pated in the case of pipework system, the probability
of accident leading to sodium leak in the case of even
a simple double bellows will be less than that of pipe-
work system.

(5) Same as pipework system (if necessary) and expansion
joint for piping itself ISI will be meaningless un-
less it has high reliability supported by sure and
correct function with malfunction coefficient re-
duced to minimum. And in view of the fact that de-
velopment of sodium leak detector having excellent
performance is absolutely necessary, together with a

method of providing a pressure gauge as a backup
mainly designed to monitor the air-side bellows (see
Table 3-1) is a simple and good method of protection.
Further, this pressure gauge is useful for monitoring
during first to third contingency. Besides filling
inert gas into bellows chamber, inspection port serves
for monitoring together with pressure gauge.

(6) There is a concept that first to third contingency are
hard to be included in the pipework system. (Fortu-
nately or unfortunately -for pipework system), the ISI
of pipework system for detecting such contingency is
more difficult than expansion joint system for piping,
and it has an essentially different principle.

(7) The first and second contingencies are actualized only
in the case of more than triple bellows. In this case,
compared with the sodium leak in pipework system, these
contingencies increases to 600 times in the case of
triple bellows and to more than 700 times (when that of
pipe is assumed as 10"1*) in the case of quadruple bel-
lows. This should be interpreted as a warning signal
for the integrity of expansion joint, and it should
be operated under careful supervision and repaired
during periodical maintenance.

(8) Since there is requested almost no common mode failure
between bellows boundaries in expansion joint for pip-
ing and that expansion joint system for piping is more
complicated than pipework system, practical application
of it to important loop is hard to be realized unless
the parts of the structural body and ISI have suffi-
ciently high reliability forming an excellent component
as one body.

(9) For the same reasons as items (7) and (8) above, expan-
sion joint for piping has more small troubles than
pipework system. With the exception of sure sodium
leak, unless proper field repair is available, practi-
cal applicability of it will be impaired, since its
maintenability and economy will be aggravated. (Refer
to (1) through (4) in subsection 2.1.)

(10) In the balance with plant, high-reliability expansion
joint for piping which is properly designed, made and
installed with maintenance system established and
which will serve for overall economy is practical.

Application of double and triple bellows to the
secondary system of LMFBR is possible, and there is
also a prospect of using triple bellows in the pri-
mary system.
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Table 2-1 Breakdown probability list of piping and expansion joint

Pipe
Single
bellows

Double bellows Triple bellows Quadruple bellows

(Complete integrity)

1st contingency

2nd contingency

3rd contingency
(Before leak)

Full breakdown
(Na leak)

1-Pc 1-Pa (1-PN2) U-Pa2> (1-PN3) (1-Pi3) U-Pa3) (1-PN4) d-Pi4l) U-Pi42) (1-Pa4>

PN4(1-Pi4l) (1-Pi42) d-Pa4)
+ (l-PN4)P i4l(l-Pi42) d-Pa4)
+ (1-PN4) (l-P
+(1-PN4)(1-P

(l-PN2)Pa2
+(l-Pa2)PN2

PN3U-Pi3><l-Pa3>
+(l-PN3)Pi3(l-Pa3)
+(1-PN3)(l-Pi3)Pa3

+PN3(l-P i 3)Pa3

+(l-PN3)P i3-Pa3

i42) (1-Pa4>
+PN4(1-Pi4l)pi42(l-Pa4>
+PN4(1-Pi4l)(l-Pi42)Pa4
+(l-PN4)Pi41-Pi42(l-Pa4)
+ (1-PN4> Pi41 d-Pi42> Pa4
+(l-PN4)(l-Pi4l)Pi42-Pa4

P a l

+PN4(l-Pi41)Pi42-Pa4

+(l-PN4)Pi41-Pi42-Pa4
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Table 2-2 Simplified breakdown probability l i s t

Complete integrity

1st contingency
(Light trouble)

2nd contingency
(Trouble)

3rd contingency
(Before leak)

Full breakdown
(Na leak)

Pipe

almost

%

%

%

PP

Single bellows

1.0

a.

%

Pa=400Pp

Double bellows

Pipe>l.0 ^

%

pa+pN
=500Pp

PN.pa=4xl0
4Pp

2

Triple bellows

1.0 ,>

=600Pp

PN-Pi+PN-PA •
+Pi-Pa
=9xlO4Pp2

PN-Pi-Pa ,
=400xl04-PpJ

Quadruple bellows

1.0

=700Pp

2(PN-Pi+Pi-Pa)
+PN-Pa+Pi

2

=15xlO4-Pp2

2PN-Pi-Pa
+PN.Pi2+Pi2.pa
=1300xl04Pp3

=40,000xl04Pp
4

Table 3-1 Comparison of ISI for expansion joints

Double bellows Triple bellows

Inspection
port

Inspection
port

Na Na
Conceptive Figure

Backup
bellows

/ Backup
Second LD. First Seal
backup backup bellows
bellows bellows

Na Pressure 0 ̂  10 kg/cm2G

Na Temperature Normal temperature ̂  530°C

Type Contact type leak detector

Location Chamber (T)
Chamber (T)

(Chamber (2) for backup)

Location Chamber (T) Chamber

ANN. LOW = 0 kg/cm2G
... for detection of the

backup bellows failure.

Alarm set point

ANN. LOW = 0 kg/cm2G
... for detection of the

second backup bellows
failure.

Failure of the first backup
bellows is detected by pres-
sure decrease of the chamber
©-

Normal
pressure
(kg/cm2G)

Chamber (T) Chamber

20°C

530°C 1.7 1.7

Chamber

1.0

4.5

Other equipments

Chamber (T) is equiped with
inspection port for identi-
fication of the backup
bellows failure.

Chamber (T) and (5) are
equiped with inspection ports
for identification of the
first backup bellows failure.



9. Q. * . : Probability of Full Breakdown (Na Leak)

d : Probability of 3rd Contingency (before Na Leak)

corresponds to io"4 of piping.

IO-1

10
10 3

io-4

I io-«
I io-?
a . o -

10"'
to-io

tt is:
7 X

Piping Single Double Triple Quadruple
bellows bellows bellows bellows

Figure I -1 Breakdown probability of piping and
expansion joint relating to boundary numbers

Na A -+ Na

p i 3 PN3 p a 4 PN4
1 it—I 1 cl I

E IM KA IM W\ ;
D-2D-1

f f -
pi42 pi41

DkVMC lAA^B

Na Na

Piping

II

Double
Bellows

III

Triple
Bellows

IV

Quadruple
Bellows

A:
B:
C:
D:
E:

Flowing sodium
Stagnant sodium sealed by seal bellows
Inert gas sealed by backup bellows
Inert gas for the protection of backup bellows
Atmosphere

Figure 2-1 Parts breakdown probability

Wire Mesh

Insulator

Pipe Wall

Figure 3-1 An Example of Leak Detertor
.Inspection port

Backup bellows
Seal bellows Drain nozzle

Figure 4-1 Axial double bellows (Axial movement only)
Inspection port

Backup bellows-/ / A_Drain
i—Seal hpllnw;

nozzle

Figure4-2 Angular double bellows
(Both Axial and Angular movement)
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BELLOWS FOR THE DEBENE SNR-PROJECT

C.P. WARMERDAM, K. LIEVENSE
The Netherlands

Liquid Metal cooled Fast Breeder Reactors (LMFBR) are designed to work at
temperature levels up to 600°C. The components and piping systems are sub-
mitted to changing temperature fields varying between room temperature and
temperatures in operational, incidental or accidental conditions.

Bellows are generally used to introduce a higher flexibility of piping
systems and for the leak tight connection of components with relative dis-
placements .

The total piping length of a loop type LP1FBR is principally determined by
thermal expansion requirements.
The application of bellows could reduce piping length and building volume.
In certain cases a reduction of the nozzle loads can be realized.

In cooperation between Neratoom and TNO a feasibility study concerning the
applicability of bellows as compensating elements in a primary piping
system of a loop type LMFBR has been studied.
Different configurations are compared with each other.

TNO has performed dimension calculations, with the criteria from the ASME
Code Section III and Code Case N-47, as guideline.
In this paper a review of the results of these calculations will be given.

The development of the expansion bellows, in the shells of the SNR 300
straight tube steam generators to compensate the difference in the thermal
expansion between shell and tube bundle, has been concluded by a series of
full scale fatigue tests under design conditions, except for the sodium
environment.
In this paper a summary is given of these tests and of the procedure used
to prove that the bellows in the actual steam generators will withstand
the design' fatigue loads.

2.

2.1.

Liquid Metal cooled Fast Breeder Reactors (LMFBR) are designed to work at
temperature levels up to 600°C. The components and piping systems are sub-
mitted to changing temperature field varying between room temperature and
temperatures in operational, incidental or accidental conditions.

Bellows are generally used to introduce a higher flexibility of. piping
systems and for the leak tight connection of components with relative dis-
placements.

The total piping length of a loop type LMFBR is principally determined by
thermal expansion requirements.
The application of bellows could reduce piping length and building volume.
In certain cases a reduction of the nozzle loads can be realized.

In co-operation between Neratoom and TNO a feasibility study concerning
the applicability of bellows as compensating elements in a primary piping
system of a loop type LMFBR has been studied.
Different configurations are compared with each other.
TNO has performed dimension calculations, with the criteria from the ASME
Code Section III and Code Case N-47, as guideline.
In this paper a review of the results of these calculations will be given.

The development of the expansion bellows in the shells of the SNR 300
straight tube steam generators, to compensate the difference in the
thermal expansion between shell and tube bundle, has been concluded by a
series of full scale fatigue tests under design conditions, except for the
sodium environment.
In this paper a summary is given of these tests and of the procedure used
to prove that the bellows of the actual steam generators will withstand
the design fatigue loads.

DESIGN OF BELLOWS AT ELEVATED TEMPERATURES

CODES

N> i
O !
O i
CD !
W
CD

* This is the LMFBR project of the DEBENE states: Federal Republic
of Germany, Belgium and The Netherlands.

At present there are no official design rules for bellows in LMFBR's.
As a basis for the design of Class 1 bellows in DEBENE the following codes
are available:

- AO-Merkblatt B 13 (published by Vereinigung der Technischen Uberwachungs-
Verein e.V., Federal-Republic of Germany)

- ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code; Section III
- ASME Code Case N-47.

The German Code AD-Merkblatt B 13 is valid for temperatures below the creep
range and gives a method to determine the wall thickness of bellows,
required to withstand a given internal design pressure.



The design rules of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III,
Nuclear Power Plant Components, are based on time independent failure
modes.
This Code, however, is only applicable to components remaining below the
temperature limits set in this Code (371°C for ferritic materials and 426 C
for austenitic materials).

For components with temperatures higher than these limits the ASME Code
Case N-47 "Class 1 Components in Elevated Temperatures" has to be used.

The Key consideration that set these high temperature rules apart from the
Section III rules is the creep effect.
A design along the lines of Code Case N-47 requires under certain loading
conditions inelastic analyses to show that the accumulated strains remain
within the prescribed limits and that the creep fatigue damage is allowable.

The scheme followed in this Code Case N-47 is given below.

Perform an elastic analysis of the load controlled stresses
based on a linearly elastic material model.
The stresses resulting from this analysis are checked against
the load controlled stress limits.
When these limits are exceeded the bellows have to be
redesigned.

Step 2 Perform an analysis of the strain controlled stresses
(stress resulting from temperature differences, etc.)
based on a linearly elastic material model.
The results of this analysis are t.o be checked according
to four tests.
The first two tests can be satisfied when the sum of the
primary stresses and the secondary stresses remains below
the yield stress of the material.
The third test, which is only valid for axisymmetric
Structures, uses the Bree diagram to make a conservative
estimate of the creep-ratcheting strains.
The fourth test, in which some criteria of the ASME Code
Section III are also used, is a check of the total time
the bellows operate at a temperature above the limits of
Section III.
If the stresses resulting from the elastic analysis satisfy
one of the four tests, the deformation and strain limits are
met and no inelastic analysis is required, go further to
step 4.

Step 3 If the four tests are not met perform an inelastic analysis
and check the calculated stresses and strains against the
limits for inelastic strains and stresses.

Step 4 Design against failure by creep-fatigue interaction, ASf'ic
Code Case N-47 recommends the application of a linear damage
rule of the form

P n q t
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k=1

where

n = number of applied cycles of loading condition j
N . = number of allowable cycles of loading condition j
t = time duration of loading condition k
Tjj = allowable time from load k
D = total creep-fatigue damage

For austenitic steels the allowable values for D are shown
in Figure 1.

The design fatigue strain range e. for 304 SS and 316 SS at a
temperature of 1000-1200°F for small strain rates and short
hold times is given in Figure 2.

For creep-fatigue damage the Code Case N-47 allows very small
strains, probably because the safety factor is very large.
Experiments at TNO show for the material WN 1.4943 (« 304 SS)
that the strain rate and the hold time have large influence
on the life time. The relation between the hold time and the
number of cycles-to-failure for the material WN 1.4948 is
given in Figure 3.

For bellows in the primary piping system of the typical LMFBR the required
life time would be about 3.10^ h at a temperature of 550°C.
Supposing most optimisticly the creep part

is negligibly small, then the fatigue part

has a maximum allowable value of about 1.
That means, for example, that for a total number of cycles of 1000 at a
constant (high) strain range at a temperature of about 550" the allowable
strain range is only et < 0.15%. At increasing hold time and with a creep
damage i 0 this value will be much lower.

2.2. DESIGN CALCULATIONS OF BELLOWS IN SYSTEM STUDY

Founded on the considerations described in 2.1 the dimensioning of bellows
is based on the following design philosophy.

- The deformations of the bellows at operating conditions, heating up and
cooling down, have to be of elastic nature.

- Pressure impulses at emergency situations and hypothetical accidents have
to be absorbed by reinforcing rings placed between the convolutes.



At TIMO some dimension calculations of bellows have been performed for an
LMFBR system study (as described in the introduction) with angular bellows
in the primary sodium lines [Cf Figure 4).

2.2.1. Design data

For the calculations the following design data are taken.

- Number of load cycles
hot start 720 times (from 250 a 350°C)
cold start 360 times (from 200°C)
start up 50 times (from 20°C).

- Material of bellows
304 SS (alternative 316 SS)

- Connecting_line_Reactor vessel - Primary purng

. Design temperatures

Design pressures

T = 555 C during 285,000 h
T = 565°C during 15,000 h

internal pressure p = 4 bar
external over-pressure Ap = 1.2 bar
Bethe-Tait pressure p =.96 bar

. Pipe diameter

. Angular rotation of the bellows

d = 1000 mm

a = 2.7°

(Operating conditions: T = 540 C, p = 2 bar)

- Connecting line Intermediate_heat_exchanger - Reactor vessel

. Design temperatures

Design pressures

- Pipe diameter

T = 405uC during 285,000 h
T = 565°C during 15,000 h

internal pressure p = 14 bar
external over-pressure Ap = 1.2 bar
Bethe-Tait pressure p = 96 bar

d = 700 mm

. Angular rotation of bellows a = 2.2° at T = 405°C
a = 3.1° at T = 565°C

(Operating conditions: T = 390PC, p = 12 bar)

- Connecting_line_Pumg_;_Intermediate_heat_exchanger

. Design temperatures

T = 555°C during 285,000 h
T = 565°C during 15,000 h

Design pressures 131
internal pressure
external over-pressure
Bethe-Tait pressure

p = 14 bar
Ap = 1.2 bar
p = 96 bar

Pipe diameter d = 700 mm

Angular rotation of the bellows c

(Operating conditions: T = 540°C, p = 12 bar)

2.0°

The bellows applied for this
type, see Figure 5.

tudy ars of the single-layer U-shaped

It is to be noted that the angular rotation data have been derived from
approximative lay-out studies, based on concepts that might be unrealistic
in other respects. Still it is felt that they give a fair indication of
the specified rotations in case angular bellows are used, without regard-
to the actual lay-out.

2.2.2. Starting points of the design calculations

With the help of the optimization programme OPTIMA,(developed by TMO),
based on the finite element method using axial symmetric shell parts, one
has tried to determine the optimum dimensions of the bellows.
The dimensions are considered to be optimum when for a specified pipe
diameter and a prescribed internal pressure the allowable deformations
per unit of length of the bellows are a maximum.

The starting points of the design calculations are

- the stresses in consequence of internal and external pressures have to
satisfy the requirements of ASME Code Case N-47;

- the maximum stress in consequence of a given relative change of length
has to be minimal;

- the radius of curvature of the wall is 4 times the wall thickness;
- the dimensions of the bellows are chosen such that at cooling down of
the system to 20°C no plastic deformation will occur, taking into
account that there is no internal pressure under these conditions;

- the angular displacement of the bellows is represented by an axial
displacement.

2.2.3. Results of the calculations

Bellows in line Reactor vessel_2_Pump

For the bellows in the suction line from the reactor vessel to the primary
sodium pump the design conditions are decisive for the dimensions.
According to Code Case N-47 the highest stress in consequence of the design



pressure, calculated according to the criterion of Tresca, has to be below
1.5 S o with

SQ = 85 N/mm
2 for 304 SS at 565 C.

The dimensions of the bellows are given below:

d
h
A
t
1
Ka

n

(mm)
(mm)
(mm)
(mm)
(mm)
(N/mm)
(Nm/rad)

Material
304 SS

1000
70
36.8
2.3

552
430

53750
15

Using material 316 SS the number of convolutions can be reduced to
n = 14, and the length to 515 mm.

where

d = diameter
h = height of the convolution
X = length of the convolution
t = wall thickness
1 = length of the bellows
Ka = axial spring rate
K[-, = rotation spring rate
n = number of convolutions

Bellows in the line Intermediate Heat_E*changer - Reactor Vess-el

In consequence of the rather low operating temperature the design conditions
are decisive for the dimensions.
The dimensions are calculated for

304 SS with S o = 85 N/mm2 at '565°C
316 SS with SQ = 102 N/mm

2 at 565°C.

The results are given in the following table.

d
h

>•

t
1

Ka
Kb
n

(mm)
(mm)
(mm)
(mm)
(mm)
(N/mrn)
(Nm/rad)

Material

304 SS

700
60
62
3

998
1829

112026
16

4
9
4

316 SS

700
59
54
3

764
1527
93529

14

.6

.4

.4

Bellows in_ line^P_ynip_j_Jntermediatsv;Heat

For the pressure line from the pump to the intermediate heat exchanger the
operating conditions are decisive for the dimensions (high pressure and high
temperature). The allowable stresses follow from the requirement

pi • T^<st
i 1+KS t

where

Ks = 0.25
St = 62.4 N/mm2 for 304 SS at 540°C
St = 96.4 N/mm2 for 316 SS at 540°C
P^ = primary membrane stress
P^ = primary bending stress.

The calculations have been performed for h = 80 mm and h = 60 mm for the
materials 304 SS and 316 SS.

The results are given in the following table.
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d
h
X
t
1
Ka
Kb
n

(mm)
(mm)
(mm)
(mm)
(mm)
(N/mm)
(Nm/rad)

700
80
101
6

1218
4497

275441
12

304

.50

.35

M

SS

700
60
88.
5.

1685
4223

258659
19

a t

70
55

9 r i a 1

700

ao
77.
4.

696
2630

161088
9

316

40
85

SS

700
60
62.10
3.90

807
2252

137935
13

The above mentioned results indicate that, using the design philosophy given
in 2.2, i.e.:

- ho plastic deformations
- pressure impulses absorbed by supporting rings,

the design of bellows in the primary sodium piping to take up thermal
expansion would be difficult, but not impossible from a stress analysis
view-point.

FATIGUE TESTS OF FULL SCALE PROTOTYPES OF BELLOWS FOR
SNR 300 STRAIGHT TUBE STEAH GENERATOR

A drawing of a steam generator unit, designed by Neratoom, is given in
Figure 6. Identical bellows are installed in the evaporator, as wall as
in the superheater.



3.1. DESCRIPTION OF THE TESTS 3.4. EVALUATION OF SPECIFIED DISPLACEMENTS OF THE BELLOWS 133

Ih1974, six full scale bellows of the SNR 300 straight tube steam generator
were fatigue tested under TUV supervision.

The characteristics of the single-layer U-shaped bellows were:

- Material WN 1.494B (~ 304 SS)
- Diameter 650 mm
- Wall thickness 3.5 mm
- Height of a convolution 50 mm

- Number of convolutions 9

The geometry of the bellows is given in Figure 7.

The test conditions were:
- Temperature
- Internal pressure
- Stroke

525UC tin air)
16 bar

Every pair of bellows was first loaded by 200 strokes
having an amplitude of _+_ 20 mm, then by further strokes
(until failure) having amplitudes ranging for the
various pairs of bellows between + 7.5 mm and + 30 mm. 3.5.

The displacements of the bellows referred to under 3.3 were evaluated using
the design fatigue curve referred to under 3.2.
As various transients and corresponding displacements, each with its
associated number of cycles, had to be taken into account, the cumulative
damage method in accordance with ASME Code Section III, NB - 3222.4(e) 5
was used.

The resulting cumulative usage factors were

Evaporator : 0.14
Superheater : 0.10
See tables 1 and 2.

EFFECT OF RELAXATION

3.2. DESIGN FATIGUE CURVES

No attempt was made to translate the test results into stresses or strains.
Instead, the results were used to plot a fatigue curve showing the relations
between the stroke per pair of bellows (twice the amplitude) and the cycles
to failure (Cf Figure 7).
From this fatigue curve a design fatigue curve was derived along the lines
of ASME Code, Section III, Appendix 11-1520, "Cyclic tests".

For this purpose a safety factor of

Ks • Ksl * Ksf * Ksc * Kst * Kss

was applied to the stroke values of the test fatigue curve.
As the tests had been full scale tests under actual temperature conditions,

K. , , K ., K and K .
si sf sc st

were all equal to 1, whilst for K the most conservative value of 1.47
was taken.

It is generally known that great care should be taken in interpreting the
results of short time fatigue tests at temperatures, where creep and
relaxation will occur (Cf paragraph 2).
In the case of the bellows of the actual steam generator the creep effect
will be quite small, because of the following circumstances:

Although the design temperature of the bellows of the steam generator
is 523i°C, they are norma.ily operating at about 400°C (evaporator) and at
about 480°C (superheater), which means that the relaxation will probably
be negligible in the bellows of the evaporator and rather small in the
bellows of the superheater.

Ths deformation of the bellows is small during normal operation
(a compression of ca 3 mm relative to the unstressed condition).
Large deformation will only occur during transients, but as soon as the
transient is over, the bellows will return to a relatively low-stressed
condition. This means that the time during which relaxation might be
expected is very short.

3.3. ACTUAL STEAM GENERATOR TRANSIENTS

The temperature transients for the SNR 300 steam generator had been specified.
Using the Neratoom computer programme BALGEX, these transients were translated
into displacements of the bellows.

These circumstances, in combination with the low cumulative usage factors
shown under paragraph 3.4 are reasons why the test results are considered
to be convincingly positive.
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Tabel 1. Cumulative usage factor evaporator bellows Tabel 2. Cumulative usage factor superheater bellows

Stroke

(mm)

(spec.)

40.2

38.2

13.9

12.3

7.8

5.8

5.4

5.2

4.3

n

Number of

cycles

(specified)

5

2.5

5

365

280

5.103

25.102

75.102

25.102

N

Allowable number

of cycles

(from Fig.8)

280

340

195.102

25.103

19.104

62.104

84.104

1.106

1.106

Usage factor

n

0.018

0.074

0.001

0.015

0.002

0.008

0.003

0.008

0.003

cumulative usage factor 0.132

Stroke

(mm)

(spec.)

37.0

18.7

17.3

14.3

14.2

12.1

11.3

10.0

8.1

7.0

5.8

3.3

3.0

2.2

1.7

n

Number of

cycles

(specified)

25

5

5

20

5

5

355

5

5

5

640

1860

640

5.10

1.104

N

Allowable number

of cycles

(from Fig.8)

390

58.102 '

B.103

17.103

17.103

34.103

45.103_

7.104

17.104

3.105_

—

62.104

1.10S]
1.10s

c
1.10S

1 .10S_

Usage factor

n
ui = N

0.064

0.001

0.001

0.002

0.001

0.001

0.008

0.001

0.001

0.018

cumulative usage factor 0.098
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Figure 4. System concept with vertical angular bellows in the
primary sodium lines



rigure 5. Single-layer U-shaped bellows
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Figure 6 . Straight tube steam generator SNR 300
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CNEN EXPERIENCE ON BELLOWS FOR SODIUM SYSTEM

A. GAI, P. CASALINI
Italy

1. INTRODUCTION

In Italy work on the breeder reactors is being carried
out in three main areas:
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(i) The PEC reactor

(ii) Construction of the components for the Creys-Malville
plant, the testing in support of this, and work on
the SPX reactor

(iii) Standardized industrial supplies.

With regard to the PEC reactor, design work for the
system and a part of the components is being conducted main
ly in Italy by CNEN and NIRA, with the experimental testing
in support being conducted in Italy and abroad.

With regard to the Creys-Malville plant and the SPX
reactor programmes, activities for the supply of the compo-
nents and testing in support of them are being conducted
within a tight framework of agreements between the research
organizations and Italian and French industries.

Finally, the standardized industrial supplies are de-
veloping autonomously, without any major research and deve-
lopment involvement.

The differences in methodologies, procedures and orga-
nizations involved in the three above-mentioned work areas
and the relative limitation of activities conducted in the
breeder .reactor area in Italy have made the carrying out of
a systematic, organic programme for the use of sodium bel-
lows impos s ib le.

In particular, untii today no sodium testing programme fo
has been carried out on this component in Italy. §
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The overall picture of the activities actually carried
out appears extremely fragmentary, and does not permit for-
mulation of a national position on any of the topics dealt
with during the meeting.

It is felt, however, that the partial work that will
be described in the following sections may be useful in
the context of the work done in other countries.

The following sections will concisely illustrate
three activities already completed or underway, each for
one of the above-mentioned work areas.

As to the PEC reactor, the experimental programme
conducted in sodium on the bellows used in the hold-down
control mechanism will be illustrated.

Kith regard to the supply of the Creys-Malville plant,
the problems in the manufacture of the bellows prototypes
to be installed in the intermediate exchangers will be il
lustrated.

As to the standardized production, finally, the use
of bellows for the sodium valves up to 100 mm diameter will
be illustrated.

2. Experimental programme conducted on the sealing bel-
lows of the drive shaft for the PEC reactor control
rod drive mechanism (MAB)

The design of the PEC reactor (fuel element testing)
which is under construction at the Brasimone Center (Bolo
gna) is being carried out by the NIRA company who has also
seen to the- setting up of the test programme to be conduct
ed in support of the design and construction of this compo
nent by the FIAT TTG Company.

NIRA has also set up the experimental programme which
has been carried out on the sealing bellows of the MAE
drive shaft by AGIP NUCLEARE for the out-sodium testing,
and by CEA for the in-sodium testing.

2.1. Specifications and operational
lows
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a. Dimensions

- Outside diameter
- Inside diameter
- Free length
- Standard working stroke
- Extra stroke during

reactor shutdown
- Overall stroke

b. Operating Conditions

- Sodium temperature
- Fluid inside the bellows

- Fluid outside the bellows
- Standard inside pressure (gauge)
- Standard outside pressure (gauge)
- Outside test pressure (gauge)
- Standard speed of the top end

of bellows
- Speed of the bottom end of
bellows

80 mm
52 mm

1,067 mm
750 mm

100 mm
850 mm

55O"C
sodium and argon with
sodium aerosol
clean argon
0.025 kg/cm2

0.2 kg/cm2

0.. 5 kg/cm2

12 mm/sec

0

Maximum speed of the top end of
bellows during scram 3.5 mm/sec
Maximum acceleration of the top end
during scram 10 g
Acceleration speed of the bottom end
during scram 0
No. of strokes at standard speed for
a 650 mm stroke 13/900
No. of strokes at maximum speed or
acceleration (scram) for a 750 mm
stroke 1,OOO
No. of strokes for testing reactor
shutdown for an 850 mm stroke 2
Overpressure inside the bellows during .
stroke at maximum speed (scram gauge) 0.3 kg/cm
Life span at 550°C 20 years



Emergency Conditions

- Maximum acceleration of top end due to the
shock absorber after breakdown of the
hydraulic dashpot

- Overpressure inside the bellows
(gauge)

d. Materials

- For the bellows
- For joints at both ends

40 9 for a
20 mm stroke
for the low-
est pressure
(one time only)

0.9 kg/cm

AM 350
ASTM A 479
Tp 316 or
ASTM A 182
F 316

e. Type of bellows selected

The bellows selected at the design stage is of the
rippled nesting type manufactured by the BELFAB Company
(U.S.A.).

2.2. Test Programme

The object of the test programme conducted on the se-
lected bellows is to acquire direct knowledge of the mecha
nical behaviour of the bellows before its final use in the
MAB prototype.

The tests being conducted are:

a. Plotting of the bellows load vs. deflection curve under
different pressure and temperature conditions.

b. In-argon study of the fatigue behaviour of the bellows
undergoing traction and compression cycles under prese-
lected pressure and temperature conditions.

c. Determination of any residual deformation due to the
bellows remaining in a high-temperature environment.

d. Evaluation of the influence of the difference between
the inside and outside pressure of the bellows on the
performance and on the occurrence of any mechanical in-
stability.

e. Fatigue behaviour of the bellows in sodium when subject
ed to slow translations and raoid falls at 550"C.

2.3. Plotting of the load vs. deflection curve

2.3.1. Scope

To test if, upon varying the pressure and temperature
conditions, any appreciable changes occur in the elastic
behaviour of the bellows, and to plot the reference curves
for the fatigue test.

2.3.2. Material

The -test was conducted using ten 100 mm long pieces of
the selected bellows.

2.3.3. Test Execution

The test will be conducted on nine bellows which are
to be used for the fatigue test; a tenth bellows will be
used as a control for the metallographic analysis in the
event of bellows breakdown during the fatigue test.

Before carrying out the tests, each bellows is to undergo
a Helium test. Once the bellows is mounted on the test
equipment, measurements at room temperature are taken:

a. after the introduction of argon into the bellows and
adjustment of the pressure to the atmospheric value
(Ap of 0 kg/cm2), the load vs. deflection curve is plot-
ted;

b. the bellows is depressurized to a hp of -150 gr/cm .
Then, the load vs. deflection curve .is made;

c. pressure is then increased by introducing argon, until
a A p of 1,000 gr/cm is obtained; then, the load vs.
deflection curve is plotted.

Once the measurements at ambient temperature have been
made, the measurements at the other temperatures are made:

d. keeping the pressure under control (ZIP of 0 kg/cm ),
temperature is raised with £ maximum temperature gra-
dient of lOO^C/hour. Once the tes- temperature has
been reached (55O°C + 10 ) , the load vs. deflection cur-
ve is plotted;
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e. pressure is brought down to a Ap of -150 gr/cm (i.e.
the operating conditions for the bellows mounted on the
MAB) and the load vs. deflection curve is plotted;

f. pressure is increased to a Ap of 1,000 gr/cm2 (maximum
overpressure hypothesized for the MAS bellows) and 1;he
load vs. deflection curve is plotted.

The curves thus plotted, besides serving for the calculation
of the control rod falldown time, are used as a reference
for those obtained during and after the fatigue test. The
plotting of load\vs. deflection curves with a Ap of -76
cm Hg will be made- after the fatigue test.

2.3.4. Test Equipment

The equipment schematically shown in the figure
consists essentially of a rod with the fulcrum at the cen-
ter with steel cables fastened at its ends. The cable at
one end carries the base on which are placed the balancing
weights which are mounted for executing the tests with
the bellows under low pressure. The cable at the other
end is connected to the base on which the weights for
the plotting of the load vs. deflection curves are plac-
ed. The above-mentioned base is in turn rigidly connect
ed to the upper flange of the bellows. The latter is l£
cated within the furnace and its lower flange has a tube
with an Edwards connector for connection to the argon
supply circuit and to the vacuum circuit.

To reduce the percent oxygen within the furnace as
much as possible, a small quantity of argon gas is intro-
duced through its supply line; this will subsequently
flow out through the space between the guide and the rod
mounted on the bellows' upper flange.

The bellows is protected against damage from over-
pressures due to handling errors by a breaking disk and
a bleed valve set to 1.2 kg/cm .

2.3.5. Testing Site

The Agip Nucleare Laboratories at Medicina (Bologna).

2.3.6. Summary of the Results

The bellows' dimentional check had positive results:

all bellows that underwent Helium testing showed an escape
rate of less than 10~7 lusec.

The metallographic analysis carried out on one of
the ten bellows showed microscopic cracks near the welds
which however did not seem to affect the fatigue failure.

The examination of the graphs plotted from the expe-
riments led to the following conclusion.

At ambient temperature the bellows behaves perfectly
elastically, between 10% on traction and 80% on compres-
sion; and in addition up to 50% has a linear behaviour.

At 550*C the behaviour of the bellows in the range
considered (-10% and +80%) is not elastic, and the curve
has a trend that depends on the loading method and on the
time between two successive measurements. Up to 35% com-
pression, the bellows behaves perfectly elastically. Al-
ready at 50% compression, behaviour is fairly plastic.
The tests at 55O°C do not alter the elastic response of
the bellows to- low temperatures.

2.4. In-argon Fatigue Behaviour

2.4.1. Scope

To check the integrity of the bellows after 10,000
cycles at 550'C and a Ap of -150 gr/cm2, and to check for
any variations in the elastic behaviour and free length.

2.4.2. Material

The test was performed using the three pieces of
bellows from the ten employed in the above test.

2.4.3. Test Execution

The test is conducted with an equipment that tests
three bellows at a time. After the bellows are mounted,
a vacuum is created inside them to check the seal (about
1 Torr).

Then argon is introduced to a pressure of 50 g/cm ;
argon is continuously introduced to the outside of the
bellows (1 liter/min.) to avoid the oxidation of same.

The bellows are then brought to the test temperatu-
re with a heat gradient rate of 100eC/hour max.
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During the rise in temperature, pressure is reduced
whenever it reaches 500 g/cm .

When the test temperature is reached, the pressure
is regulated (&p = -150 g/cm2) and the fatigue test is
started using the following cycle:

traction stroke (%) 10%
compression stroke (%) 80%
No. of cycles/min. 4 to 20

The required test necessitates that each bellows be
subjected to 10,000 cycles. At 5,000 and 10,000 cycles,
the motor is stopped and the load vs. deflection curve
is plotted keeping the pressure and temperature unchanged.
If one of the bellows breaks (which is demonstrated by
the pressure increase shown on the pressure-vacuum gauge)
the motor stops automatically. The bellows are then re-
pressurized and the valves located on the gas lines of
each bellows are closed. After about one hour, the val-
ves are opened one at a time; the broken bellows can be
identified from the readings of the pressure on the gauge.
The break in the bellows is then localized and the metal-
lographic analyses are made.

2.4.4. Test Equipment

The equipment for the fatigue test, shown schemati-
cally in the figure, consists of a furnace in which a
sufficient number of samples can be tested in a relative-
ly short time.

A system of reciprocating moving rods — achieved
by a rotating disk that acts on the bearings rigidly fix
ed to the columns — transmits the reciprocating motion
to the upper flange of the bellows. The bellows travel
can be regulated by adjusting the inclination of the ro-
tating disk.

To avoid pressure fluctuations the three bellows
are located round a circumference 120° from each other
so as to keep constant the overall internal volume during
operation.

A pressure meter with a minimum cutout is used for
detecting a break. If there is a decrease in pressure,
an electric device signals the number of cycles completed.

The argon gas, in addition to being introduced into
the bellows, is also introduced into the furnace through
a special supply line. Five thermocouples located at
different heights along a diameter of the furnace permit
a check of the uniformity of the temperature.

The determination of the load vs. deflection perform-
ance is made by detaching the rod mounted on the bellows'
upper flange from the arm fixed to the outside column.

2.4.5. Testing Site

The Agip Nucleare Laboratories at Medicina (Bologna).

2.4.6. Summary of Results

The results of the tests were favourable in that it
was not possible to .detect significant leaks.

2..5. Determination of Residual Deformation

2.5.1. Scope

During the two previous tests a non-elastic behaviour
of the bellows was seen at high temperatures.

The new test was conducted with the aim of increasing
our knowledge by measuring residual deformation in the
bellows compressed to 70% and then released in different
conditions.

2.5.2. Material

Five of the pieces of bellows used in the previous
tests.

2.5.3. Test Execution

The test is carried out as follows:

1. A piece of bellows is mounted on the machine for the
flexion load test.

2. The swinging arms are balanced so as to bring the bel-
lows in the free length position ( 102 mm) with an in-
ternal pressure of -150 g/cm .

3. The bellows is brought to the test temperature.
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4. The bellows is loaded with weights so as to bring it
to 70% compression while keeping the pressure at —150

5. The above-mentioned weights are removed from the bellows
and, still keeping the pressure at -150 g/cm , any re-
sidual deformation is measured using the comparator.

6. The bellows is again loaded to the conditions in point
4 for the execution of a new measurement.

7. When the test is completed, the bellows is removed from
the furnace and the free length is measured with a ca-
liper.

The following tests are made:

a. T *= 200?C;

times for taking measurements: 0 hours (start)

6

12

18 "

24

b. T = 300°C

times for taking measurements!

c. T « 400aC

times for taking measurements:

0 hours (start)

6

12

18

24

0 hours (start)
*

6

12

18

24 "

d. T = 55O°C

only the so-called "instantaneous" measurement is
taken (time between compression and release is 1 min.).

2.5.4. Test Equipment

The same used for the load/deflection tests.

2.5.5. Testing Site

The Agip Nucleare Laboratories at Medicina (Bologna).

2.5.6. Summary of Results

Dp to 300cC, the bellows shows no appreciable signs
of residual deformation. Around 400°C the residual deforma-
tion becomes appreciable but stays within negligible va-
lues (5%). At 55O°C residual deformation becomes signi-
ficant (up to 4 6%).

2.6. Influence of pressure on performance and stability

2.6.1. Scope

To determine at which values cf pressure difference
between the inside and the outside there occur shifts in
the bellows that cause it to hit the inside and outside
guide tubes.

2.6.2. Material

A bellows that is identical to the chosen type.

2.6.3. Test Execution

After a preliminary set up of the equipment, the bel-
lows is mounted and secured in its free length position.

The comparator-holding plate is moved along the verfci
cal and successively fixed in three measurement positions.
In one of the selected positions, the three comparators are
zeroed.



The readings of the three comparators are then record-
ed at the different points, in different pressure condi-
tions :

Ap._ = 0 g/cm

2
Ap = _-15O g/cm

Ap = -300 g/cm

&p = -500 g/cm

2

A.p = +150 g/cm

Ap = +300 g/cm

A p = +500 g/cm

It is possible to examine a wider range of pressures after
evaluating the results obtained.

After carrying out the test with the bellows in its
free length position, tests with the bellows compressed to
25%, 50%, 75% and 100% of the maximum stroke envisioned
(i.e. 750 mm) will be conducted.

The readings of the comparators will permit determina-
tion of that pressure and position of the bellows at which
instability phenomena that cause the bellows to come in coil
tact with the external guide tube or the control rod will
occur.

2.6.4. Test Equipment

It essentially consists of:

- A lower plate to which the lower end of the bellows is
secured: this plate also has a coupling for the gas line
which permits the pressure within the bellows to be varied.

- A movable plate to which the other 'end of the bellows is
secured: this plate is guided and centered by three ground
columns located at 120° and fixed between the lower and
upper plates; it is held in the preselected position by
ring nuts placed on threaded drawplates.

- A comparator-holding plate which is also guided and secur
ed similarly to the previous plate.

- An inner rod that acts as a guide rod.

- A gas line connected to a vacuum pump, a cylinder for
pressurization and a pressure meter.

2.6.5.' Testing Site

The Agip Nucleare Laboratories at Medicina (Bologna).

2.6.6. Summary of the results

The results obtained show that:

- The instability phenomena are due to the great effect
that small but unavoidable constructional dissymetrtes have
on a thin and extremely flexible structure

It is very unlikely that there are laminae that project
from adjacent ones by more than 1 mm.

It is not wise to have the bellows operate with an inner
pressure higher than the outer pressure.

To prevent completely the bellows from coming in contact
with the internal and external guides it is necessary
that the external pressure of the bellows be about 500
mbar higher than the internal pressure.

2.7. In-sodium Fatigue Behaviour

2.7.1. Scope

To check the integrity of the bellows under fatigue
in sodium at 55OCC.

2.7.2. Material

The test was carried out on three bellows with dimen-
sions as selected (free length: 1,070 mm), two of which
were mounted under compression and one under traction.
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2.7.3. Test Execution

Preliminary Equipment Check

After setting up the test machine and before starting
the tests, the following kinematic characteristics are
measured:

- stroke
- speed
- duration of rapid fall
- maximum deceleration produced by the shock absorber.

The duration of rapid fall is determined from the
space vs. time curve.

A belt potentiometer permits one to follow the
traverse shift of the mobile equipment. Acceleration is
measured by means of an accelerometer model ACB, type J 224.
These two values are recorded on a quick ACB 300 recorder,
and measured at periodic intervals throughout the sodium
tests.

Air Checks and Tests of the Bellows

Before being mounted on the test equipment, each
bellows undergoes the following checks:

- dimensional check: diameters, free length, pitch, number
of waves;

- measurement of the variation in the internal volume of
the bellows with a traverse rod inside, which corresponds
to the total traverse. This change in volume is determined
from the weight; the bellows is filled with water;

- measurement of the difference in pitch between successive
waves when the bellows is moved from a horizontal to a
vertical position and maintains its overall length;

- measurement of the flexibility, K, by the following method:
the bellows is hung vertically from its upper end; the
bellows-' free length increases as a result of its weight
and that of the lower flange.
If P is the weight of the laminae and Q the weight of the
lower flange, the lengthening, "1", of the bellows, is:

if P and Q are known, and lo is measured, K can be calcu- 145
lated as follows:

lo + QK

K
lo

p
2

+ Q

lo = K (- + Q)

- metallographic examination of a bellows piece
- mlcrographic examination of welds on a bellows piece.

Air Checks and Tests on a Mounted Bellows

After the bellows has been mounted on the . in-sodium
test equipment, the following tests shall be carried out:

- a helium test
- a general check of the machine's proper operation

- determination of the pressure trend as a function of time
in the area included within the bellows and of the secon-
dary seal, with the mechanism stopped

- determination of the pressure trend as a function of the
stroke in the same area, with the mechanism in traverse
motion and in rapid fall.

Tn-sodium Tests

The equipment is installed on the tank; in-sodium test-
ing will proceed as follows:

Filling the test tank

The tank is filled at 150°C.

Sodium is then heated to 400'C and purified at the same
time.

Installation of bellows

In order to detentine the most favourable operating con-
ditions for the bellows, tests are conducted with the bellows
mounted in two different ways:

- with sodium within the bellows and bell-type mounting

- with sodium outside the bellows.

In both cases, the bellows are mounted so as to have
a free length of 1,067 mm when they are extended, and to
operate on compression only.



Measurements

Pbr the bellows mounted with sodium inside, the sodium
level within the bellows is measured by means of a discon-
tinuous probe. At the same time, the pressure inside the
bellows is measured by means of the "capteur".

Number of Cycles

Each bellows shall undergo 7,000 falls and 3,000
traverses at 55O*C.

Falls and traverses will be carried out alternately:
200 falls and 100 traverses. The remaining falls (i.e.
1,000) will be made thereafter.

Final Checks

After the above tests have been performed, each bellows
is checked for:

- dimensions
- flexibility
- a metallographic examination and a micrographic check of
welds will be carried out on a section of bellows.

2.7.4. Test Equipment

The lower section of the equipment duplicates the
bellows installation and the in-sodium guide of the rod
drive mechanism.

A guide tube (1), secured to the machine flange (2),
is immersed in the sodium into the tank. One end of the
bellows is welded to the guide tube and the other end is
welded to the traverse tube (3) which duplicates the mecha-
nism's traverse rod.

In the upper section a motor reduction unit (4) moves
the traverse rod by means of an electromagnetic coupling
(5) and a rack and pinion system. (6). Also in the -upper
section, the traverse rod is guided by bronze guides (7)
and a bronze bushing (8) which slides on a guide tube.

A mechanical arrest (10) stops the mobile equipment
at its up stroke position. Two microswitches (11) and (12)
which are controlled by a cam (1̂ 3) integral with the mobile
equipment, detect the upper and lower limits. Along with
the motor reduction unit, a speed variator permits one to
set the traverse speed between 2 and i2 mm/sec.

In the intermediate section a cooling shell (14) con-
nects the upper section to the flange. At that point, a
bronze guide (15) which has Saimap joints, completes the
guide of the traverse rod and acts as an additional seal
for the bellows. The shell has an oil shock absorber (16)
for the free fall of the mobile equipment. A set of
weights (17) permits one to increase the mass of the mobile
equipment so that it falls in the required time. Two coupl
ings (18) and (1S) make it possible to separate the three
sections of the equipment.

Argon Supply

After the bellows mounting method has been selected
(either with sodium inside or outside), the inside of the
guide tube or of the bellows is filled with argon. Argon
is kept under pressure (200 to 500 mbar with respect to
the argon in the tank) so that the £p of pressure with
respect to the environment inside or outside the bellows
is 200 mbar. An additional capacity having a volume of
about 100 liters and manually supplied by ar. argon cylin-
der is used for this purpose. This compensates for any
leaks in the Sarimap joint and smoothes out the changes in
pressure due to bellows shifting. A pressure gauge shows
all pressure values less than the sei' value; ir. this case,
the argon volume is manually restored. A breaking disk set
at 1 bar eliminates any risk of overpressure.

2.7.5. Testing Site

CEA Laboratories at Cadarache (France) .

2.7.6. Summary of the Results

In spite of a small leak found after washing, bellows
No.1 (operating under compression) successfully passed the
tests. The study of the test results in fact showed that
breaking occurred at the end of the experiments. The tests
conducted on the second bellows (operating under traction)
did not reveal any advantages of -this.type of installation
in which sodium is located outside the bellows.

The 331 rapid falls and 434 traverses have caused a
very slight wear of the bellows eccentric disks, to which
the bellows undulations contributed. The third bellows
(operating under compression) performed perfectly during all
the tests carried out.
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The results and the observations made show that it is
necessary to check with extreme accuracy the concentricity
of the disks along the entire length of the bellows.

This check is necessary because bellows 1 and 2 show-
ed internally some signs of more or less marked wear along
their entire length.

It should be noted, however, that the wear of bellows
1 and 3 was minimum, at the end of the tests.

2.8. Conclusion

The series of tests conducted has made it possible to
reach a favourable judgement on the performance of the bel-
lows selected by the designer.

The FIAT TTG Company has constructed a MAB prototype
using the selected bellows. This prototype will be tested
in the I.P.M. plant (Mechanism Test Plant) installed by
CNEN at the Nuclear Research Center at Casaccia (Rome).
The I.P.M. plant is at present in the commissioning stage.

3. Problems in the construction of the prototypes of the
bellows to be installed in the intermediate exchangers
of the Creys-Malville plant

The eight intermediate exchangers for the Creys-Malvil
le plant are under construction in Italy at the Breda Term£
meccanica Company (Milan) and at the Franco Tosi Company,
Legnano (Milan)..

The construction of these components comes under an
industrial agreement between the French Stein Industrie,
who saw to the design of the components, and the Italian
companies NIRA (a systems company), Breda, and F.Tosi.

To compensate for expansions due to differences in tem
perature between the two shells, inside and outside, of the
exit collector, Stein Industrie has.proposed the installa-
tion of large-size, thick bellows.

The IDROSAPIENS Company has been assigned the manufac-
ture of these bellows.

Because of the particular difficulties foreseen in the
construction and behaviour of such a bellows, before procecl

ing to the manufacture of the series component, it was de-
cided to construct a 1:10 scale model and two full-scale
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Bellows Specifications

- Inside wave diameter
- Outside wave diameter
- Internal wave radius
- -Thickness
- Number of waves
- Material: AISI 316LN stainless steel

The operational conditions are:

- on the inside
- on the outside
- temperature
- rated external pressure
- maximum external pressure
- rated internal pressure
- maximum internal pressure
- axial stroke with normal extension
- axial stroke with maximum extension

842 mm
1,078 mm

51 mm
8 mm
4

Argon
Sodium
525 C
5.6 bar ass.
13.7 bar ass.
2.5 bar ass.
5.6 bar ass.
3.3 mm
10.6 mm

Given the complexity of the bellows construction
problems, four manufacturing methods were examined:

a. turning from a surface
b. crown molding, with circumferential welding
c. by section, with longitudinal welding
d. hydraulic molding.

Hydraulic molding was the solution chosen, and the
1:10 scale model has been constructed by this method.

Manufacturing

Given the delicacy of the use, the bellows will be
molded and calibrated hydraulically with only one longitu-
dinal weld. To eliminate the problems of weld decay due
to exceeding the 10% expansion, the bellows will be solu-
tion heat-treated after molding.



The cycle can thus be outlined as .follows:

- Manufacture of the shells
- Molding
- Heat treatment
- Calibration
- Finishing and cleaning
- Inspection and testing.

All checks between the various stages have been omit-
ted for simplicity.

Tolerances

The construction of the prototypes is to be carried
out so as to ensure close tolerances for:

- Roundness
- Consistency of wall thickness
- Consistency of the wave profile
- Wave identity

Inspection and Testing

4. The Use of Bellows in Sodium Valves

An important application of metal in-sodium bellows
has been found by the Valve and Instrument Division of the
SocietS Nuovo Pignone (Bari) which has been manufacturing
for several years the valves used in numerous sodium plants
operating both in Italy and abroad.

4.1. Types of Bellows Used

The bellows used are made by hydraulic molding, with
a single or double wall.

The flexible elements are welded to intermediate guide
and end supports, and are present in a number suitable -for
making the stroke. The starting tubes are made from welded
sheet metal and, sometimes, from drawn sheet metal. Then
they are drawn and cold-sized.

The most significant features with .regard to their use
on on-off and fine adjustment valves are summarized in
tables 1 and 2.
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During and after manufacture, the bellows will under-
go the following tests:

- Approval of the welding procedure
- Total x-ray inspection of the welds
- Total weid inspection by liquid penetration
- Hydraulic testing at 13 bar external pressure
- Mass spectroscopic testing of the vacuum seal
- Dimensional check.

In addition the bellows will be manufactured with one
extra wave, which will later be removed to obtain the test
pieces required for the mechanical tests on the metal base
as well as in the welds, namely:

- Traction at 20"C
- Traction at 55O"C
- Resiliency.

Quality Control

All manufacturing and inspection, as well as the docu-
mentation, reports, etc. will be carried out under the
Quality Guarantee according to the manual and procedure ap-
proved by the customer.

CONSTRUCTIONAL FEATURES OF
•BELLOWS FOR ON-OFF VALVES

Table 1

DN

Stroke

No. of
elements

No. of
walls

Wall
thickness

10

5

1

1

-07T0

15

13

1

1

0,1? '

20

15-

1

2

0^20

25

15

1

2

•&/20

30

15

1

2

Or-2o-

40

15

1

2

-0-,.20

50

15

1

2

0,20

80

28

2

2

0r20

100

33

3

2

0,28



CONSTRUCTIONAL FEATURES OF BELLOWS
FOR FINE ADJUSTMENT VALVES

Table 2

DN

Stroke

No. of
elements

No. of
walls

Wall
thickness

15

26

2

1

0,10

20

30

2

2

0,20

25

30

2

2

0,20

30

30

2

2

0,20

40

30

2

2

0,20

50

30

2

2

0,20

65

40

2

2

0,20

100

50

4

2

0,28

Dimensions in mm.

4.2. Materials

In general the material used is solution heat-treated stain-
less steel (type 316L), but HASTELLOY X is not infrequently used.

4.3. Checks

The bellows undergo many strict checks.

The more common ones are as follows:

- Chemical analysis and check of the mechanical properties of
the starting sheet

- Radiography of the tubes longitudinal weld

- Traction check of the weld area

- Dimensional check, hydraulic test and explosion test on the
sample after hydraulic molding-

- Liquid penetration check of the. welding of flaps to the
supports

- Check of seal of the assembly to helium

- Check with the mounted valve of the seal to the fluid pressu-

re on the outside.

In addition to these checks, time and breaking fati-
gue testing is performed by subjecting the bellows in
cycles to the maximum permissible crushing. The bellows
which pass all the qualification tests are acceptable.

4.4. Accident Report

The more than decade-long experience with sodium
valves has been positive. There are no reports of accidents
which occurred during operation.

Some damage to the bellows was caused by handling
errors. In fact, some crushing of bellows occurred from
premature opening with the sodium still solid, and some
turn deformation took place following disassembly for
maintenance.
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FIG. 1 SPX - INTER-MEDIATE HEAT EXCHANGER
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FIG. 5 PEC - CONTROL ROD MECHANISM
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FIG. 6 PEC - EQUIPMENT FOR LOAD/DEFLECTION DETERMINATION FIG. 7 PEC - EQUIPMENT FOR FATIGUE TESTING IN ARGON 153
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Device for fatigue tests of the bellows in argon

Legend v

1. :Bellows

.2. Rotary•;.disk

3. Weights .,•).,

4'. Variable-speed motor

'5. Reduction..,unit

6. 1/2"' Edwards valve

7. Eressure-vacuum meter

8. Breaking disk'

9. Bleed valve
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FIG,8

PEC - EQUIPMENT FOR TESTING IN SODIUM



FIG.9 PEC - BF/LLOW FOR CONTROL ROD MECHANISM
ASSEMBLING CLEARANCE
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Device for in-sodium bellows testing

Legend
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7. Bronze guide

8. Bronze bushing

9..Guide tube

10. Mechanical arrest

11. Microswitch

12. Microswitch
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FIG. 10 PEC - BELLOW FOR CONTROL ROD MECHANISM
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FIG.11 PEC - BELLOW FOR CONTROL ROD MECHANISM
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FIG.12 PEC - BELLOW FOR CONTROL ROD MECHANISM (N.I)
3000 CYCLES
7000 FAST FALL

AFTER TESTING

FIG..13 PEC - BELLOW FOR CONTROL ROD MECHANISM (N. 3)
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